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ABSTRACT

The subject of this thesis was the development a simulation backplane for coupling

an electrical simulator with a mechanical fmite-element simulator although the backplane is

applicable to any simulator with the proper architecture. To tradeoff performance and

accuracy during the analysis, a dynamic configuration option was included, where different

simulators and models in a simulator can be switched in and out during the analysis. This

option provided the designer with the flexibility to analyze all details of simulations from

different modeling representations to optimizing the simulation performance within the

same analysis. This backplane was able to transverse multiple coupling architectures to be a

configuration tool for simulating hybrid environments with dynamic changes. In this work,

the dynamic configurability procedure was outlined with other issues and procedures for

coupling multiple simulators.

To improve upon the basic coupling process, different interface configurations were

examined in different casualty-based formats. Specifically, conventional interface

combinations were compared under different sensitivity calculation criteria and methods to

find the interface or combination with the best iteration efficiency and convergence. The

iteration efficiency was typically determined by the sensitivity calculation options while the

convergence was determined by the interface combination between the simulators and by

the backplane initialization sequence. The optimum convergence for any conventional

interface combination was 93%. From these analyses, a dynamic-interface configuration

procedure was developed based on coupling conditions and variable causality to identify the

iii



interface configuration with the best chances of convergence. A tiered dynamic interface

procedure had convergence of 95% and equivalent iteration efficiency with the conventional

interfaces. Finally, a flow correction method using behavioral models was examined, where

a predictor and corrector process was implemented that allowed more versatility in the

coupling process and improved initialization compared to the other interfaces. The flow

correction process had a convergence, of 93% tested over behavioral models with different

accuracy constraints. A sensitivity calculation problem limited the success of the flow

correction procedure and caused the iteration inefficiency to be two times larger than the

other procedures.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are difficult to design and simulate

due to their multidisciplinary nature. MEMS integrate different engineering disciplines

where batch processing can reduce costs and enhance features [3,4]. The disciplines [1,2]

used in MEMS are process technology (micromachining), electronics, mechanics,

packaging, thermodynamics, etc, as shown in Figure 1-1. These different disciplines in

MEMS can be designed, modeled, and simulated independently, but few environments

consider all disciplines simultaneously as a single problem at the system-level using

different discipline simulators. Assuming each discipline has found the optimum iteration

algorithm(s) and modeling/abstraction method(s) for a particular type of design, then the

problem becomes how to integrate the different discipline simulators into an efficient

system-level concept.

To narrow the scope of this work, this rese^ch focused on integrating an electrical

analog-type simulator and a mechanical Finite Element (FE) simulator. An electrical

simulator is used for lumped-sum devices with well-defined behavior while a FE simulator

is used to analyze movable devices using a known structure and material models with

multiple degrees of freedom (DOF). The capabilities of the individual simulator determine

how the simulator can be used to simulate MEMS, since each simulator offers different

perfonnance, accuracy, and implementation tradeoffs. The first requirement is to define the

basic structure of a generic simulator and the modeling issues between the different

simulators. These issues are then used to examine the different simulator architectures for

integrating disciplines (not just MEMS). The different architectures are independent

1
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Figure 1-1. Database and simulation overview for MEMS

simulators, coupled simulators, and a unified simulator.

1.1 A Generic Simulator and the Modeling Issues

The common causes for any design failure are a lack of accurate models and

insufficient simulation of the design over different conditions. These modeling issues

translate into a tradeoff between defining the simulation accuracy to meet the design

specifications [6,7] and performing a sufficient number of simulations to validate the design

under a reasonable set of different conditions. Unfortunately, simulation accuracy and

performance cannot typically be optimized simultaneously. To make tradeoffs between

accuracy and performance, the designer can use different levels of abstraction (design

representations or modeling techniques) or different solver algorithms. These two elements

represent the flmdamental aspects of a simulator, which are a solver(s), equation matrix, and

a modeler as shown in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2. The structure of a simulator

The role of the solver is to calculate a solution from the equation matrix. Each

solver can use a variety of different iteration techniques to reach convergence because

certain solver algorithms or combinations of algorithms work better for specific problem

types and sizes. In most cases, the solver algorithms are hidden from the designer, but the

noticeable differences between simulators are improvements in performance or undesired

convergence failures. Primarily, solvers have a greater contribution on simulation

performance and solution convergence than on simulation accuracy, although the timestep

and iteration control in the solver can influence the accuracy of the analysis.

The modeler directly determines the devices that the simulator can recognize and

translates the devices definitions from the different syntax databases into the equation

matrix. The modeler dynamically defines the equation matrix values for a device based on

the device's physical parameters, governing behavioral equations, and the present solution.



Most simulators are built around predefined component definitions to simplify the modeling

of a design, so the interfaces are very direct and optimized for solving a particular problem.

With the optimized interface, the designer must only specify the essential physical

parameters into the predefined models to perform an analysis. Using the predefined

modeling definitions, a designer does not have to specify the equations governing a

component's behavior or verify the model.

Solvers are essential to the simulation process, but the modeling can have the largest

impact on both accuracy and performance. The modeling defines the level of abstraction

and the different calculation modes for an element in the simulation. Different calculation

modes can be accessed within the same simulator, but the level of abstraction often requires

a different type of simulator (domain or discipline). Therefore, another reason to integrate

simulators is to have full access to the abstraction capabilities of the different simulators and

solver algorithms in some cases.

1.1.1 Levels of Abstraction

The level of abstraction can range from a physical low-level to a functional or

conceptual high-level. The lower abstraction levels typically have greater accuracy and

slower performance by focusing on device and structural behavior. A low-level

representation requires the simulator to solve a large number of equations for each primitive

element. The higher abstraction levels have faster performance and typically less accuracy

by examining modules that describe behavior instead of the interaction between the

multiple elements comprising the device or module. A high-level representation minimizes



the number of equations to be solved or limits the number of possible solutions to a finite

number of states. The higher abstraction levels are generally used at the beginning of the

design cycle to make system-level tradeoffs and the lower abstraction levels are used at the

end of the design cycle for verification. Unfortunately, no simple rule exists for defining the

level of abstraction except to simulate as many different ways and over as many different

conditions as possible [91].

In a MEMS design, the coupling mechanisms between disciplines are the critical

points to be modeled accurately since the transduced energy is the sensor mechanism or

actuator control. Because the coupling mechanism is between the disciplines, the perception

is that the models must be at a low abstraction level to achieve high precision. For

examining a particular characteristic of the coupling mechanisms, low-level analyses are the

only true mechanisms to ensure that the nonlinear or undefined effects missing in higher-

level models do not accumulate td create significant errors. However, these detailed

analyses can be time consuming, which can require hours of simulation for microseconds of

real time. When longer simulation runs are required, the low-level analyses become

restrictive at the system-level and the designer is forced to use higher level models for

examining different conditions.

In many situations, the higher-level less-accurate models can provide all the

information needed at the system-level. However, a point can be reached where the higher-

level models become counter productive due to errors. One concern with higher-level

models is that these models can break down under untested conditions and lead to the

wrong response. Examples of extreme failure modes are structural breaks and contacts.



where the functionality of the device undergoes sigriificant changes. Besides the extreme

situations, improperly modeled device behavior can cause system instability especially if the

device's transfer characteristics are a strong function of the operating region. Errant

behavior in a model is very difficult to predict without a different modeling viewpoint.

Another reason to switch between different abstraction levels is to provide for verification

and error analysis.

1.1.2 Importance of Modeling

Most equation-based simulators can expand their modeling capabilities by modeling

a device in terms of differential equations [5,64-68], so only the mathematical behavior of a

component is required to create a model. With the correct models defined for a component,

any generic simulator can predict the physical behavior of MEMS from the mechanical

structure to the electronics and beyond. Under these considerations, the accuracy of the

models is almost independent of the simulator, where only superior models can create .

accurate simulations. If all modeling is assumed equal across all simulators, then the

modeling issues shift toward the dedicated solver algorithms for improving performance.

To further complicate the problems in simulating MEMS, designers must deal with

fabrication variations. With variations in the fabrication process, models cannot absolutely

be defined for any component or material since a tolerance is on all parameters. Process

variations do jeopardize the validity of requiring highly accurate models imless simulations

are done over multiple sets of model variations. Even with the different sets of models, the

designer still has accuracy constraints with uncertainties.



1.2 Independent Simulators

Most designers approach MEMS simulation using independent simulators as shown

in Figure 1-3. In this architecture, the designers can continue to use their native simulator(s)

and design enviromnents [15,66,95]. The independence between the design environments

and simulators allows the foreign elements to be modeled in any manner possible in a given

simulator. In this procedure, the behavior of each device must be characterized, modeled,

and verified against the measiored or simulated results from the other disciplines [15,95].

Consequently, this architecture puts significant emphasis on the accurate modeling of

components from a different discipline since the different databases can be completely

independent. A potential hazard is that design modifications between the different

environments are not necessarily updated in the models used in other databases. For this

reason, the modeling procedure can require a sequential iterative process to reach an

accurate and consistent model represeritatibn.

In this architecture, the problems are constructing models that are accurate over all

lechanica

Database

Mechanical
Simulator

Results
Database

Independent

Model or

Stimulus
Generator

Electncal

Database

Electrical
Simulator

Results
Database

Figure 1-3. Independent Simulator Architecture



operating regions of each device and determining how to analyze effectively the devices

using the system-level response when higher-accuracy models are required. Typically, the

devices' behavior is modeled in a lumped-sum or macromodel format. These new or

updated device models can be constructed in three different ways: automatically from the

design database [8,63,85], automatically from simulation results [15,67,95], or analytically

from the structure [64-66]. In the automated procedures, model generation does require

translation of the results from the different simulators, so the different simulators do become

loosely coupled via the data translator in the model generator. Although this iterative

process can be time consuming and resource intensive, the fmal model can be efficient and

accurate, at least over limited regions of operation.

1.3 Coupled Simulators

A single virtual simulator is implemented when different simulators are coupled as

shown in Figure 1-4. With a simulation backplane, the different simulators can operate in a

plug-and-simulate environment where distributed or parallel processing is a part of the

process. A simulation backplane integrates simulators together through a procedural

interface or inter-process protocol that links multiple simulators into a common

environment and provides data-transfer and synchronization mechanisms. Designers from

the different disciplines can simulate how their devices, components, or functions interact

directly with other engineering disciplines using their native tools. Each designer has the

benefit of examining the responses with different simulators. At the very least, the coupling

of the different simulators provides the mechanism for concurrent verification of the
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system-level design from different modeling perspectives.

This coupled architecture brings challenges in terms of communications protocols,

interfacing procedures, and design partitioning. Simulators do require an open interface with

sufficient controllability as a prerequisite for this process. In particular, the design

partitioning becomes a cmcial part of the process. Virtually any configuration of simulators

or design representations is possible with the proper partitioning algorithms. A designer can

select how the designs or devices are partitioned across the different simulators or

algorithms can search for optimal configuration of accuracy or performance based on

certain simulation criteria.

The importance of the partitioning process is to address the performance problems

of this architecture, especially the coupling of the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with

electrical analysis. The FE simulators offer very detailed time-consuming analyses [33], but

repeated long simulations are certain to include redundant information from previous



analyses. After several simulations, the coupling of the FEA with the electrical simulator

becomes very monotonous and provides little or no additional insight into the behavior.

1.4 Unified Simulator

The unified simulator is a compact form of the coupled simulators with the same

types of problems. The difference between the unified simulator and coupled architectures

is that the simulation backplane becomes an algorithmic backplane, which internally links

the different simulator algorithms into a single program with a common output as shown in

Figure 1-5. For this implementation, a unified simulator would require the capabilities of

ALL the individual discipline-specific simulators, i.e. the simulator would have unlimited

capabilities: multiple levels of abstraction, multiple iteration methods, multiple analysis

formats, and modeling information on all possible disciplines. At present, the mathematical-

type simulators, like MATLAB [88], are the closest implementations to a unified simulator.

At a certain point, the difference between simulators becomes a translation problem.

Unified

Simulation
Database

Single
Sunulator

Results

Database

Figure 1-5. Unified Simulator Architecture
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so a unified simulator can be emulated by integrating the modelers from the different

disciplines. Discipline-specific modelers would translate all the various physical or

conceptual representations into a common simulation or mathematical format. Once in a

common database, a generic simulator could analyze the complete system of equations

assuming that the size of the system does not exceed the simulator's capabilities. Because of

the potential size of the problem, a distributed or parallel-processing mode becomes

essential to the unified simulator architecture. This distributed homogeneous simulator does

eliminate most interfacing problems that can occur between heterogeneous simulators, and

load balancing becomes possible to optimize the parallel processing. The only missing

element would be the dedicated solver algorithms and analysis methods for a particular

problem.

1.5 Conclusions

The unified simulator architecture with parallel processing would be the optimum

solution. However, the discipline modelers are already implemented in the different design

and simulation environments, so the implementation choice is either the coupled or the

independent architectures [67]. For linking different simulators into a larger virtual system,

the coupled simulator architecture with the proper partitioning options is the most flexible

approach to make any tradeoffs. However, the independent simulator architecture allows

designers to continue using their existing design and simulation procedures at the cost of

sacrificing some accuracy while maintaining a high degree of performance. The decision

becomes one of performance and accuracy, where. accuracy depends on how well the
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models characterize the behavior of the devices and materials regardless of the simulator.

For this reason, only the performance aspects of the two architectures can be analyzed.

For a performance comparison, the independent architecture is required to validate

or crosscheck the solution using the other discipline simulators to guarantee matching

between the solutions. Otherwise, the independent architecture has a distinct advantage in

performance, since the time consuming device-level analysis would be unnecessary. To

calculate the simulation time for each architecture (X), four variables are defined: maximum

system-level simulation time (2^), maximum average mechanical simulation time (7^),

number of iterations ), and number of data points ). An average value for a variable

y is defined by y. Using these defmitions, the total simulation times for the coupled

architecture ( ) and for the independent architecture (7} ) are

= MAX(Ts,TJ • =MAX{Ts,T^) -d^-n. Equation 1-1
y=i

= Ts ̂ dj + ^dj^ ̂{Ts-dc+Tf^-d,)- rij Equation 1-2
j=\ j=\

In the coupled architecture, the number of iterations is varying per time point and the

slowest simulator defines the simulation time because of parallel processing effects. For the

independent architecture, the total simulation time is a summation of the system-level and

the slowest device-level simulation time because of the sequential process. The ratio of the

two simulation times is

ZL =
Tc

Tf^ n dj + Tg • d(,

MAX(T^,Ts) j
w, ni'd, „ . ,
—— = a 37—- Equation 1-3
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For this relationship, the assumption is made that the device-level simulation time is

typically slower than the system-level analysis, so the value can be lumped into the parallel

processing factor {a).

Prior to the construction of accuracy models in the independent architecture, the

only known relationship between the architectures is that dj <d(^. This condition occurs

because the device-level simulation process can eliminate piecewise linear (PWL)

conditions within the data sequence to reduce the number of points. By, eliminating data

points, the independent architecture can avoid the synchronization issues in the coupled

architecture. With the potential disproportionate relationship between simulation times, this

condition is assumed to eliminate the advantages due to parallel processing {a-dj -d^.),

so the ratio depends primarily on the number of iterations.

For the number of iterations, the expectation is the initial value of rij is equal to or

greater than the maximum , so <nj. The justification of this consideration is that the

initial model is a poor representation, which can cause divergence until the regions of

device operation are parameterized. However, the number of iterations in the independent

architecture will approach unity if the accuracy specifications are met over all simulation

conditions. Unfortunately, the number of iterations in the coupled approach remains fixed

because each simulation starts with no prior information. A point is reached where the

independent architecture using behavioral models becomes more efficient than the coupled

architecture.

13



1.5.1 Dissertation Goals

Based on the comparison of the two architectures, the coupled approach is more

efficient than the iterative process of the independent approach until behavioral models

reach an acceptable accuracy. Even with a model diat has acceptable accuracy, situations

can still occur when models break down because of conditions outside of the

characterization range. During these conditions, the only option is to switch to different

abstraction levels to guarantee the operation and accuracy of the device or module.

However, the cost of this modeling switch is a decrease in simulation performance, which is

unfortunately the main benchmark for simulation. In general, these coupling processes

typically have poor performance compared to behavioral models. Although the solutions

from the coupling process can have superior accuracy to behavioral models, optimized

behavioral models over a narrow range of operation can have precision equal to FEA.

To provide the maximum perfonn^ce and to always meet the tolerance parameters,

a hybrid approach is needed where the advantages of both architectures are used. This

hybrid approach involves a dynamically configurable simulation [72] where different

modeling representations are switched during the analysis to promote performance or

accuracy as shown in Figure 1-6. This illustration also shows how two different model

representations can have equivalent accuracy with different performance parameters.

Additional information about the dynamic modeling procedures is provided in section 2.5

and section 4.4.

For maximum flexibility, simulation is done through the simulation backplane, so

different simulators can be exchanged during the analysis. The goal of this research is to
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Figure 1-6. Dynamic model switching based on simulation performance and accuracy

create a coupled architecture using a simulation backplane with dynamic

reconfiguration of the discipline-specific simulators for MEMS analysis. Specially, a

mechanical FE simulator and an electrical simulator are coupled, and representations for the

MEMS device model are dynamically switched between FE and behavioral models. For the

dynamic switching process, the assumption is that the altemate behavioral models exist

prior to the analysis although the coupling process could guide the domain mapping

between the disciplines as suggested in section 2.5. For the backplane development, the

major questions to be answered are:

• What are the general procedures for the simulation backplane?

• What specific operation(s) does the simulation backplane require to switch dynamically

between models representations in different simulators?

• What calculation and iteration process is needed to couple the simulators and to achieve



convergence?

• What type of interface(s) is needed to couple the simulators?

• Does an optimum interface exist in terms of convergence and iteration efficiency to

couple the simulators for the hybrid approach?

•  Can the backplane implement an interfacing procedure to improve the coupling

efficiency between the simulators?

1.5.2 Dissertation Outline

This research is presented in the following manner. Chapter 2 presents a literature

review that describes the present MEMS specific design and simulation environments. The

different coupling methods for different simulators and backplane implementations are

examined. The basic requirements of a simulator are outlined for this coupling architecture

and a more comprehensive overview of the dynamic modeling option is provided. An

accuracy-based trigger is also examined with other considerations to aid in the behavioral

mapping of a device using the dynamic modeling procedure.

Chapter 3 examines different interfacing structures with the emphasis on the

configurations and modeling combinations to optimize the iteration efficiency and

convergence between simulators. This section also outlines the process flow of calculation

procedure from direct nodal relationship to the final error-minimization procedures with

input causality identification using bond graph techniques. Specifically, various methods of

using causality assignment are examined, and a flexible interface node is created to

investigate the effects of dynamic interface configuration on the iteration process. A flow
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correction method, which overlaps FEA with a behavioral model in the electrical simulator,

is also examined for improving performance between simulators.

Chapter 4 describes the implementation process for backplane process. The

procedures for the different backplane modes are outlined and considerations for improving

performance are described. The database structure of the backplane and local simulator

interfaces is described. Additional specifications on the iteration process are defined.

Chapter 5 provides the results from the different coupling configurations and

examines the relative merits of the different coupled approaches over a variety of modeling

representations and design examples. The results show mechanical-to-electrical simulator

coupling and electrical-to-electrical simulator coupling to demonstrate the flexibility of the

backplane. The results for different coupling processes using the hybrid method are

presented with examples using no coupling, static coupling, and dynamic coupling on the

performance and relative accuracy of the analysis;

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and future areas of research.
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Chapter 2. Background

This literature review is presented in almost chronological order as a system-level

view is taken for simulating MEMS and for crystallizing the scope of this topic. The review

began by examining the different MEMS-specific environments for simulating MEMS,

where FEA is typically used to examine the characteristics of mechanical devices. Based on

these environments, coupling the different simulators is the most direct method of analyzing

the systeni although creating behavioral models is the more common and simple method of

analysis. This information is presented in section 2.1.

For the coupling process, partitioning the system-level design, calculating the

solution across multiple simulators, interfacing and communicating between simulators, are

the major issues. The partitioning process is the first and perhaps most important step in

coupling the different simulators to meet a designer's perceptions and goals of modeling all

aspects of a system from a specific simulator to a certain abstraction level. To use existing

CAD environments for these partitioning tasks, a system-level partitioning process is

required to create discipline specific databases to define this array of options. This

partitioning process is described in section 2.2 with the ramifications on the simulation

backplane.

After the system-level design is partitioned and post-processed, the analysis task

begins and the different discipline simulators are coupled to fmd a solution. The focus of

most research in this area is defming the interface and iteration method to optimize

performance. The basic simulator iteration and interface process is examined in section 2.3.

Finally, each simulator requires certain functions and capabilities to be used in the coupling
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process. The basic simulator requirements and an overview of the backplane control are
^  I

described in section 2.4. Finally, the dynamic modeling process is presented in section 2.5.

2.1 MEMS Simulation Environments

The main design and simulation environments specifically for MEMS are

CAEMEMS [47-49], MEMCAD [51-59], and SESES [60-62]. These different MEMS

design-and-simulation environments have focused primarily on the mechanical aspects of

MEMS using FEA and those electrical properties influencing the mechanical behavior.

With FEA, designers can examine the behavior of practically any structure given the

material and interaction characteristics of the components. However, these systems

concentrate primarily on device-level and not system-level analysis.

To overcome this problem. Application Specific Integrated Systems (ASIS) have

been proposed for MEMS [2], which like Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)

would create separate tools to integrate the different disciplines. At this point, the typical

approaches are coupling simulators and creating parameterized behavioral models. Several

authors have already coupled an electrical simulator to a mechanical simulator for MEMS,

and the results demonstrate the high accuracy and slow simulation performance relative to

behavioral models. This section examines the different MEMS-specific simulation

environments, different simulator coupling approaches, and MEMS behavioral modeling.

2.1.1 CAEMEMS

Computer-Aided Engineering of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (CAEMEMS)

is a CAE fi-amework for MEMS, which functions as a MEMS-specific designer's
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workbench [47]. This MEMS framework provides a set of databases, libraries, graphical

user interfaces (GUI), plotting functions, solid modelers, and utilities for the integration of

MEMS-related CAD and CAE programs [48,49]. Within this framework, a user can design

and optimize specific MEMS applications, and the tools provide guidance to the user. One

module is the CAEMEMS-D [48] for pressure sensor design and simulation. Another

module is ASEP [49] for simulation of the etching of <10p>-oriented silicon using KOH.

ANSYS is the finite element simulator used in CAEMEMS.

2.1.2 MEMCAD

MEMCAD system is an environment that creates the architecture to address the

system level problems and the specific tool-development level, that can solve the entire

coupled set of CAD problems [50]. MEMCAD consists of accurate 3-D solid model

generation from CIF mask layers and process descriptions and development of material

model databases [51,52,53,58]. In MEMCAD, the MEMS design process requires designers

to create a 2-dimensional layout in CIF mask format. Then, the CIF file is translated to

IGES format, and a solid modeler generates the 3-D shapes using process descriptions as

input into a mechanical simulator [52,58]. The 3-D solid model is simulated using

ABAQUS for the finite element analysis and visualization using PATRAN or I-DEAS.

With a solid representation of the mechanical structures, MEMCAD can find the

deformation of the mechanical structure due to electrostatics [55,56,59]. The electrostatic

simulator called COSOLVE-EM [59] is used to find charge densities across structures using

ABAQUS and FASTCAP. The charge distribution creates electrical pressure loads for the
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mechanical simulator to determine the deformations, hysteresis effects, or contact problems

for a structure [57]. As the mechanical structure is deformed, the charge density across a

structure is redistributed to change the electrostatic force contributions. An iterative process

is applied between the deformations and charge densities until the device reaches self-

consistent values.

2.1.3 SESES/SOLDDIS

Unlike the CAEMEMS and MEMCAD environments, SESES is a closed system

and not a collection of interfaced programs [60]. The SESES environment has concentrated

on developing a unified software concept, which provides flexible coupling of electrical,

thermal, and mechanical deformation phenomena in a imiform and consistent environment

[60]. In addition, the general coupling effects between physical properties of MEMS are

outlined to illustrate how the different coupling effects can influence the iteration methods

for solution of the system equations. SOLIDIS is a package of programs with common

database structures and algorithms that uses tailored fmite-element analysis to solve self-

consistent thermo-electro-mechanical problems [61,62]. This system can create a SPICE

netlist representing the behavior of the mechanical device for simulation at the system-level

[63].

2.1.4 Concurrent Electrical and Mechanical Analysis

Several articles describing concurrent analysis for MEMS are [32-36]. In [32], an

electrical simulator ELDO is coupled to the mechanical simulator ANSYS for a

piezoelement simulation. An iterative solution is found with ANSYS controlling the
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process. Different interface configurations based on relaxation methods are examined. In

[36], the electrical simulator PSPICE is coupled to ANSYS for piezoelectric analysis of an

oscillator. An external transfer program creates load vectors for ANSYS from the PSPICE

analysis. In [35], an electrical VHDL simulator is linked to the mechanical simulator

PROUESSE using Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). Because of the simulator types, this

particular problem uses logical states instead of current and voltage.

The remaining articles define a simulation backplane to link the simulators. In [33],

ANSYS and the electrical simulator SABER are integrated using Parallel Virtual Machine

(PVM) and gradient methods to solve the interface problem. However, an iterative process

is not used to generate a consistent result like [32]. The test cases are an acceleration sensor

and thermal analysis of an electrical circuit. The lack of performance is defined as a major

negative of the coupling process although the backplane significantly improves the

performance compared to file-based transfer^ In [34], the mechanical simulators CAPA and

ANSYS are coupled to the electrical simulator KOSIM using a relaxation-based method

with Newton's method. PVM is also used as the communication mechanism.

2.1.5 Behavioral Models

For system issues, behavioral models in an electrical simulator provide a designer

with a faster and simple approach to designing and simulating MEMS [5,64-67,85].

Electrical devices have also been simulated in a EE simulator [68]. In most situations, the

designers develop the mathematical behavior of a device based on analytical simplifications

and assumptions [5,64-65,85], where the behavior can be verified using PEA. The most
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practical approach is to apply stimuli to the FEA and then create behavioral models for the

electrical simulators [67].

Reduced-order models for the Finite Element Method (FEM) [14] and lumped

model equivalents [8,9,85] of the fabricated device responses can produce the same

accuracy as the FEA at least in certain operational regions. The concem in this work is that

device models become invalid under certain conditions since higher-level models are by

definition less accurate than lower-level physical representations. In most cases, the

problem is not the behavioral model per se, but errors resulting from system-level analysis

using faulty stimuli definitions outside the model limits. This situation becomes possible as

different discipline engineers become involved in a system when the limits of the design can

be reached or exceeded. Minor inaccuracies in the behavioral model do become irrelevant

beyond a certain point once the designer has tested the major conditions, but failure modes

are still possible in the unverified situations.

2.2 System-level Partitioning

Most partitioning processes break a system into small modules starting with a

system-level representation or top-level design as shown in Figure 2-l(a). For each design,

the partitioning process can potentially choose from a variety of behavioral models or

structural representations for each instance of a design as shown in Figure 2-1(b). Virtually

any configuration of simulators and modeling options is possible with a flexible-partitioning

program [17,21] and the proper design and model viewpoints [69]. The degree of

partitioning across multiple simulation databases depends on the capabilities of each
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Figure 2-1. A complete design database

simulator and the partitioning options.

The first task for all partitioning algorithms is to flatten the design hierarchy by

expanding all instances of a design until the desired modeling representation or the

primitive elements are reached. Starting with the top level of the design, flattening

algorithms take the present instance names at each hierarchical level and use them to name

all sub-instances, nodes, devices, etc. From the flattened database, the partitioning process

generates a unique simulation database for each simulator in the analysis. The simulation

databases contain the interface configurations between the simulators, the communication

mechanisms, and the object naming conventions to link simulators across the backplane.

Most design environments and CAD frameworks provide partitioning and

translation mechanisms to create a simulation database for a specific simulator(s) from a

design database(s) [70,71]. In this research, the most notable partitioning problem is the

lack of a common design database prior to generation of a physical database for the



fabrication process. This work assumes that multiple design environments are used, so no

single database will contain all design and model representations. Without a common or

central database, an automated or interactive partitioning process is not possible with all the

different modeling options simultaneously. Different simulators can still be coupled using a

common naming reference through the backplane, but only single instances of a different

discipline design can be simulated without manual creation of a design database for each

instance. One environment is expected to contain sufficient information to construct a

system-level database. With a system-level database, the major problems in the partitioning

process are the discipline refinement process and an instance's discipline-specific stimulus.

The discipline refinement process generates the simulator configurations and

performs all translation fionctions between the different databases. Examples of the

refinement process are the meshing operations for the FBA .and separation of analog and

digital circuitry for mixed-mode simulation. Two implementations for the refmement

process are a single partitioning program for all disciplines and different post-partitioning

processes from within the different design environments. In both cases, a system-level

partitioning process is still required to recognize and to separate the different disciplines

from a central database. However, the single partitioning program requires enormous

flexibility and scope to implement any known partitioning algorithm. The multiple

discipline partitioning option follows the basic premise of the research that the discipline-

specific tasks are best performed by the native tools. The partitioning process also defines

the environments doing the post-processing on the different design or simulation databases

[70]. Consequently, each instance can be post-processed differently based on performance
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or accuracy constraints. The only requirement in the discipline-specific processes is that all

post-processing operations must preserve the links to the simulation backplane.

For just coupling the different simulators, access to the stimuli in a discipline is not

a requirement. However, the hybrid approach requires the stimuli to be synchronized

between the different simulators, or the solutions are not correlated as all distributed

variables are lumped into a single composite representation to prevent complex interactions.

The stimuli are also required if a behavioral model is generated using data from another

simulator.

2.3 Interfacing and Iterating

For defining the inteifacing and iteration process, this research examined mixed-

mode simulation in electrical simulators [16-22,41-45,47], mixed device and circuit

simulators [28-31], mixed level simulators [44,46], parallel processing [23-26,80-84], and

simulator algorithms [10-13,37,40]. In mixed-mode simulation, analog and digital types of

electrical analyses are combined. Analog simulation uses the fundamental equations

(Kirchoffs Laws) of circuit analysis to solve voltage and current relationships between

devices. Digital simulation abstracts the circuit analysis of the voltage or current levels into

discrete logical states. Mixed-mode electrical simulation is a translation process between

two different abstraction domains, which did not directly apply to this research. However,

the architectures of the mixed-mode simulators and synchronization of the different

simulators are relevant as described in section 2.3.1 and section 2.3.3.
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Mixed circuit-device simulation implements the same basic process that is required

in this research. Most iteration schemes between simulators with nonlinear relationships use

some variation of the Newton Raphson method to linearize the given variables at the

present solution [31,46]. The focus of most coupling schemes is the interface between the

solver algorithms to maximize performance [29,30]. In [29], the full, two-level, and

modified two-level Newton methods are compared. The full Newton method solves all

unknown variables simultaneously as a single problem. The two-level method does a

standard linearization at the device and circuit level, where the device is linearized at one

level and the circuits are linearized at a second level using the device representation. The

modified two-level method applies a linear predictor step at the device-level in the standard

two-level method to improve the runtime performance and to maintain die same iteration

efficiency. A Norton equivalent circuit is used at the circuit level for the device, and voltage

sources are applied at the device-level. In [30], different node tearing algorithms using a full

Newton method are examined by adding different resistance boundary conditions to the

interface. The addition of series resistance to the bordered block diagonal matrix did

improve the runtime performance and iteration efficiency of the coupling process in three

dimensions compared to an interface without the resistance. The mixed-level simulators

[44,46] have similar characteristics to the mixed device-circuit simulator, except that state

variable transfer functions in S and Z domains are solved with the circuit analysis.

The basic simulation methods are typically variations and combinations of different

iteration techniques to improve performance without sacrificing accuracy. To enhance

performance, the common implementation practices are bypassing unnecessary model
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evaluations [10,22,74] and partitioning the matrix into loosely coupled blocks [10,11].

Model evaluations are done during solution checks and the sensitivity calculations within

the blocks. With the proper partitioning of the system into blocks, simulators can suspend

internal iteration processing once all shared and internal variables have converged for a

block. The coupling process becomes event-driven or selectively traced [10,11], so blocks

remain idle whenever possible.

In the iteration process for this research, the system-level partitioning process has

already divided the complete system into disciplines. However, the blocks based on

discipline partitioning are not necessarily efficient fi-om a simulation standpoint. Iteration

methods can require certain matrix conditions to guarantee convergence, so matrix re

assembling or matrix overlapping [27] may be required to provide the necessary conditions

for convergence. Another technique to improve performance is to limit the number of

iterations without guaranteeing full convergence (e.g. timing simulation). The solution

process is described in section 2.3.2 and the convergence requirements for an interface are

outlined in section 2.3.4.

Parallel processing has the goal of fully utilizing all computer resources by load

balancing and eliminating sequential steps from a simulation process [23-26,80-84].

Although the iteration process for coupling simulators has qualities of parallelism, load

balancing cannot be achieved intentionally. Any improvement in performance due to

parallel processing is just a by-product of the discipline partitioning process. Furthermore,

mechanical PEA is computationally intensive compared to electrical analysis, so the process
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is typically dominated by the mechanical simulation time unless the mechanical simulator

has a parallel processing option.

2.3.1 Simulator Architectures

The mixed-mode simulators provided the most information about the simulator

architectures, which are very distinctly defmed because of the mapping process between

continuous and discrete states. The three architectures for coupling mixed-mode simulators

are the core, glue, and unified approaches [16,21,40]. These architectures are the bases for

the independent, coupled, and unified architectures in Chapter 1. Figure 2-2 illustrates these

different simulation architectures for mixed-mode simulation.

In the core architecture, the analog or digital component is given capabilities in

another simulation domain [16,21,40]. One single simulator does all information conversion
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Figure 2-2. Three different mixed-mode architectures
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between the two domains by simulating a component at the level of the given simulator. In

the analog simulator, digital cells are modeled with analog representations while analog

cell's responses are emulated with digital representations in the digital simulator.

Unified simulators make no distinctions between analog and digital circuits due to

an intemal algorithmic backplane, which provides policies that govern time

synchronization, signal mapping, etc. [17-22,40,44]. A single, integrated environment has

algorithms to solve any specific level of abstraction. This type of simulator is very flexible,

and new algorithms can be compiled into the backplane as needed. Most simulator

development is moving towards algorithmic backplane architectures because of their

flexibility and expandability. This flexibility allows the unified simulators to be used as glue

simulators, so a unified simulator should be the first type of simulator considered in any

simulation process.

The glue approach has septate simulators communicating and working together

using a procedural interface or inter-process protocol [41-43,45]. This protocol links

multiple simulators into a common environment and provides data-transfer and

synchronization mechanisms, which collectively are called a simulation backplane. A

simulation backplane is a distributed version of the algorithmic backplane. Potentially, any

design can be solved regardless of the size or complexity since new simulators with

compatible interface protocols can be added to the backplane as needed. Multiple simulators

can be coupled using a simulation baclqplane for distributed and parallel processing with the

proper partitioning process.
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2.3.2 Solution Process

All solution processes are required to solve a system of M equations where

functions of a vector (x e ) at a given time are equal to zero, or

fj{x,i)=0 foralljeM Equation2-1

Because of the pre-partitioning operations, these equations are spread across multiple

simulators, but the basic solution process does not change. System-level iteration still

performs standard nonlinear solver procedures, except model evaluations become solution

sequences of a simulator. The two solver techniques considered in this research for the

coupling process are the Newton-Raphson and relaxation methods. The Newton method is

most commonly used in the interfacing process because of tightly coupled relationships

between simulators.

2.3.2.1 Newton-Raphson Method

For the simulation of the nonlinear system of equations, the Newton-Raphson

(Newton) method or linearization process is typically applied where

"a/'"'JC'^' f Equation 2= x' -
dx'

-2

ay;
dx, dxjf

3x_ aA
dx, dXff

Equation 2-3

The sensitivity matrix
dx

is also called gradient matrix or Jacobi matrix. For an
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unknown N terminal device, this procedure requires the simulator to perform' at least N

model evaluations to generate the gradients depending upon the differential formula. The

gradient value is calculated as

=  for all ke N Equation2-4
3jc^. AXj

This linearization procedure applies a variable delta to a device's terminal with all other

terminals held constant. Then, the functional offsets of the other terminals are measured and

used to define the sensitivity matrix. Other differential formulas are also possibilities (see

[94, pp. 149-155]), but additional evaluation sequences are required if a more complex

formula is used. All variables with no direct relationship to a device have a sensitivity of

zero. Most systems of equations are spairse with blocks of tightly coupled relationships.

Because of the computational intensity of this process, the full gradient calculations

are done veiy selectively. In many cases, a modified Newton method is used where

"a/"'"'/' Equation 2= x' - -5
dx"

The full gradient calculation is performed only once, since one calculation can provide a

reasonable approximation [10,78] that is mathematically accurate enough to be iteration

efficient. The tradeoff is between model evaluations for the sensitivity calculations or for

fmding new solutions. For example, N+1 model simulation sequences can test N+1 new

solutions or test a single solution with the calculation of a new sensitivity matrix. The

choice is to do model evaluations for new solutions except during initialization. At

initialization, the simulators do not have a valid sensitivity matrix definition because of the
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unknown solution vector. Several iterations can be required before the solutions reach

sufficiently close conditions [78,79] to calculate a valid sensitivity matrix.

The Newton method is the main iteration technique in the mixed device-circuit

simulators because of the tight coupling between simulators. As outlined in [31], the

Newton matrix for the mixed device-circuit simulator is defined by

Ro 0
0  R,

0  0

Sq 5,

0  To

0  r,

Rmm  m

Sci

dx2

1

nn

5x

dz .-Fn.

R =

T =

dF
m

m

dz

S„ =
dF„

Y =

dx^

dz

f" Equation 2-6

The variable x represents the internal device variables and terminal currents, the variable z

represents the voltage and currents between modules, and the variable F represents the time

discretization of the function that should be zero [31]. Within this research, access to the

internal variables of the device, or module is possible, but only the shared power data (z) for

a terminal is exchanged between simulators with the relevant sensitivity information for the

variables. The intemal variables are eliminated from the system-level representation. To

maximize performance, the individual sensitivity matrixes are calculated in parallel by each

simulator with respect to the shared nodes. These sensitivity matrixes are broadcast or

transferred [28] to all simulators for defining the system-level interface matrix. This

calculation process is outlined in section 3.4 for this simulation backplane.

2.3.2.2 Relaxation Methods

A general overview of different relaxation methods can be found in [10,11,78].

Most relaxation techniques use some variation of Newton's method as a linearization step
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to solve the nonlinear equations. The relaxation-based algorithms are well suited for parallel

processing [86], since solutions can be' done per variable and a complete sensitivity matrbc

does not have to be calculated , [10]. However, relaxation methods are guaranteed to

converge only if the system-level matrix has a diagonal dominance. To define diagonal

dominance, the system-level in a linear format is defined by

Ax = b x,be'^^' Equation 2-7

For diagonal dominance, the absolute value of the diagonal elements of the system matrix

are larger than the summation of the absolute value of non-diagonal elements, or

M

\^j.j\ - XMmI j Equation 2-8

For the system-level partitioning in this research, diagonal dominance is a condition that

cannot be assumed.

As an example, two configurations for a sensor application are shown in Figure 2-

3. The worst case situation is Figure 2-3 (a), where the external device is defining the

feedback path for the amplifier. Any variations on Va around Vmid can make Vqut

oscillate between the output limits of the power supplies. With large gain, a solution may

never be found especially if the error tolerances for the variables are too large. In this

situation, the simulator with the amplifier requires the completion of the feedback path.

Figure 2-3(b) is a more stable example, since the feedback sets the virtual node at Va to

be Vmid- However, the wrong interface model (a voltage source) at the virtual node can

still cause divergence problems. These situations show that poor partitioning of the

system-level across multiple simulators and poor interface definitions can cause problems
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Figure 2-3. Two extreme feedback problems

in a relaxation process. One method to overcome the poor partitioning problem is the use

of overlapping matrixes [27], which is technique used in waveform relaxation [12].

2.3.3 Synchronization

The two most common synchronization methods for simulation are the lockstep and

rollback methods [40-42,73-75]. The rollback scheme takes an optimistic approach to time

step control, where all simulators progress at their individual rates. When a variable conflict

occurs between simulators, each involved simulator rollbacks all timing information to the

conflicting time point, and then re-starts simulation using the new information. Because-of

this characteristic, the rollback scheme is a memory intense process since sufficient

information must be stored to retum to the time point.

The lockstep method is a pessimistic approach that sets the global time-step as the

minimum timestep of any simulator. By sacrificing simulation performance, this method is

very efficient in terms of memory utilization, since only the present time delta of the

simulator is changed. Due to the complexity of the different simulators involved, the
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lockstep method is more appropriate for this research. As a requirement, each simulator

must have a one-step rollback where the backplane controls the simulator's present

timestep.

A variety of hybrid methods is also possible as outlined in [73-75], but these

methods can cause locking problems. In simulators that partition a matrix into smaller

blocks, a typical synchronization method is to allow the different blocks to proceed at

different rates. The potential problem with these methods is that different time deltas can be

too large and the same data points are iterated to calculate multiple intermediate solutions.

The iteration process can invalidate previous data points [20], but these hybrid

synchronization methods can improve the simulation performance of the analysis if

piecewise linear (PWL) conditions exist.

2.3.4 Convergence

The three main convergence parameters are a deadlock limit, an absolute tolerance,

and a relative tolerance. For variable convergence, the convergence criterion is based on an

absolute tolerance parameter (6a) and a relative tolerance parameter (6r). An absolute

tolerance requires that the absolute difference between the present solution (Xp) and the

next or expected solution (Xn) values must be less than absolute parameter, or

< 6^ Equation 2-9

A relative tolerance requires that the absolute difference between the values is less than a

parameter times the maximum variable plus an absolute tolerance [29], or

\x,rXp\ < 5^ • MAX{Xj„Xp)+ 6^^ Equation 2-10
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The absolute relative tolerance (6ar«5a) is used during the relative comparison to ensure

that a comparison is not operating on integration noise or a signal too close to zero. The

relative tolerance procedures are the most flexible.

In a calculation process, a solution can iterate towards convergence, non-

convergence, or divergence as shown in Figure 2-4. Divergence is the solution sequence

with an oscillating geometric growth while the non-convergence applies to a solution that

never reaches a stable point nor diverges. Most non-convergence problems are symptomatic

of feedback loops, model discontinuities, tolerance problems, poor sensitivity calculations,

or poor calculation methods. Instead of detecting non-convergence, most simulators

implement a deadlock limit. A deadlock or iteration limit specifies the maximum number of

solution iterations (n^) that can occur on a single data point before the simulator is halted.
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Figure 2-4. Comparison of convergence and non-convergence tjpes
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All simulators have a deadlock limit to prevent the endless iteration for a single solution.

2.4 Communications and Controls

The communication mechanisms are secondary issues compared to the simulator

requirements, intemal database structures, and control mechanisms, since the

communications mechanisms are an implementation issue. In most cases, performance

degradations due to the backplane operation are assumed insignificant compared to the

iteration time of a simulator. With a FE simulator in the analysis, this performance

condition can easily be verified, but the coupling process is prohibitive for "small"

problems. The goal for a backplane is flexibility and expandability to allow data exchange

between any simulators through common procedures [39]. Using a simulation backplane,

the simulators become computation engines controlled by the backplane interface. The main

operations of the simulation interface are accessing intemal variables, modifying intemal

matrix values, translating information between the baclqjlane and the simulator, and

executing simulator operations consistently with the other simulators.

All simulators in this coupled architecture require an iteration capability that can be

controlled by an extemal program or intemal interface code. Simulators with an open-

architecture can make the implementation simpler than simulators that need modification at

a stmctural level to incorporate the backplane interface. The basic difference between an

open and closed architecture is shown in Figure 2-5, where the shaded areas are common

between the architectures. With an open interface, the translation and command operations

can be incorporated directly into the simulator. In the worst case situation, the iteration
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Figure 2-5. Closed and distributed architectures for a simulator

process can be implemented by a middle-ware program as a sequence that starts and stops a

simulator by saving and loading previous solutions with new data parameters. Most control

functions depend upon the type of system-level Architecture in terms of a central controller

or a distributed controller [38]. A central controller defines what each simulator does while

distributed controllers have each simulator perform the same procedures. This process is

outlined in Chapter 4 for this simulation backplane.

2.5 Dynamic Modeling Process

The dynamic modeling process is described in [72], and a brief summary of this

work for mbced-mode simulation is presented here for the simulator coupling process. In

dynamic simulation, the four major parts are the representation control, model definitions,

state control, and timing control. Representation control defines the situations and
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conditions where the different models and the interface configurations are switched

(connected or disconnected) into the analysis based on trigger conditions (automatic mode),

static selection (constant mode), or interactive selection. The static control mode does the

standard simulator coupling process and the interactive mode waits for the designer's

request to toggle between models. In the automatic mode, a trigger can be any event or

condition in the analysis. The representation control using simulator coupling is examined

in section 2.5.2 where a region-based modeling approach using an accuracy trigger is

proposed.

The various model representations are typically part of the simulation database prior

to the analysis as in [72], but the model generation is possible during the analysis. Models

only need to be valid prior to the switching process. Considerations for different model

definitions are examined in section 2.5.3 in terms of the region-based modeling. The timing

control involves the rollback of the simulators and the recovery operation from a simulation

failure while state control guarantees that both models have equivalent states at the

transition point. In this work, these two control mechanisms are grouped together where

timing control is used to implement the state control as described in section 2.5.1. The

general sequence for the dynamic modeling is the following procedure after the detection of

a switching condition:

1. Stop the analysis after the present iteration.

2. Save the state information of the present model(s) and shutdown or tumoff the

simulator(s) with the present model.
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3.Start the new simulator(s) with Ae new modeling defmition(s) at N steps prior to

present time. Apply the previous N solutions and stimuli directly to the new models

and load any state information for the old model if relevant.

4.Link the new simulator(s) into the backplane using the appropriate name, variable,

and objects references.

5.Restart the analysis.

Unlike [72], this procedure does not rollback the analysis of the simulators since only a

single step rollback is permitted. Consequently, the models must be reliable and relatively

consistent until the transition point occurs.

2.5.1 State and Timing Control

Without a doubt, state control is the most critical consideration for an accurate

transition between the models because the intemal state information of the old model does

not necessarily correlate to a new model's states. In the simplest case, all models can be

completely defined by the present terminal variables and the applied stimuli in a lumped-

sum format. However, devices like an oscillator or devices with hysteresis eflFects can be

multi-valued, so finding the equivalent state can be difficult based only on the present

solution of the device. To ensure state control, all models can share certain intemal

variables to prevent state conflicts as part of the modeling method. Adding required states to

the procedure will limit the number of modeling methods that can be used [90].

In this process, the timing control becomes responsible for the state control by

seeking the closest equivalent state from the available information. The state equivalency
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and model compatibility are not rigorously checked to permit switches between any model

representations, so the model transitions can introduce errors into the analysis. With a

sufficient number of time steps in Step 3, the timing control is assumed to synchronize the

dynamic response between the new and old models. The problem becomes determining the

number of steps to reach synchronization or providing mechanisms to ensure state control.

2.5.2 Representation Control

Like [72], the trigger can be any event, and for this research, a certain accuracy of

the behavioral model is considered as a trigger. The model representation changes only

when the simplified behavioral model matches the response from the more accurate model

within a specified error tolerance. Additional constraints on this condition are that the

trigger conditions must persist for a certain sequential number of iterations and analysis

times. Of course, the simulation time of this other model in the other simulator has to be

less than the simulation time of the other simiilatbrs to improve performance. Otherwise,

there is no reason to change representations.

To recognize the trigger, the behavioral model simulators can be in concurrent

operation with the most accurate model, but the information is not included in the iteration
\

process. A central controller is required to make the dynamic modeling decisions. Once the

behavioral model simulator has met the given tolerance parameters, the FEA is shutdown

and the behavioral simulator assumes a normal status to replace the FEA. These various

conditions guarantee state control between the representations without the N step rollback.
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,  The problem in this procedure is defining how to guarantee state control in the

reverse direction and when to switch back to the FEA. As a simple definition, a model is

defined as valid only over the known test conditions and not necessarily over the complete

variable space. As shown in Figure 2-6, each region of a device operation can have different

models g(9^) that are inaccurate outside the given region. Because of the region

defmitions,' the models have a trigger condition to change between representations. If a

region has been tested and the results have an error measurement below the given

tolerances, then the model simulator can continue the analysis into the other regions.

Otherwise, the region is assumed untested, and the reverse trigger condition occurs once the

variable solution crosses a gray area between the regions. Then, the most accurate modeling

representation is switched into the analysis and synchronized with an N-step roll forward or

a state recovery or both. Continuity across the boundaries is also critical.

This region-based modeling approach cbmplicates the modeling and switching

TJo(t),

gOo)

g(e.)

g(e^

g(03)

scej

g(e.)

g(e«)

Figure 2-6. Region map of a device behavior in two variables
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process. In a fully integrated environment, an array of different models with various degrees

of accuracy and performance are available for this dynamic modeling process. This

condition assumes that information, is available about the accuracy and performance of each

model in a simulator with all the region mappings. The advantages of this region-based

process are a known accuracy, the potential to simplify the model definitions in a region,

and complete region verification for eliminating re-simulation. A region check-off and

verification procedure is integrated into the modeling process.

2.5.3 Model Definitions

With region-based models, the model generation process can become an integral

part of the approach. This consideration is beyond the scope of this work, but different

options are examined. Model definitions can be generated automatically using FEA for a

specific simulation environment, but the problem is defining the stimuli to test consistently

all operational regions without user interaction. To implement the model definition process,

the three modeling methods using the backplane are a coupled solution, independent

analysis, and hybrid analysis.

The coupled solution uses the concurrent results firom the analysis to construct a

model, but several flaws are apparent in the process. An incomplete analysis and lack of

model integrity over the complete operational region are potential problems. The

distribution of the solution data can skew the model without data filtering, so the model can

be inaccurate in regions with few test points. The region mapped by the coupled simulation

cannot be absolutely "checked off' fi-om the total variable space without complete
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verification over all conditions.

In the independent analysis, a complete region mapping of the device's behavior is

possible where a predefined stimuli sequence is applied to more accurate but time-
)

consuming model to create a reduced order model [67]. The process guarantees the model

integrity, since region mapping is done over all possible stimuli conditions. A single model

representation is possible [89] where a common error statistic govems the model to

eliminate the need for an accuracy trigger. However, generating the stimuli over all

operational regions and conditions can be extremely difficult and lengthy process over all

potential responses, and a poor mapping may result.

In the hybrid analysis, the coupling process assists the independent modeling

process by defining the variable ranges to prevent the mapping of all possible regions. This

consideration is a variation of the piecewise linear modeling, where each region is assumed

linear in one variable and the stimuli can be applied one-at-a-time especially if the regions

are sufficiently small. The problems with the region mapping process are defining the size

of the regions and the modeling method. The one significant advantage of this hybrid

approach is that the model generation process can be implemented in parallel with the

coupling process where each new region found in the coupled analysis spawns a model

generation process. Once the region mapping is completed, the models can then be used

dynamically to trigger the representation control. This process can potentially minimize the

amount of FEA needed on the devices while guaranteeing a high-degree of accuracy. If

necessary, the different region-based models can be combined [89] into a single model

instead of testing a single stimuli definition to cover all conditions.
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2.6 Summary

This chapter has outlined several MEMS design, modeling, and simulation

environments. In addition, the four main aspects of a general coupling process have been

described with an emphasis on the iteration process and solution procedures. Finally, the

dynamic modeling process has been presented for the hybrid coupling process for MEMS.

A variation of the dynamic modeling process is outlined to ensure certain accuracy

constraints and potentially to optimize the simulation performance and accuracy via

automated model generation.
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Chapter 3. Causality-based Interfaces

In a coupling process, multiple simulators are linked via nodes that exchange

EFFORT (E) and FLOW (F) variables as shown in Figure 3-1 (a). In the electrical domain,

this relationship corresponds to Kirchoff s current law and voltage equality. Since other

disciplines have similar relationships, a solution process was defined to include any

simulator where power was exchanged based on generic EFFORT (E) and FLOW (F)

variable definition, which is the bases of bond graph analysis techniques [91]. The two rules

for rij elements in a node required that

j=nr

11, =0
J="T

or ^Fj=0
j=i

Equation 3-1

Equation 3-2V,=V,=V,=- = K^ or E,=E, = E,=- = E„^

In this process, all simulators were black boxes, and the coupling process ultimately

required the sensitivity information from the interface variables of each simulator as shown

in Figure 3-1(b). The backplane was required to solve the coupling relationship based on the

simulator's interface, which did detennine what sensitivity parameters could be calculated

and how the backplane interacted with a simulator.
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Figure 3-1. System-level simulation matrix representation
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Most simulators defined policies that forced the user to define the variable causality

(input or output definition of the variables in the node). Within the backplane, causality was

not necessary known except if an interface constrained either the EFFORT or FLOW

variable. Of course, the interface could violate the variable causality required by the design

[87]. Usually, the partitioning of the design eliminated this problem, but this research did

not have this information , prior to simulation. The initial consideration was to implement

dynamic interface configuration where the goal was to find the interface configurations

that optimized the iteration efficiency and convergence of the coupling process. The

known requirement of this goal was a flexible interface definition as described in section

3.1. Causality assignment in section 3.2 was the procedure considered for implementing a

"smart interface" to maximize coupling efficiency.

This research began by examining interfaces that directly solve Equation 3-1 and 3-

2 as described in section 3.3, where simple voltage knd current source defmitions were used

directly to implement the two rules in a sequential process. Unfortunately, these simple

element definitions adversely affected the iteration efficiency and caused divergence if the

wrong type of source was used [32,87]. The premise of this work became that causality

assignment with interface reconfiguration could improve the iteration process by identifying

the particular element controlling the node variables. For example, the interface definition

did have a small impact on the performance of device-level analysis [30]. The direct

approach did eliminate the sensitivity parameter calculations, which was a computationally

expensive part of the coupling process, but the approach was unsuccessful.
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After the failure of the direct calculation interface, the causality assignment process

was applied to the conventional interfaces using more formal calculation procedures as

described section 3.4. Conventional interfaces required the calculation of the sensitivity

parameters and determination of the proper input sensitivity variables. To enhance the

iteration process, a flow variable correction method was examined in section 3.5. This

particular method overlapped the different simulators using behavioral models for the

extemal devices. One simulator with the behavioral model assumed the role of a system-

level simulator with a complete system-level definition while the other simulators became

device or module simulators. The behavioral model operated as a predictor function [90]

that was corrected by the extemal device simulator. This configuration was better suited to

the dynamic modeling approach, since the corrector function could be changed or

eliminated for the coupling process. Various versions of the correction process were

considered to eliminate the sensitivity calculations and to improve performance.

3.1 Interface Defmition

For implementing the causality tests and sensitivity calculations, an interface

configuration was required with sufficient flexibility to define an effort or flow. This

element had to monitor the flow into any device model for the correction process or an

equivalent matrix created by the backplane for a simulator. Initially, this work attempted to

define an interface that had all characteristics of both an effort or flow source, so any aspect

of power can be absolutely controlled. However, the ability to control both variables

implied that the process controlled power, which was not possible without eliminating the
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iteration process with the simulator. The basic coupling concept is shown in Figure 3-2(a)

The initial symbolic representation of the flexible interface concept was a

combination of a Thevinin and Norton equivalent interfaces from the electrical domain as

shown in Figure 3-2(b). The backplane calculations defined the conduction

effort , and flow The simulator returned a solution effort from the flow

source and the partial flow F{E'src) through the effort source. Eventually, the flexible

interface was changed to a Norton equivalent representation with a Thevinin equivalent
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Figure 3-2. Concept and structures for the flexible interface element
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monitor as shown in Figure 3-2(c). This representation was used to indicate that the

backplane calculated the flow through the conduction element for the Norton interface.

Considerations were also made to use the conduction element for calculating sensitivity

parameters of intemal models, but no practical usage for this element was found.

3.2 Causality Detection

Causality assignment is defined as the process of assigning inputs and outputs to

subsystems and possibly in an arbitrary manner [91, pp. 143-154]. This particular statement

applies to bond graphs, but the same principle can be applied to simulator coupling

especially if one simulator defined the response to another simulator. Initially, the causality

assignment process was conceived as the flow diagram in Figure 3-3. The strategy for this

process was to identify the dominant element in a node as the CAUSE element, and the

other elements followed the operation of the CAUSE element. Specifically, the CAUSE

element defined the EFFORT stimulus to the EFFECT elements in sequential manner. The

CAUSE element was a FLOW-based configuration while the EFFECT element was an

EFFORT-controlled configuration. This convention was maintained throughout the

research.

The GENERIC element was the default interface configuration in this process until

the CAUSE element was identified. Four transition states were also included between the

three basic elements to ensure that the conditions for CAUSE and EFFECT persisted for at

least two iterations. The most difficult task in this process was defming the conditions for

the state changes in Figure 3-3. At this point, the only available information for the
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Figure 3-3. State diagram for causality detection

detection process was the element's power and sensitivity contribution to the node.

3.2.1 Absolute Power Criterion

The absolute power criterion was not a very robust detection mechanism because

power in a node sums to zero. The absolute power criterion compared an element's absolute

power contribution to the absolute power of the other node elements by using a power ratio

(apw) and a state-based power multiplier (as). The power ratio was the primary parameter

that defined the absolute power ratio to make a CAUSE or EFFECT decision. The state-

based power multiplier was a secondary variable that changed the range of absolute power

ratio to ease the transition process between element types. When an element's absolute

power was as c^w times larger than the maximum absolute power of an external element,



the element followed the CAUSE paths in Figure 3-3, or

\E^-F^>as-ap^-MAX(\E.-Fj^ V j = 2...nj. Equation3-3

When the element's absolute power was Os ctpw times smaller than the maximum absolute

power of an external element, the element followed the EFFECT path in Figure 3-3, or

\E^ -F^ < as-<Xp^ • MAX(\EF V j = 2...n^ Equation3-4

In most cases, the criteria only identified elements with minimum power contributions to a

node and the criterion was only stable when two elements were coupled because of the

potential overlap in the detection criteria. In this procedure, a CAUSE element was not

always the maximum power element and the EFFECT element was not always the

minimum power element in the node.

Because of the potential overlap between CAUSE and EFFECT, three rules were

required to make the causality detection rules consistent. Based on bond graphs [91], the

three rules were:

1. Only one CAUSE element can exist per node, and other elements must be an

EFFECT.

2. Without a CAUSE element, two GENERIC elements are required in a node.

3. A node cannot contain just EFFECT elements.

These three rules prevented elements from improperly transitioning into a state where the

iteration function stopped or the solution diverged. The violation of any rule forced the two

elements contributing the maximum absolute power to the node to become GENERIC

elements. By choosing the two elements with the largest absolute powers, the dominant
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elements in the node were identified.

In most situations, the absolute power criterion was completely unacceptable.

However, the calculation procedure in section 3.3 was able to identify causality using the

absolute power criteria when peaks or inflection points occurred in the response. An

inflection point in the time response represented a change in the transient behavior of an

element where the time derivative of the element's effort was reversed from the previous

transient conditions. The element causing the inflection point had to supply the power to

change the transient behavior of the other element(s), so the element's power increased. The

additional power forced the other element(s) through the previous solution where the

integration process encountered a local minimum and the power of the other element(s)

decreased. Thus, causality was detected, but the process was not very reliable. The

combination of the power ratio, signal magnitude, and time-step determined if an inflection

point could be detected. In many situations, the iteration sequence corrected the power

. difference between the elements before the criteria recognized a peak in the response.

3.2.2 Sensitivity Criterion

The sensitivity criterion was similar to the absolute power criteria. For this criterion,

the absolute internal conduction parameter of an element was compared to the absolute

conduction from the other elements by using a state-based ratio (aR). When an element's

conduction was times larger than the maximum internal conduction of other simulators,

the element began to follow the CAUSE paths in Figure 3-3, or
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G;|>o. Mty(|G;|) g;=|| j = 2...rij. Equation 3-5

When the element's conduction was times smaller than the maximum conduction of

other simulators, the element began to follow the EFFECT path in Figure 3-3, or

|g;| < — • M4Z(|gJ|) y = 2...TV Equation 3-6

In this criterion, the CAUSE element was always the dominant element in the node with the

largest sensitivity parameter. The two causality definitions did not overlap and only one

CAUSE assignment was made, so no additional rules were required to prevent assignment

problems.

3.3 Direct Calculation Interface

The direct calculation interface attempted to solve Equation 3-1 and 3-2 directly

using only the present flow and effort values, biit these interfaces had divergence and non-

convergence problems [32]. Since the interfaces were not very reliable, an attempt was

made to improve the process. The experiment started with the problem in Figure 3-4 using

two SPICE simulators. The possibility of using causality assignment was realized after

analyzing this problem using both combinations of current source and voltage source with

the direct relationships.

In the experiment, the V0LTAGEci-CURRENTc2 configuration found the correct

initialization point for the node, but the transient analysis diverged when the stimulus Vin

started changing at time tj. The CURRENTci-V0LTAGEc2 configuration found the wrong

initialization point, but the dynamic solution converged and the result had the same
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Figure 3-4. Example circuit to test causality rationale

waveform characteristics as the complete system solution obtained from SPICE. One

configuration was statically correct and the other solution was dynamically correct.

Logically, an intelligent combination of the two results produced the correct solution. Based

on this experiment, causality was considered a dynamic and not a static property. The initial

premise was that a pure current (FLOW) and VOLTAGE (EFFORT) configuration using

direct calculations possible for a node, if the elements in the node are correctly

coordinated and configured at the proper times. A better explanation was that the interface

procedure had an error, but this observation became the driving rationale behind this

research.

In this example, variation of the resistance value and the transistor's width and

length did cause divergence in the coupling process. The simple source defmitions did not

have the capability to find a stable point since the iteration process was one-dimensional. A

stable bias point was discovered to be a requirement for a direct configuration. To overcome

this problem, a GENERIC element was defined as outlined in section 3.3.1. The initial

GENERIC definition converged to a solution, but the rate of convergence was slow (7 to 11
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iterations per step) and different speedup conditions were tested to improve convergence.

During the testing of the GENERIC node, the speedup considerations improved the

convergence rate, but a "sticky point" was found with slow convergence. Within this sticky

point, the iteration process forced the power of one element to approach zero, and the

realization was made that the absolute power criteria could be applied for transiting to the

pure CAUSE and EFFECT arrangements. This causality identification did improve the

overall rate of convergence, and the interface process appeared viable based on this

example. Different test situations were later examined, and the process only converged

when a node had two elements with NO FEEDBACK. Certain situations also caused

divergence when causality was incorrectly identified. To accoimt for all the various

exceptions and divergence possibilities, this procedure had to implement additional rules,

which eventually eliminated the causality detection. As described in section 3.3.2, this

interface was a terrible approach to the coupling problem.

3.3.1 Averaging Interpolation Interface

The calculation process for the GENERIC element was required to define the source

values as variations of the present iteration values ONLY. The variable deltas were

calculated by simple averaging. All elements were moved toward a common average

voltage value and a common current difference was applied across the different elements.

The resistance was defined as a ratio of the node variations. In the electrical domain, the

node elements were defined by

=i;+Ai; A/; = — Equation 3-7
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t!.Vt=—%r,-Vl Equation3-8
«rM "ry=i

^skc = Kar=-^ Equation 3-9_ AF/
~ A/;

The calculation process was a form of the secant method and a crude approximation of the

sensitivity parameters in a conventional interface, where

/'« - /' =/'+A/'■'l ■'SRC V 5/JC^ •'l ^ n,
Equation 3-10

A/; af;'

Because of the averaging, this procedure stepped toward the solution. The variation terms

changed the power to a simulator element as shown in Figure 3-5(a). In the simulator, the

voltage and current calculation for the element returned toward the previous solution with a

rate that depended on the dominance of the element as shown in Figure 3-5(b).

This resistance calculation was a very poor approximation of the normal

linearization process and "sticky" points occurred where the convergence rate slowed or

stopped. The process was very sensitive to whether one variable delta converged faster than

the other delta. As A/, approached zero, the resistance became very large, and the

voltage variation jGrom the voltage source had no effect on the response. When the AF/

approached zero, a small resistance value was created where the voltage source dominated

the response and absorbed the current variation. The options for eliminating this problem

were applying one variable at a time, redefining the variation terms, or redefining the

resistance definition. The choice was made to redefme the resistance.
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Figure 3-5. Iteration process for the GENERIC element

Two additional resistance values were defined: differential resistance Rj^jpp and an

absolute resistance . The differential resistance was a dynamic resistance calculated

based on a time derivative approximation where the resistance was the slope between the

present iteration value and the previous event point. The differential resistance was defined

as

^DIFF ~ ^DIFF Equation 3-11

R,■MAX Otherwise

The absolute resistance was an equivalent load resistance from the node to ground where
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^ABS ~

1^'+' y=nr

tf E kJl *»
2l^;l '■'
j=nT

2
;=i

^MAx Otherwise

Equation 3-12

In this process, the decision was also made to use the smallest resistance value as to

guarantee that the voltage was converging faster than the current since voltage is common

between all elements of a node. However, the process still required to be redefined in

certain situations as outlined in Table 3-1.

During the testing of this procedure, another sticky point was discovered at the

peaks in the voltage response. After analyzing the cause of this slow convergence, the peak

detection criterion described in section 3.2.1 was realized and the effect was traced to the

minimum resistance criterion using the differential resistance R^jpp. At the peaks, the

differential resistance was typically smaller than the normal and absolute resistance values,

which became large due to the divergence of the responses. In this situation, the averaging

process pulled the different responses back toward the previous solution, while each

element attempted to continue the response in the same direction due to the integration

process of the simulator. Slowly, the CAUSE element supplied the power necessary to

change the response directions of the other elements.

Table 3-1. Resistance definition under different conditions

Conditions Current Convergence Otherwise

Voltage
Convergence

D'
^SRC max (/Jjo/py 5 Rabs > ^var )

Otherwise min {Rdipf j R-abs > ^var ) min i^QiFF J ^ABS ' ̂ VAR )
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3.3.2 Causality Recognized

Using peak detection, the pure CAUSE and EFFECT elements were incorporated

into the approach to improve the iteration efficiency of the GENERIC element. This

combination was briefly successful and the iteration efficiency was improved for the given

example. The parameter values for the test case defined apw with a value of 10 to guarantee

that the response of the node is at a peak. Smaller values of the power ratio caused the

elements to oscillate between the different states. In addition, the values for ocs are 0.5 in the

transition states compared to I.O in the causal states. Unfortunately, the same procedures

failed on other examples. Several serious interfacing problems were discovered, and this

process was later proven to diverge under certain situations.

A third simulator demonstrated interface inconsistencies due to the overlap regions

in the causality criteria, and the overlap rules in section 3.2.1 had to be created to correct

these problems. Other test cases showed the divergence nature of incorrectly defining

causality, and a divergence detection mechanism became necessary. Fortunately, divergence

has a distinct characteristic where the solution grows to unrealistic values in aii altemating

sequence. Whenever divergence was detected, an intemal flag was set in each node to

prevent the detection of causality and all elements were forced to a GENERIC state. With

all the different conditions, the interface had become too complex, and the calculation

procedures were not consistent between the different element types i.e. a common

mathematical calculation procedure was lacking. As additional simulators were added to a

node, this procedure was unable to find a solution. At this point, the direct calculation

approach was abandoned and a more conventional approach was considered.
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This procedure had attacked the problem based on individual nodes, which was not

sufficient for a system with feedback. As an example of the causality divergence problems,

a simple state feedback loop in Figure 3-6 was examined to show divergence potential and

feedback gain requirements with causality recognition. The two gain blocks had a large

output conduction value and small input conduction value, so causality was easily

determined. The Laplace gains were simplified to a constant gain for both the initialization

(DC bias) and transient analysis. The initial conditions were assumed zero. The basic

iteration process for this example was defined by

x' = G,iz+y-')

y=G,x'-'
Equation 3-13

The expansion of the iteration process revealed that

X = z G,+
/2-1 N

y=G^z

1-GA

l-(G,Gj
/

i72-l ̂

i>2

i > 2

Equation 3-14

This iteration process converged if and only if IG1G2I <1 or if z = 0. These requirements

were the most critical during the initialization procedure because the interface solutions

yt

G,(s)

G.(s)

Figure 3-6. Simple feedback system to examine the iteration process
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were not stable. For the transient analysis, a "sufficiently small" timestep was required for

the effective loop gain to meet this criterion. Since these conditions cannot be guaranteed,

this calculation procedure cannot be considered for the general coupling process.

3.4 Conventional Interfaces

Most conventional interface definitions were based on nodal or modified nodal

analysis [31,77], which implied Norton equivalent interfaces and representations. Initially,

the Norton equivalent interface for each simulator was solved as shown in Figure 3-7 for n

simulators. To define the equivalent circuit, the sensitivity parameters (Equation 3-15) were

used as the conduction defmition for an element. The Thevinin or Norton equivalent circuit

[29] for a particular simulator (j) at the present iteration (i) was defined by

dF

' dE>Nr Equation 3-15

GNOR

S.

Backplane
interface

or simulator#!
1+1 1+1

1+1

i® i® i® ®GeqIiG GE EQNOR NOR Qin NOR

• ••

S,

Solution Representation
for all simulators

Equivalent Representation
bock to the simulator

Figure 3-7. Different equivalent representations for a simulator or simulator node
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■'TH

NOR\

= ^'j-Req ■F'j
Equation 3-16

The solution for the effort and flow values (CALC subscripts) was defined as

\—1
;=«r . A J-f^T

^  ̂NOr\j->■+1

\CALC

/' j=nr
/ ;=i

y=i , y=iy=i

Equation 3-17

F M =-F +GIc4ic . ^NOr\j-^'^Eq\j
_g;/+l|

lG4iC

= Fi+GEo\\E'^'\ -E')J  \ \CALC

Equation 3-18

To define a Thevinin or Norton equivalent circuit for the interface, the following equivalent

relationships was required:

^EQ - X ̂ eq j ~ (^£2)"
y=2 ^

J-"? \= I [04

Equation 3-19

Equation 3-20

In these equations, the local simulator was always referenced as 1. These equations applied

to both matrix operations and singular nodes.

This solution process was not very effective when the conduction parameters

became extremely large and dominated the solution as rounding errors in the EFFORT

calculations often resulted in large errors in the flow variables. The flow variables were

added to the solution process and Newton-type iteration method was also defined. The new

solution process was
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Equation 3-22

The interconnection matrix (p^) was a unity-based matrix that defined which flow

variables summed to zero for a particular effort to implement Equation 3-1.

This iteration process was considered for the example in Figure 3-6, but the proper

sensitivity parameters had been not calculated and effort gain parameters were required.

Normally, the Newton-Raphson method was applied over all variables at the system-level if

sufficient functions were available that were equal to zero, but the only known equation

between simulators was Equation 3-1. To overcome this problem, causality assignment was

required to define the inputs and outputs variable^ from a simulator, since nodal analysis

had treated voltage as the input and current as the output. By changing causality, the

procedure calculated a different set of sensitivity parameters. The sensitivity functions

(system of equations) defined the relationship between inputs and outputs for a given

simulator where

Sou,pu,(^np^O = Mnputj -AOutput = 0j dinputj
Equation 3-23

Using these sensitivity relationships, the backplane had the functions necessary to couple

the simulators. The problem was deciding which variables were inputs and what sensitivity

parameters had to be calculated. The input variable detection process is described in
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Appendix-B.

As causality changed, the backplane had to vary the sensitivity parameters and

solution matrix. An example of the final matrix representation was Equation 3-24, which

shows the sensitivity information for the both EFFORT and FLOW output variables and

how the interconnectivity information was used. In Equation 3-24, each interface uniquely

defined one row of the solution matrix where n flow variables and one effort variable was

defmed for each node (domain interface). The row for the effort variable defined the flow

interconnectivity relationship while the row for each FLOW variable used the simulator

function calculated in Equation 3-23.

27/+1
A.1

K'

K

K

K

F'* n,a

BY

0 1  •

0  •

•  0 0  •

3f;,

I

-1

0 "

dE, 34, dF
n,a

^I.l

0

dE,

0  •

0  •

•  0 1

34

34,

1

34

94..

0
Equation 3-24

0  •

34

34,.
34.1

dF
n,a

dF/J,a _

(-^j.CALC ^],sim) (^calc ^sim) Xe. Inputs Equation 3-25

This procedme was error minimization between the calculated variables and the simulator

values as defined in Equation 3-25. Equation 3-25 defined the error functions to be

minimized by Equation 3-24.

The final issue for this procedure was the calculation of the equivalent sensitivity

matrix at the system-level. In situations where only nodal analysis was used. Equation 3-19

was sufficient to calculate the sensitivity information. However, a variation of Equation 3-
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24 was needed account for the EFFORT output conditions. For this equivalent calculation,

the basic solution matrix was modified to iisolate effort variations by forcing a known delta

value into each effort variable independently. For this procedure, all local simulator

contributions were eliminated from the solution matrix. The rows of the EFFORT variables

were set to one for each EFFORT variable while the local simulator contributions were

redefined as the interconnect relationships. The solution process for the sensitivity

parameters for a particular EFFORT variable used Equation 3-26.

1 0 •• 0 0 0
-1

"1"
0 1 0 0 0 AF,. 0

0 0  • 1 0 0
AF„, 0

0 0  ••• 0 1 1
AF„, 0

.AF.,.. 0dE, aF., 3F,.

Equation 3-26

_ af. Equation 3-27

The equivalent sensitivity parameters were calculated using Equation 3-27 for each effort

variable y to a local flow variable x that required the information. Certain interfaces did not

require equivalent sensitivity information. In addition, the equivalent matrix was calculated

only when an external simulator's sensitivity information changed. A tutorial of this

calculation procedure is presented in Appendix E.

With the calculations defmed, the different interfaces available in the backplane are

briefly discussed. These interfaces were defined for applications in the electrical domain, so

the typical electrical names were used. Appendix-B defined interfaces component values,

emulation modes, and interfacing methodology. The dynamical interfacing process was also
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revised for the conventional interfaces and a "smarter" procedure was developed.

3.4.1 Flexible Interface

The flexible interface was a simple combination of the Thevinin and Norton

equivalent representations where the basic interface was used in a Norton format. This

interface forced the simulator to calculate the feedback flow variable when a conduction

matrix or behavioral model was integrated into the simulator. This interface emulated all

interface types for the causality assignment process and was the most generic interface

available. The Flexible interface was also the only structure with a system configuration,

where the simulator loaded an external matrix to complete all feedback paths. The system

configuration was essentially a matrix version of a Norton implementation.

3.4.2 Norton and Thevinin Equivalents Interfaces

Both the Norton and Thevinin configurations were classified as GENERIC elements

although the Norton was more appropriately a FLOW-based interface and the Thevinin was

an EFFORT-based interface. The Norton equivalent configuration was the conventional

interface structure for an electrical application [31] since most electrical matrixes used in

nodal analysis are defined in terms of conduction parameters and current sources. Both

equivalent configurations allowed variations in effort and flow variables, so any sensitivity

parameters could be calculated.

3.4.3 Voltage and Current Source Interfaces

Both the voltage and current source interfaces restricted the iteration process to one

variable. Consequently, certain sensitivity parameters were not calculated and these
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interfaces completely defmed the variable causality. A current source was usable only with

a simulator that output a voltage or had a resistive path to ground. Without a decoupled

relationship to other nodes in the simulator, a pure current source was unable to calculate

conduction parameters between different terminals. Voltage sources were the typical

interface to device simulators because the system-level defined the voltage to the device. A

voltage source was typically used for nodal analysis. Voltage sources had interaction

problems with direct connections to virtual nodes and other voltage sources.

3.4.4 Direct Emulation

The direct configurations were residues of the direct calculation procedures, but

were not real interfaces. Instead, these configurations were calculation modes within an

interface where an EFFORTEQ (Equation 3-2) and FLOWSUM (Equation 3-1) were

defmed. Using these configurations, the FLOWSUM element defined an effort ) to

the EFFORTEQ elements in a sequential manner. The EFFORTEQ elements applied the

effort and responded with a new flow, which was summed by the FLOWSUM element to

calculate a new effort on the next iteration. These elements were very ineffective unless the

dominance of the CAUSE element was a certainty and all restrictions outlined in section

3.3.2 were guaranteed.

3.4.5 Dynamic Interface Configuration

The initial approach for the dynamic interface procedure used the flowchart jfrom

section 3.2, but the process had flaws (see section 3.4.5.1). Eventually a new tiered process

was developed (see section 3.4.5.2).
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3.4.5.1 Basic Causality Modifications

The dynamic interfacing process from section 3.2 had several errors when different

combinations of conventional configurations were coupled. The problems were the result

of poor usage of the system configuration and poor initialization. Several basic

modifications were required:

1. The detection of the FLOW input for an interface required the interface to be

reconfigured immediately as a CAUSE and other interface(s) in the node became an

EFFECT(s).

2. To use a system configuration, the GENERIC State in Figure 3-3 had to be a system

configuration for proper initialization. Because of modification #1, both the GENERIC

and CAUSE States had to use a system configuration.

3. At initialization, sensitivity parameters were checked to determine if the interface

exceeded the normal sensitivity rule by more than a factor of 100. If this condition was

met, then the interface was immediately changed to a CAUSE or EFFORT

configuration to improve convergence.

The FLOW input detection also placed constraints on the Causality State of other

interfaces when a system configuration interacted with other interface types. With a system

configuration and a FLOW input interface detected in a simulator, the EFFORT input

interfaces in the local simulator interfaces had to examine EFFORT-to-EFFORT parameters

for gain conditions greater than one to the FLOW input interface. If the gain condition was

detected, then the interface was required to remain in a system mode to complete the

feedback paths. The poor handling of the system interaction problems was the final reason
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that a new state diagram was developed.

3.4.5.2 New Causality State Diagram

The flexibility of defining different interface configurations for the three different

states was unnecessary with the proper rules. A new state process was developed as a tiered

system with fixed interface types as shown in Figure 3-8, and only three configurations of

the flexible interface were used (highest to lowest priority): system, Norton (FSRC_SRC),

and Thevinin (ESRC_SRC). This process used tihe same causality rules as the first method,

but additional considerations were given for gain situations. This procedure also started in

the system configuration to enhance the detection of EFFORT gain. The definitions for

entering the different states were better defined in this procedure.

The two system states were SYS_LOCK and SYS_GENERIC. The SYS_LOCK

)EFFECT_SET\
element

i(ESRC_SENSL£ff=«a
\SENS=1.0)/t^^

SYS_LOCKi
^ element f
.(SYSTEM)!
T ; f/.

..element; ' START,

/ EFFECT
I  element {\(ESRC_SENSy^^^

/  CAUSE \
element

\(FSRC_SENS)/

Figure 3-8. New causality state diagram



State indicated that a simulator had an EFFORT gain above an internal limit (50.0). Once

this condition had been detected, the interfaces (the FLOW input interface and the interface

that had the gain condition) remained in this state. In the initial method, the procedure

allowed the interface to enter the EFFECT State if the effect condition was detected, which

could cause failures in the coupling process. The SYS_GENERIC State indicated that a

FLOW variable had been detected.

In this process, a very clear distinction was made between the CAUSE and

SYS_GENERIC States, which were identical in the original procedure. The CAUSE State

could only be reached by entering one of the EFFECT States, which indicated singular

coupling in the simulator to the interface. The CAUSE State was ONLY included in this

procedure to indicate that singular coupling had been detected. The EFFECT_SET State

was a variation of the EFFECT State where the sensitivity component was set to 1.0. In this

case, the equivalent sensitivity component was sufficiently large to force the interface to

truly track the backplane solution. Some hard limiting was also implemented because the

ESRC_SENS interface did fail due to rounding calculation errors where the sensitivity

values were small (<10"^) and the simulator had to resolve a large ESRC value.

3.5 Flow Correction Interface

Using the correction method, flow sources were added to the device model(s) in the

system-level simulator and effort sources became the interfaces for device-level simulators

as shown in Figure 3-9. The effort sources in the flexible interface of the system-level

simulator were needed to monitor the flows into the behavioral models since the model
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Figure 3-9. Flow correction interface

definitions were not necessarily known to the backplane. The flow correction method was a

variation of regression analysis where unknown parameters were modeled in terms of

known variables [76,90]. In this configuration, the flow sources represented the influence

of any applied stimuli, nonlinear effects, or undefined characteristics of a second model not

in the present model. The behavioral model became a first-order corrector in an ARMAX

model format [90] where a nonlinear corrector was applied externally for guaranteeing

certain accuracy in the analysis [93]. The advantages of this method were the simplified

interfaces and multiple corrector definitions that are possible for the dynamic modeling

approach.

In this procedure, the system-level simulator can do more internal iterations using

the behavioral model. A more accurate solution was found that was always "reasonably

close" to the true solution to enhance convergence before an external iteration occurred.

This enhancement was intended to eliminate the poor initialization conditions that can occur

with the conventional interfaces where the "sufficiently close" requirement of most solvers
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could be violated. In addition, the system-level simulator also had the potential to partition

the design more efficiently to improve performance because of a complete system

definition.

As a negative feature, this process implemented causality assignment where the

system-level simulator defined the effort to the device-level simulator(s). This process was

sequential and was potentially slower than the other interfaces unless improvements occur

in the iteration efficiency between the simulators. A 2x factor of improvement in efficiency

of the sequential process guaranteed equivalent performance to a parallel process.

Fortunately, this process was implemented in a parallel fashion after an initialization

sequence since the basic calculation process was a variation of nodal analysis.

Initially, the correction method was considered for situations where the mechanical

FE simulator was always coupled to an electrical simulation as a form of waveform

relaxation. As just a coupling process, the regression method offered a simple means of

repeating analysis without using FEA and without generating a new behavioral model. The

flow source values emulated the previous response in an event-driven piecewise linear

(PWL) mode without re-analyzing the device behavior in the external simulator. The

system-level analysis potentially achieved the desired accuracy without performance

degradation. In this process, a designer constructed stimuli waveforms in terms of the flow

source values fi-om different coupled analyses to test the system-level behavior in a

meaningful manner using the flow equivalent mechanical stimuli. Of course, these analyses

did become inaccurate as the sensor, stimuli, or electronics was modified, so this emulation

process was not as useful as a regressed model. Still, the process was simple and fast after
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the initial coupling analysis was completed, and most simulators were able to use directly

the information in this flow waveform format.

Finally, the flow correction method offered a corrector that can be any extemal

source. By varying the corrector source, the dynamic modeling approach was effectively

changing model definitions compared to the basic model in the system-level simulator. Of

course, one option was not to define an extemal corrector with the intemal model, so this

approach simplified to the independent approach. As a second option, the corrector source

could be a combination of multiple modeling sources to create an N-level corrector [90]. A

higher performance model would perform multiple coarse corrections with the system-level

simulator before the more complex model was used as a fine corrector. This consideration

was made to limit the number of FE iterations for improving performance between the

simulators, but was not implemented.

The calculation procedures for the flow correction process are defined in section

3.5.1 and the convergence of the process is examined in section 3.5.2. Several variations of

calculation procedure are examined to improve performance by eliminating the sensitivity

matrix calculations. However, these variations have limitations depending upon the

accuracy of the behavioral model. Several modifications of this algorithm are presented in

section 3.5.3. Additional modeling considerations are considered in section 3.5.4.

3.5.1 Calculation Procedures

In this process, the device was an N-terminal module with a system-level model

represented by a conduction matrix G'^ e . The system-level analysis generated an
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effort response E'^ e 91'' and a flow response e 9?" for each external device in the

system. A correction flowF^ e 91" was applied to each model for correcting the error

between the different model representations. The total system-level response was defined by

g\-e-+i^ = f-+i^ = f; Equation 3-28

g'^-e-=-f;, Equation 3-29

The device-level simulator sequentially applied the system-level effort response and

generated a flow response F^, e 9t" from an equivalent conduction matrix e 9?"*".

This procedure used the nodal representation in Figure 3-10 where a sensitivity

matrix was available for the system-level, internal device, and external devices to construct

a Norton equivalent circuit for nodal analysis. This information was used to fmd the next

system-level effort E'g^ and flowF^"^'. A second calculation step adjusted the solution to

eliminate the contributions from the internal device model. The new system-level flow and

effort values from section 3.4 were defmed as

Equation 3-30

Equation3-31

The new system-level effort and flow values were used to derive a new correction flow

V,i+l V.i+l

^norU© •GeqIi ^^EQlM

Figure 3-10. Nodal representation for the flow correction approach
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where

pi+\ pi+\ _ p
^ r — c •'AN + G,;r\ -F,1+1OR\a

=fr'+f>Gj5i-(4*'-£j)
= i? + (Fr -i5)+G,5[ . {Ef -£■)

Equation 3-32

This equation was further expanded to derive a flow-based relationship for testing

different constraints on the solution process where

fi" = + fc'*' - F-)+ - E', )
= Fc + (5«|l+G«iW'-4)
= F^ - (GeqI +Gf2| .lG£e|, +G£2] y {Fs+F^)

\M'

Equation 3-33

= F' -
(dFi dF:YdFi dFL

^4 M

\-l

dE's dE's I dE's --
BE'

The iteration process was defined as a scaling matrix P' e Si times the flow summation

between the device-level and system-level, or

dFi BFiYdFi . dFL^~'5  I ^ ■ S I Af
BEl BEL

A
BEL BEl

F<;« = F^-y3'(Fi+F;)

= O) = identity matrix

= 0)= 0

Equation 3-34

Several variations of the scaling matrix are considered in the convergence analysis to

eliminate the complexity of calculating three sensitivity matrixes.

This procedure was initially a sequential process to get a good initialization solution,

but parallel version was easily implemented. The parallel version followed the procedures

from section 3.4 except that an initialization sequence was required to apply the initial effort
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values to the device-level simulator. All new corrector values were defined using Equation

3-32, where the simulator-coupling matrix solved the new flow and effort variable values.

The predictor interfaces did require additional sensitivity parameters and constraints

on the sensitivity function matrix (Equation 3-23). Each predictor device created both

system and device sensitivity parameters, since the internal model sensitivity had to be

calculated. The system parameters interacted ONLY with other system variables, and device

parameters only interacted with other parameters from the same device. These relationships

were defined as follows:

= AF.\
'\DEV

Equation 3-35

= Aoutput\
ŜYSTEM

SYSTEM
dinput

The deyice sensitivity parameters were ALWAYS the FLOW over EFFORT parameters,

while the system variables were identified using &e input causality rules.

3.5.2 Convergence Analysis

From a flow perspective, convergence between the system-level simulator and the

mechanical simulators occurred if and only if the device flow response becomes equal to the

negative value of the system-level flow response. The expansion of the correction flow

matrix showed that

F^•=Fi■^0^{Ft,+F's)
,  . , \ S Equation 3-36=  +Fj)+ +f;-')= ■ (^«+^s)

j=0
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Since the scaling matrix j3' was assumed nonzero, the flow sum had to approach zero for

the process to convergence. This relationship was considered for detecting divergence in the

correction process and for switching between different scaling options.

The effort iteration process showed how the different conduction matrixes interact

to cause divergence problems. The recursive relationship for the system-level effort vector

was defined as

4 = (g; r fe - 4) = (oi r (4 - 4"'+P'-' fe'+4"'))

= (Gir(4 +/;-'))
= (Gi)-'4 + (g' +(Gir(Gr -j8'-'GS')£5

After repeated substitutions, this iteration process was equivalent to

4 = (Gir4+(Gi)''j8'-'(i-G;,-'{Gr)"')4-'
n' ̂ ^ *Gi (gj )■' j| -pi- ai, (Gi r k
k=J

+(Giri
j=0

Equation 3-37

Equation 3-38

The necessary condition for convergence for effort was that all elements in the product term

approached zero as the number of iterations increased, or

n'(>-4Gi(G;;)"')^0 asi —> oo Equation 3-39
k=j

This relationship defined the rate of convergence for the process. The convergence of this

iteration process was examined based on three different scaling matrix definitions; an

identity matrix, a strictly diagonal matrix, and the full definition.
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3.5.2.1 Identity Matrix

As the simplest procedure, an identity-scaling matrix (j3'=l) eliminated all

sensitivity calculations. For this scaling matrix to work, all models had to be relatively

accurate, so corrections were done imder small-scale conditions. Since the accuracy of the

system-level device model was not absolutely specified, divergence became a possibility as

the modeling errors increased. To examine this iteration process, the system-level flow was

assumed constant while the conduction matrixes were also assumed constant and diagonal.

With the diagonal matrix assumption, the non-diagonal elements in the matrix expansion

process were ignored and tihe matrix was solved per diagonal element. A single effort value

(eg) with a flow (fg) was defined by

J_

Sa

j=i-i

j=0

=A
Sa

/

1 +

L  V

1-Sm

gA

fs = , 1 +

j=i-i

X
/

1- gjii

\ gA J=0
\

yj=i-if -j'

A.
r V

X I—gu - 1- 1- gjii

; ;=0 \ ' gA^ gu
<

gA)

Equation 3-40

The convergence requirement was that

8A>^-^-gM
gA

Equation 3-41

Under the given conditions, the system-level effort and the mechanical flow converged to

_ fs Aoo ee ^
Equation 3

gu
JM ~ ~gM^S ~ ~Js -42

This simple process did meet the current convergence requirements, but the rate of

convergence was poor unless the models were almost identical. As an example, a minimum
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number of iterations to satisfy a relative tolerance (Er) were calculated based on the

maximum scaling ratio where = {smIsa^max • minimum number of iterations

for relative convergence was approximately

(^-OCmAx)"""' <£r
\n£.

i  h ^ r ® ^MAX ^>^MAX ^ln[l-a;,'^\ , Equation 3-43
^hAAX ~ ̂
otherwise

^  ̂JMX ~ 1

Nonlinear device behaviors and non-diagonal matrix coupling effects were certain to

increase the number of iterations for convergence. Consequently, an identity-scaling matrix

was very impractical as the model accuracy decreased.

3.5.2.2 Diagonal Scaling matrix

Like the identity matrix, the diagonal scaling matrix definition ignored all coupling

effects across the device's terminals. A strictly diagonal dominance assumption [83, pp.91]

was made with the piupose of avoiding sensitivity matrix calculation, so all cross terminal

component contributions were lumped together in the diagonal elements. A secant

approximation provided the partial derivative relationship where

dr AF'
-—r ~ —^ -r = Equation 3-44
dE' E'-E'-^ AE' .

If all effort variations for the nodes were identical, then the effort variations could be

eliminated if the effort differences were not zero. Under this condition, the correction flow

became a function of only the flow variations, where
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AE' > e

Equation 3-45
/3'- =

\

1  otherwise

P'j.ic=0;j:^k

Using the lumped linearization step, the consideration was that sensitivity

information became a relative approximation times a diagonal scaling matrix (oc'^)

where

^EQ ^=a'x- Equation 3-46

If the relative approximation was assumed equal in all situations and the scaling matrix was

calculated in the same format for each representation, then the relative approximations

cancelled and the scaling matrixes did provide sufficient information in certain cases to

emulate the full sensitivity calculations. The convergence rate from this approach converged

faster than the identity-scaling matrix. If the conduction matrixes combined to create a

strictly diagonal result, then this process converged absolutely. Otherwise, divergence was

still possible since the contributions from the cross-coupling effects accumulated to exceed

the convergence conditions. Of course, the chances of divergence increased with an increase

in the number of device terminals. However, this process had not calculated any gradients

outside of the normal iteration process.

3.5.2.3 Full Definition

The full definition of the flow correction method had to calculate three sensitivity

matrfaces although the system-level simulator generated two sensitivity matrixes

simultaneously. The positive feature of the full definition was that one model was
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completely adjusted in temis of another model representation to eliminate any errors

between the two representations. Effectively, this approach negated the effects of the

internal behavioral model. In a sequential format, this basic sequential process had low

performance characteristics because the full sensitivity matrixes were still required. In a

parallel format, the full procedure should have equivalent or better performance compared

to the standard process IF THE SENSITIVITY MATRIX FOR THE INTERNAL

BEHAVIORAL WAS ACCURATELY CALCULATED. Calculating the sensitivity

parameters of the intemal behavioral model was difficult in certain situations.

3.5.3 Algorithm Modifications

During the testing of the flow correction process, a significant problem was

encountered where a large flow correction value caused the simulator to reduce its

timestep. If a correction value was too large, the LTE calculation in the simulator had to

compensate for the error by reducing the time step. Part of the problem was that the

correction process used multiplication to find the flow correction values for the

PREDICTOR interface, so any error in the sensitivity calculations caused the flow

correction values to diverge. In certain cases, the large flow correction values forced the

intemal model into an unnatural state. The problem was the most severe at an inflection

or peak point in the analysis of the intemal model.

Because of the timestep reduction, the increase in the number of analysis points

made this process very iteration inefficient compared to the convention interfaces. To

make this interface more feasible, the problem had to be eliminated, and a minimization
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rule was used to limit divergence of the flow correction values. For this rule, two different

correction variables and were calculated from Equation 3-32 where

Fc} =Fc+ ̂Llc + Gpres...' ̂ 'cAic Equation 3-47

F^a =Fc+ ̂Llc + • ̂ 'cALc Equation 3-48

The normal calculation for the correction process is Equation 3-47 and the checking

function is Equation 3-48, where the normal flmction used the present sensitivity matrix and

the other function used the previous sensitivity matrix values. The assumption for this rule

was that only one set of sensitivity parameters was invalid at any point. The limiting feature

compared these two calculations and restricted the fmal correction value ) as follows:

if > a• l^cll then F'^' =^  I I Equation 3-49
else

The ratio a was the user-definable parameter CORRSENSRATIO under the DEVDEF

command (see Appendix-A). The optimum value was found quickly to be between two and

ten, but very little experimentation was done beyond the default value of five.

This limiting procedure did identify the problem with the correction process as the

proper calculation of the sensitivity parameters of the internal model. In the future, a more

robust approach is required to eliminate the parameter divergence since certain examples

still had a large number of transient points where the basic assumption was violated.

Different sensitivity calculation methods did improve the iteration efficiency of certain

examples.
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3.5.4 Modeling Issues ,

The model definitions at the system-level required sufficient information about the

mechanical components to define the first-order coupling mechanisms between the device

terminals. Otherwise, the correction flows did not properly adjust the effort variables like

the FE device model, and the process began correcting large-scale variations compared to

small-scale variations. The behavioral model in this method should be at least as accurate as

a device's structural representation like a RLC network (linear representation). More precise

models offered faster convergence rates for the analysis and less iteration with the external

simulator. The consideration was that the external models were always more complex and

accurate than the intemal model. Otherwise, the simulation process did not require the

coupled simulator. Finally, this method required that the behavioral model did not need

modified nodal analysis (MNA) since the process was based completely on nodal analysis.

The primary concem was inductive elements with no series resistance where different effort

sources could be shorted.

3.6 Summary

This Chapter has outlined three different coupling methods: a non-conventional, a

conventional, and a flow correction. Each method attempted to use causality assignment to

improve the coupling process. For the first two methods, a causality-detection scheme was

considered where the interface model was self-configuring across all simulators to

maximize iteration efficiency and to define an interface structure where "one fits all" for

black box representations. The first method had several fundamental problems that make
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the process completely unstable under most conditions. The second method was based on

conventional techniques and the mathematical foundation was consistent for all elements.

Using conventional interfaces, causality assignment was used to switch between different

calculation processes to improve convergence and iteration efficiency.

The flow correction method implemented an overlapping approach where

behavioral models completed all feedback paths in the analysis. All simulators had a

defined role as system-level or device-level simulator, where the system-level simulator(s)

controlled the device-level simulators in a sequential format. With an initialization

sequence, the correction approach was made into a parallel process and was solved with the

standard interfaces. In terms of performance, the flow correction method potentially

eliminated the sensitivity matrix calculations required between simulators if the ratio of the

real and behavioral conduction matrixes were sufficiently diagonal. The advantage of the

flow correction method was in the hybrid approach where different external modeling

representations (correctors) were or were not applied to the default behavioral model.
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Chapter 4. Backplane Implementation

In this chapter, the implementation of the backplane is described. The backplane

routines provided a common framework (as middle ware) to synchronize and to convert

information between the simulators as shown in Figure 4-1. This implementation made all

simulators into simulation engines where the backplane synchronized the engines. In this

process, the backplane became the simulator while the simulators became model evaluators.

All backplane operations were classified into the four functional categories: calculations,

communications, control, and database. Sections 4.1 to 4.4 describe the implementation

aspects of these categories. The control parameters were the major focus point to implement

the dynamic modeling process and to optimize the coupling efficiency between simulators.

The simulator selection process is described in section 4.5.
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The command set for the backplane operation was developed to, maximize

flexibility and expandability. All data within the backplane was sent in ASCII form to be

human readable for debugging and script writing purposes. A short synopsis of the different

database and command keywords are presented in Table 4-1. The complete definitions and

parameter variables for the backplane are presenting in Appendix-A, which also outlines the

modifications required to incorporate the backplane into a simulator.

4.1 Communications

The communication mechanism was considered a physical problem that was not a

major issue in this work. Of coarse, the fastest communication mechanism was preferable to

the slowest implementation. A modular development of the backplane architecture allowed

Table 4-1. Keywords for the simulation backplane

Keyword Codes Description

DEVDEF Define a device within a simulator.

GLOBPRM Define global parameters common to all backplane elements.
GRADDATA Define object gradient data from a simulator.

ID Define the simulator ID during the initialization process.

INCLUDE Include a file as a subcommand file.

MESSAGE Messages (wamings, errors, etc...) sent to the backplane controller.
MODELDEF Define a multi-facetted model for the dynamic switching process.
OBJDATA Define object variable data of a simulator.

OBJPRM Interface controls and configurations for an object.
REQSTAT Request the status of a simulator or its intemal objects, parameters,

etc.

SIMCMD Send a command directly to a simulator.

SMPRM Defme simulator control instructions and parameter definitions.

START All simulators are to start processing data based on their MODE
parameter.

STOP All simulators are to stop and await further instructions.
TOLERANCE Define the convergence tolerance for variables of root objects.
TRIGDEF Define the trigger conditions for switching between models.
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the substitution of different transfer mechanisms like SOCKETS [96], PVM [100], or even

file based transfers. The backplane communications mechanism was chosen as SOCKETS,

but any communications mechanism could be used. The architecture of the communication

process was more important for optimizing performance by eliminating sequential delays.

The communications architectures considered in this work were peer-to-peer and

client-server with a central controller module (BKPLCON). The controller was present to

make decisions for the dynamic switching process and to be a communications server.

Simulators always communicate with a controller module and NEVER directly with

another simulator, so only the controller had to handle errors and the addition of new

simulators during the analysis. In a peer-to-peer configuration, each simulator implemented

the baclqilane calculation procedures independently to reduce sequential operations. In the

client-server mode, the server received all information, performed all system-level

calculations, and defined the interface values back to each simulator. Sensitivity

calculations were performed by the local simulator, but other calculations were the

responsibility of the server.

Both implementations had approximately the same communications overheads. The

client-server model had additional sequential processing steps because of the equivalent

matrix generation required by certain interfaces. However, the client-server model had a

district advantage in a single processor environment because of redundancy in the

calculations. In a multiprocessor environment, the major performance issue was the

calculation of the equivalent matrix with the peer-to-peer architecture having the advantage.

This implementation used the peer-to-peer architecture model because of the potential
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elimination of sequential processing steps.

4.2 Database Structure

The primary database definition for the backplane was BKPL_DEF. This structure

contained ail simulator information as shown in Figure 4-2. Each simulator had to create

this variable internally for interaction with the backplane as described in Appendix-A. The

parameter definitions in the different structures were the control mechanisms for all aspects

of the backplane. For this reason, the common parameter structure within the baclqplane was

easily expanded with a variety of 10 formats.

The backplane structure BKPL_INTF under the object definition of a simulator was

the master node translator where both the baclqplane and simulator read and wrote
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Figure 4-2. Overview of the backplane database structure
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information. All data access was done through this interface structure (See Appendix-B).

Each interface corresponded to a backplane object with an interface definition and

configuration. The interface definition was the primitive interface type defined by the

simulator. The interface configuration defined how a solution was applied to the interface.

In this coupling process, only shared data and monitor points from a simulator were

transmitted over the backplane while all other solution information was stored and

maintained by the local simulator. The backplane did not attempt to generate a common

database since data retrieval was a function performed by the local simulator or other data

translators as part of the design and simulation framework [57]. However, this data retrieval

procedure could cause a problem in the dynamic modeling approach where data from a

previous session could be overwritten if a simulator restart occurred. For this reason,

deactivating the simulator into the OFF mode prevented the overwriting of data compared

to a simulator shutdown with a restart.

4.3 Control Structure

The two control aspects of the backplane were the backplane controller (control

module) and the individiial simulator control. The control module interacted with the user

interface and defined the operations that the other simulators performed. At the beginning of

an analysis, the simulators performed the normal initialization process where a backplane

initialization sequence found a unique name or ID for the simulator and created the

backplane structure within the simulator. The backplane process in a simulator is shown in

Figure 4-3. Once all simulators were operational, the controller module defined the objects.
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the initial modes, tolerances, interface configurations, etc for the simulators and sub-

controllers. The major aspects of the control structure were the simulator mode, operational

status control, and the triggering situations.

4.3.1 Simulator Modes

The most important control parameter for a simulator was MODE under SIMPRM,

which defmed the processing procedure for the simulator. The MODE parameter for a

simulator had eleven different states of operation as shown in Table 4-2. A simulator's

mode was controlled via the START and STOP commands. This section describes the
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Table 4-2. Backplane modes for a simulator

Classification Mode Names

Non-calculation, non-interactive modes IDLE or OFF

ITERROGATE and OVERRIDE

SHUTDOWN

Non-iterative modes LOAD and SAVE

INDEPENDENT

SYNCHRONIZE

Iterative modes ITERATE and SENSCALC

TRACK

UPTODATE

different operational modes.

4.3.1.1 Non-calculation, Non-iterative Modes

Most modes in this category were a variation of IDLE or OFF. An IDLE mode

simulator received information from other baclqjlane elements and responded to new

instructions from the control module. After the successful completion of an operation or a

STOP command, all backplane elements were forced into the IDLE mode except for the

INTERROGATE mode. The OFF mode indicated that a simulator was to remain inactive

with no contributions to the solution matrix although the IDLE mode had the same

definition. The SYNCHRONIZE mode did make a distinction between the two modes.

The SHUTDOWN mode began the sequence for a simulator to perform an orderly

shutdown of its internal databases prior to the backplane forcing a shutdown. The simulator

had one opportunity to perform a shutdown after the shutdown flag was set to the simulator.

Otherwise, the next occurrence of the main backplane procedure forced the simulator to exit

or halt.
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The INTERROGATE mode broadcasted the local simulator's object variables, the

object configurations, and simulator parameters to the central controller for diagnosis and

configuration. This mode provided all backplane elements with knowledge of the objects

and variables involved in the simulator including any previous responses or event lists. This

information was used for Synchronization and simulation initialization. A backplane

element entered the OVERRIDE mode when the INTERROGATE mode was completed.

The OVERRIDE mode was another variation of the IDLE mode where the READONLY

parameters in the backplane could be overridden.

4.3.1.2 Non-iterative Modes

The SYNCHRONIZE mode was a non-iterative version of the ITERATE mode

where a simulator applied variable information to synchronize with the operation of the

other simulators. This operation was a roll-forward for simulators that were being spawned

or restarted from the OFF mode. Additional synchronization modes were the SAVE and

LOAD operations for capturing and retuming to a previous calculation point as discussed in

section 2.5 for rollback or quick initialization. However, these functions were simulator

operations and not backplane functions, so the backplane only initiated the operations. For

manual synchronization processes, the OFF mode distinguished simulators that had

previously been active (now in an IDLE model) from simulators that were OFF in the

previous analysis operation. The backplane automatically synchronized simulators that

changed from an OFF to an ITERATE mode during an analyses.
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The INDEPENDENT mode detached the simulator from the backplane. By

detaching the simulator from the backplane, the simulator retumed to an independent

operational mode where most backplane overheads were removed. Once a simulator was in

the INDEPENDENT mode, the simulator was not able to reconnect to the backplane. The

simulator did interact with the backplane for defining interface values that were potentially

stored in a data event list.

4.3.1.3 Iterative Modes

The ITERATE mode was the primary iteration process where all simulators were

iteration locked and data synchronized. The other iterative modes followed the iteration

locking rules of the ITERATE mode simulators. The three iteration levels for the ITERATE

mode simulators were:

1. Iteration done.

2. Reference done.

3. Simulator-stopped.

The lowest priority was the iteration done setting, where the simulator had completed the

present iteration for the given reference point without convergence. The reference done

level indicated that the simulator had found a converged solution for the given reference

point. When all simulators reach the done level, the process continued to the next reference

point on the next iteration. The simulator-stopped level indicated that the simulator had

reached a stop or error condition. Simulators remained in a stop state until all simulators

reached an equivalent state. The stopped level had the highest priority. Although the rules

were common, the TRACK and UPTODATE modes applied the rules at different levels.
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The SENSCALC mode was a temporary mode in the ITERATE mode for generating the

sensitivity parameter matrix of a simulator required by the calculation process.

The TRACK mode was a variation of the ITERATE mode where simulators were

locked at the reference done level, so the TRACK mode simulators were not involved in the

standard calculation procedure. The TRACK mode allowed a simulator to track the final

solution of other simulators by lagging the operation of the ITERATE mode simulators. The

simulators in the ITERATE mode had to wait for TRACK mode simulators to fmish their

analysis of the previous reference point. SpecificaUy, the TRACK mode was a concurrent

verification tool of other simulators used with an accuracy trigger.

The UPTODATE mode was a conibination of the ITERATE mode and

SYNCHRONIZE mode. The purpose of this mode was to eliminate part of the sequential

delays for a simulator in an OFF mode to be resynchronized with simulators in an

ITERATE mode. The procedure waited for the simulators in the ITERATE mode to exceed

. the retained event limit (number of reference points that an object can maintain during an

analysis). When the minimum reference point in all event lists were beyond the present

reference point of the UPTODATE mode simulator, the simulator synchronized with the

other simulators to the last valid solution point. An UPTODATE simulator only attempted

to remain up-to-date with the analysis of the ITERATE simulators. A simulator in the

UPTODATE mode was not locked with the simulators in the ITERATE mode
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4.3.2 Simulator Status Control

The three synchronization parameters in the backplane were REFPREV (stable or

previous iteration point), REF (present iteration point), and REFDELTA (next iteration

delta value for the REF point) as shown in Figure 4-4. These reference parameters

corresponded to common variables in the analysis such as time, frequency, etc. This work

focused on transient analyses where time was the primary variable. The reference structure

for all synchronization data within the backplane was expressed as a hexadecimal number

of discrete intervals and not as a floating-point number [92,pp. 21]. Without using

hexadecimal representations, the different backplane elements lost synchronization due to

timestamp mismatches caused by error accumulation and rounding of imprecise floating

point numbers.

Several flags were defined for the simulator from the backplane to control various

aspects of the analysis as described in Table 4-3. The one essential flag was the shutdown

indicator that allowed the simulator to shutdown in a normal fashion and to cleanly close all

related databases. All other flags were optional and depended on the capabilities of the

--variable

refdelta' refdelta

(present) : (next) |
time

re§)rev ref

Figure 4-4. Major variable reference (time) exchange between a simulator and backplane
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Table 4-3. Flags generated from the backplane to the simulator.

Flag(**) Description

SHUTDOWN Indictor to shutdown the simulator in an orderly fashion.

OPERATION Lndictor that a backplane interface was in the analysis.

SOLV_SAVE Indictor to save the present iteration data as the solution. Without this
flag, the simulator stored interim iteration data.

LOAD_FILE Indictor to load extemal file that contains simulator solution and state

information (BACKUP/restore function).
LOAD_STATE Indictor to load a simulator's backup solution and states from memory

(BACKUP/restore function).
NEW TIME Indictor that the REF variable has changed.
ROLLFORWARD Indictor to a simulator that the backplane will be synchronizing the

simulator to new data in the future. If possible, the simulation should
move to the new reference point, and restarted the analysis assuming
initialization conditions applied.

SAVE_FILE Indictor to save a simulator's solution and state information into an

extemal file (BACKUP/save function).
SAVE_STATE Indictor to save a simulator's solution and state information into

memory (BACKUP/save function).
SENS_CALC Indictor that sensitivity calculations are being performed. The

simulator's local model evaluation process can be skipped if possible.
SENS_SSAVE Indictor of the beginning of sensitivity calculations. The simulator

should save the present solution values to restore the values at the end
of the sensitivity process.

SENS_SLOAD Indictor of the ending of sensitivity calculations. The simulator can
load the stored solution values, so an extra iteration is not required to
retum the solution back to the previous value.

** The prefix BKP is applied to all flags to avoid naming conflicts with the simulator.

simulator, but the efficiency of the coupling process could be improved by using these flags.

The sensitivity control flags had the greatest potential to improve the performance of the

overall analysis by eliminating calculation steps in a simulator (See section 4.4.5).

4.3.3 Model or Simulator Switch Conditions

This simulation backplane had five different triggering conditions for model

switching as defined in Table 4-4. All the different trigger conditions can be used
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Table 4-4. The different trigger conditions available in the backplane

Trigger Description

Accuracy This trigger uses simulators in a TRACK mode to maintain a specified
accuracy compared with the reference device model. The trigger is re
activated after occurring.

Immediate Immediately switch between the active device definition and a new
device model. The trigger is de-activated after occurring.

Range This trigger uses the ranging information in the model definitions to
optimize performance, variables ranges, and accuracy. The trigger is
re-activated after occurring.

Reference At a specific reference point, switch to a certain device model. The
trigger is de-activated after occurring.

Variable This trigger uses variable conditions to change between different
model representations. The trigger is re-activated after occurring.

concurrently, although the accuracy and range triggers were designed to be autonomous.

Most trigger conditions waited for the convergence of the present iteration sequence before

implementing the model switching process to eliminate triggering loops. The specific rules

for model selection using the different trigger condition are outlined in Appendix-A. A

general description of the dynamic modeling process was defined in section 2.5.

The dynamic modeling process within the backplane had several levels of decision

making. The trigger conditions defined the device status, the device status defmed the object

status, and the object status was used to defme the simulation mode. Once the simulator

mode was defined, the object status was redefined based on the simulator status. The rules

for the object and simulator operation were very simple. If any object in a simulator was

active, the simulator had to be in an ITERATE mode. Otherwise, the backplane assigned the

simulator mode based on the DEACTrVE_MODE parameter. For a simulator in the
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ITERATE mode, the object status was either ON or TRACK. The TRACK mode required

the object to track the operation of the active interfaces in a node. An object status was set

to OFF only if the simulator was in an OFF mode. The other simulator modes required the

simulator's objects to be in a TRACK mode.

4.4 Calculation Control Structure

The calculation procedures were outlined in Chapter 3, where the basic iteration

process was defined by Equation 3-24 and Equation 3-25. The scheduling and calculation of

the sensitivity information was most critical task in this coupling process, since all aspects

of the calculation process depended on the sensitivity information. The exact sensitivity

functions were not required to find a solution in the iteration process, but better

approximations had faster convergence [12, 92: pp. 72-81]. Any improvement in

convergence enhanced performance and iteration efficiency by eliminating calculations.

Thus, a variety of scheduling and sensitivity calculation options was provided by the

backplane, but full optimization of the backplane interaction with the simulator was left as a

future development issue. The specifics of the matrix building, convergence criteria,

sensitivity calculation controls, and basic object modes are defined in this section. The

interface initialization procedures did impact die calculation process as discussed in

Appendbc-B.

4.4.1 Matrix Building

The matrix building process was a very straightforward procedure. The backplane

rebuilds each matrix on a START command and rechecks all device, object, variable, and
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trigger lists. During the building process, four matrixes were constructed or updated:

perturbation, sensitivity (GRADMTX), interconnection (SYSMTX), and equivalent

(SIMMTX). The perturbation matrix was a simulator specific matrix that was used to

generate a simulator's sensitivity matrix. The sensitivity matrix was exported to all

simulators, and was used to generate the interconnection matrix. The interconnection matrix

was used to calculate new solutions and to generate the equivalent sensitivity matrix for the

local simulator.

All matrixes were fixed in terms of variables in the matrix although a simulator's

local perturbation matrix had dynamic characteristics because of the input-causality

detection process. Only the perturbation matrix used the inactive and active variable

capabilities of the backplane matrix structure where the inactive variables were not used in

the solver process and were zeroed. Delta information (acquired during the SENSCALC

mode) was defined for both active and inactive pikrameters since causality was determined

after the perturbation method was applied to the simulator. The causality detection process

essentially determined which variables were active and inactive. Finally, the perturbation

matrix was selectively built based on an interface's characteristics defined in the backplane.

All matrixes were solved using a pivoting LU decomposition method [86].

4.4.2 Convergence Control

Because of the variety of interface stmctures and procedures, the backplane initially

implemented all convergence mles based on the EFFORT and FLOW rules for all variables

from each simulator. Specifically, the basic convergence rules were:
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\^MAX ^MIN
,_ . Equation 4-1
|Xi^|<e(iw)

The e() function was the error calculation function of the backplane defined in Equation 2-

10. After several tests, the realization was made that the basic rules had a serious flaw. The

calculated solution from Equation 3-24 converged, and thus, the variable values for the

simulators reached a consistent solution. However, Equation 4-1 was not satisfied and the

iteration process did not converge. This approach differed from the conventional procedure

of testing the convergence of each variable of the calculation solution with scale value

(a = 1) where

a n - Jc,I < e(;c,.) Equation 4-2

To eliminate the flaw, the conventional convergence rule was incorporated into the

convergence process using the same tolerances parameters with tighter scale value

(a = 10). When all variables satisfied Equation 4-2 given a sufficient number of iterations

in the present sequence, the backplane declared the solution valid and continued to the next

iteration point. Certain interfaces did override the secondary convergence rule when the

interface variables were not part of the calculated solution. Equation 4-2 was checked

ONLY after the initial convergence of all simulators.

Another problem during the solution process was solution oscillations. A calculation

sequence was converging if the following condition was satisfied:

= S(•*'+1 - T < A2 = ~ ̂.-1 f Equation 4-3

When this condition was violated, a relaxation factor (a) of 0.5 was added to Equation 3-
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24 to limit divergence, or

^,>1 =^,-a Equation 4-4

After the divergence condition had been detected a certain number of times, the relaxation

factor was always applied to the calculation process imtil the next iteration sequence began.

Using Equation 4-3 and 4-4, the iteration sequence could still have a slow rate of

convergence. The slow convergence rate was identified by

(Aj < A2) and (Aj > 0.9 • Aj) Equation 4-5

On this condition, the fmal solution was weighted with the present and previous values to

generate a new solution [102] where

J=N

N = 2,ao = 0.5,ai = 0.4,a2 = 0.1 Equation 4-6
;=o

The combination of the simulator sensitivity p^drheters and variable oscillations was one

cause of the slow convergence problems.

4.4.3 Sensitivity Delta Definitions

The calculation choices for the partial differential equation in the iteration process

were the Newton or secant based approaches although various methods can be used [92].

For a comparison, Newton's method had a quadratic convergence rate (m=2) where a

secant's convergence rate was lower at (m=1.618) [94, pp. 26-32]. The difference between

the two approximations was the size of the delta where the Newton method had a smaller

delta than secant method. The secant method became equivalent to the Newton
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approximation as the variable delta approached a small value. The size of the delta was

critical as the applied deltas could become too small and sensitivity information

encountered rounding problems [94, pp. 155-157]. Large deltas had the problem of masking

essential information. The sensitivity tolerance parameters were individually definable via

the TOLERANCE command while the object parameter GRADCALC defined the delta's

magnitude for the sensitivity process.

The backplane process applied a single delta to calculate the sensitivity information,

so the direction of the delta had ,an impact on the Coupling process. Minor variations in the

delta direction often meant the difference between convergence and non-convergence.

Several different options to define the direction of the applied delta were available via the

object parameter GRADSIGN (See Appendix-A); Usually, the default option applied the

delta to force the simulator's variable value toward the calculated value, since a common

direction toward the "true" solution should maximize convergence. In addition, the

sensitivity information affected the solution, which determined how a simulator adjusted its

timestep. The performance of the coupling process was also improved by minimizing the

number of time steps to reach the REFSTOP point.

4.4.4 Sensitivity Scheduling and Mode Definitions

The scheduling of the sensitivity calculation was controlled by the object parameter

GRADTIME (See Appendix-A). This parameter had a direct relationship on the number of

calculations between the simulator and backplane. Prior to the first converged solution,

sensitivity information was calculated per-iteration regardless of the GRADTIME definition
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to implement Newton's method to the fullest degree possible. Because of this diversity in

the sensitivity scheduling, the dynamic configuration process for an interface from section

3.Lwas performed at the reference-done level in the iteration sequence and on the detection

of a new input variable causality.

The GRADMODE parameter for each object defined how to calculate the

sensitivity information. The three options were IDENTITY or NONE, DIAGONAL, and

FULL. The IDENTITY option was intended for the correction process, and this option

disabled the calculation process for non-correction modes. The DIAGONAL option

implemented the sensitivity procedures based on decoupled or very-strong diagonal

conditions. In the DIAGONAL mode, all sensitivity information was calculated under the

assumption that all gain and coupling effects between the different nodes variables in a
;

simulator were negligible and set to zero. This method specifically used the secant approach

using the present and previous iteration values while the delta(s) was sufficiently large. No

sensitivity calculation modes (SENSCALC) were required. The FULL option implemented

the perturbation method where a unique delta was applied to a single interface and all

related delta information was gathered. Then, the backplane solved for all sensitivity

parameters simultaneously using Equation 3-23 after input causality was determined.

Another critical option for the sensitivity process was how the backplane handled a

simulator rollback during a sensitivity calculation. The global parameter SENS_DREF

controlled this decision. Initially, the rollback problems were not a significant issue,

especially with small delta values and simple problems. As the problem complexity

increased, any error in the sensitivity calculations resulted in sensitivity parameter errors
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and causality identification problems. Furthermore, any divergence in the iteration process

was often sufficient to cause complete divergence depending on the sensitivity scheduling

option.

4.4.5 Enhancement Sensitivity Calculation Options

Another important consideration for the coupling process was whether the model

evaluation in a simulator was necessary, since most simulators generated and solved a linear

representation. If this linear matrix was available, the sensitivity calculation was

approximately equivalent to varying the source values and solving for the delta effects on

other variables without additional model evaluations. For a linear system approximation in a

simulator where A-x = b, this process was defined by

A-{x + Ax) ={b + Ab)
A-Ax = Ab Equation 4-7

Ax = A-^-Ab .

Since. this simulator capability would enhance performance, the sensitivity calculation

process from the backplane provided a flag to the simulator to indicate sensitivity

calculations. The model evaluation process can be skipped in the simulator when possible.

This flag also allowed the sensitivity process to be skipped if the local simulator had a better

mechanism of calculating the sensitivity information for the backplane.

4.5 Simulator Selection

In this research, the basic premise from the first chapter was to use the discipline

specific tools and simulators for MEMS analysis. With the proper backplane structure, the
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coupling of the simulators was a straightforward procedure that was simplified with the

selection of an open simulator. A more important choice for the coupling process was using

commercial or public domain software. Both types of software have advantages and

disadvantages with tradeoffs that were very clear.

With commercial simulators, the designer had customer support and fully

documented modeling capabilities with efficiently defmed graphical user interfaces for

visualization of the results. These tools were typically more polished and provided better

feedback on errors. In addition, a wider range of algorithm selection was usually available

to improve the convergence properties of an analysis. For the disadvantages, the

commercial simulators had to be purchased and some yearly maintenance fee was required

for the latest version. In some cases, the intemal algorithms were accessible only through

the basic simulator framework, so these simulators did not always have the flexibility

needed to incorporate the backplane elements for sufficient control of the simulator.

Public domain simulators had greater flexibility for the designer to make changes

since the source code was typically available. The initial costs of the product were much

less, but the users eventually paid for product in time and effort because of the lack of

documentation and "hidden" features in the code. The degree of testing for the code was

usually less than commercial software. Furthermore, the user became responsible for

maintenance and for debugging the software unless a large number of users were supporting

the development of the basic program and any auxiliary software.

The choice between the two environments became a tradeoff between time and

money. A sufficiently large budget provided the designers with a framework of tools and
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capabilities if the users knew all the tool requirements. Otherwise, resources were

squandered on tools that do not truly address the present and future needs of the users. With

the public domain software, the user experienced a limited view of the basic techniques and

only wasted time and not as much money in the process. For graduate students, more time

was available than money, so this work began the development with public domain

software to have maximum control and flexibility. Specially, the electrical simulator was

chosen as Spice3f4 [97] and the FE simulator was constructed using the deal-II FE toolkit

[98]. In both selections, the optimum simulator choices were not made.

4.5.1 Electrical Simulator

The Spice program was a core simulator with only analog capabilities, and future

expansion of this simulator's capabilities would require significant development. Spice was

only chosen in this work because most public-domain electrical simulators use Spice has a

comparison benchmark. The code was easily accessible. In retrospect, a simulator with an

algorithm backplane should have been used. Still, the program sufficed for this research.

One timestep implementation problem was found with the breakpoint definitions in Spice

and a modeling discontinuity problem was discovered.

One major implementation issue occurred with the interfacing of the backplane to

SPICE (version 3f4) because of the transient breakpoints created by SPICE. At a

brealqpoint, SPICE algorithm reduced the next timestep delta of the analysis. This

interaction with other simulators caused problems especially when the reference point of the

analysis was rolled back before the breakpoint. of another simulator. Because of the
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breakpoints, the iteration process reduced timestep more than necessary unless the

breakpoint algorithm was performed only when the SOLV_SAVE flag was active (ON) and

GRAD_CALC was inactive (OFF). Without these conditions, the interaction between two

simulators was very dependent on the sensitivity options with results ranging from

divergence to long iteration sequences per reference point with a small timestep. After the

conditions were applied to the breakpoint algorithm, the coupling process become

consistent and less dependent on sensitivity options.

However, SPICE did have one implementation problem that was not a result of the

backplane and simulator interaction. The problem was in the interaction of a voltage source

with intemal models, specifically transistor models. When the voltage was connected

directly the transistor models, the current response had noticeable errors, which may have

been a result of unrealistic or poorly defined transistor models. The problem was also

observed with a Thevinin interface, but the error was more pronounced (orders of

magnitude larger) with the voltage source. When tighter convergence parameters were

required, the coupling process did not converge if a voltage source was used. The error was

often insignificant compared to response, so the coupling process was not affected.

4.5.2 Finite Element Simulator

The search for FE simulators found FE toolkits and not simulators. Because of

domain decomposition problem, a toolkit allowed greater flexibility to examine any

structure or field-based problem. Consequently, this research had to construct a FE

simulator, and the choice was made to use the deal-U toolkit [98] because of "well
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documented" C-H- source code, but other choices were available [101]. For the

implementation, the basics of the FE method with transient analysis were obtained from

[99].

This FE simulator was developed to examine the coupling process and not for in-

depth modeling. This research had to define the modeling and material properties, where the

preferred approach was to have the built-in modeling. In this development, the FE simulator

implemented the material characteristics as piecewise linear (PWL) fionctions. Still, the

modeling process was made sufficiently complex to verify the coupling process and to

examine the dynamic modeling procedure. The examples were not easily implemented in

the electrical simulator.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has outlined the backplane structure and implementation over the four

basic components of the backplane. The emphasis of this chapter was the control process,

which determined the flexibility and capabilities of the backplane. The complete

information on parameter setting is defined in Appendix-A while this section gives an

overview of concepts considered in this backplane implementation.
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Chapter 5. Results

This chapter presents a result summaiy on the coupling process for three different

coupling categories: electrical-to-electrical coupling (section 5.2), electrical-to-mechanical

coupling (section 5.3), and dynamic modeling process (section 5.4). An overview of the

example types and sensitivity options is outlined in section 5.1. The goal of the two basic

coupling tests was to find the optimum interface, where optimum interface minimized the

total number of simulator iterations with the backplane and converged over the most

examples. The dynamic modeling process demonstrated that the backplane allowed a broad

range of analysis capabilities where designers have the flexibility during simulation to

switch between different algorithms or design representations for accuracy or performance

reasons. Most of these results are for functional verification of the backplane and a

demonstration of the backplane's capabilities and failure modes.

5.1 Overview, and Sensitivity

In the coupling tests, three types of examples were examined: no-feedback (effort

gain=0), feedback with small gain (effort gain < 1000), and feedback with large gain (effort

gain > 1000). The examples had vaiying degrees of causality with strong and weak coupling

to examine the dynamic interface switching process and the variable-causality identification

process in Appendix-C. The different feedback examples made certain that the backplane

could solve problems that were poorly partitioned across multiple simulators with awkward

interfacing characteristics. The electrical-to-electrical coupling tests implemented all of

these tests, while the electrical-to-mechanical coupling implemented a small subset.
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A common set of interfaces and sensitivity parameters were tested on each example

in the coupling tests, so failures did occur. The failures were typically a result of four

conditions: simulator non-convergence, interfaces violating causality assignment, deadlock

limit (100), and backplane iteration limit (10000). The initialization procedure of the

backplane was the most critical phase of the coupling process, since the backplane had to

start the analysis based on the initial solutions of the simulator. In certain cases, the

backplane initialization sequence contributed to the problems because of the calculation of

erroneous sensitivity parameters due to poor initial solutions. The backplane initialization

routines regarding sensitivity calculation procedures at initialization were deficient because

the sensitivity delta definitions.

Without a doubt, the proper calculation of the sensitivity parameters had the

major impact on the coupling process. Even minor variations in the sensitivity

calculation procedures had a significant impact on the convergence and iteration

efficiency of the backplane. The accuracy of the sensitivity parameters determined the

number of iterations required to reach convergence, and the appropriate sensitivity

parameters (local input causality) had to be identified. In most cases, the number of

sensitivity calculations often dominated the total number of simulator iterations with the

backplane. Optimizing the sensitivity calculation options was a critical task for achieving

iteration efficiency because of the tradeoffs between calculating parameters and performing

normal convergence iterations. Specifically, any minimization of the number of simulator

iterations eliminated calculations, which improved the performance of the coupling process.
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Otherwise, the backplane had no direct control over the individual aspects of a simulator's

performance besides the flags defmed in Table 4-3.

For the coupling process, the sensitivity scheduling option (GRADTIME) was the

most critical definition. The number of iterations {n^,„ation) was defined as

Equation 5-1

The parameter 77, was the average number of iterations per timestep, which had a

dependency on all sensitivity calculation options. The parameter «, was the number of

interfaces into a simulator. The parameter a, was the scaling factor defmed in Table 5-1. Of

coarse, the interaction of an interface's coupling options with a simulator's internal

algorithms did impact the performance and convergence of the simulation.

5.2 Electrical-to-Electrical (E2E) Coupling

This section focused on iterMion efficieiicy (or iteration inefficiency), instead of

performance because these examples were all relatively small problems with poor

performance compared to a single simulator solution. Specifically, these examples could not

Table 5-1. Definition of the scaling factor for different sensitivity scheduling options.

Sensitivity Scheduling Option Scaling factor definition (a,.)

Iteration n,-\

Timestep 1

Conditional 1
< 1

72,

Error «£ • 72, 0 < «£ < 1

Diagonal 0

None, Identity 0
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overcome the overheads created by the communication and calculation processes of the

backplane. In these tests, 31 examples (14 no-feedback, 9 low-gain feedback, and 8 high-

gain feedback) over 76 interfaces and 18 different sensitivity and calculation parameters

were tested (42408 analyses) where the average analysis time was 20 seconds. The iteration

results for these examples are in Appendix-D.

As a summary, the average iteration results for the E2E coupling examples are

presented in Figure 5-1, the convergence statistics are in Figure 5-2, and the average

iterations per transient point are in Figure 5-3. A complete listing of the interface number to

the particular interface combination is provided in Appendix-D. The average statistics and

maximum variation for the iteration and convergence results is defined in Table 5-2, where

variations values are for the different calculation and sensitivity options. In Figure 5-, the

averages over the (n) examples that converged were based on relative statistics {Xj) of

each example (j) with respect to the minimum valtie ^ ), or

^-1 Equation 5-2

This figure of merit defined the relative iteration inefficiency (11) of an interface compared

to the optimum interface selection in each example. Using Equation 5-2, the goal was to

eliminate timestep variations across the different examples. The interface combination with

the smallest iteration inefficiency value had the best overall coupling performance. For

direct comparisons between interface combination X and Y, an absolute iteration

comparison (AlC) was required to convert the relative figure of merit to an absolute merit.
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Figure 5-1. Iteration inefficiency statistics for all E2E coupling examples
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Table 5-2. E2E statistics based on the sensitivity options over ail interfaces

Flow Correction Conventional and Dynamic
Interfaces Inter aces

Options Average Average Average Average
Convergence Iteration Convergence Iteration

(%) Inefficienc

y

(%) Inefficiency

Conditional+Reltol 86.1 2.71 55.0 1.95

Conditional+Reltol+Intp 85.3 2.52 54.5 1.90

Conditional+ReltoMax 85.2 2.72 55:4 1.90

Conditional+ReltolMax+Intp 83.7 2.36 54.4 1.93

Diagonal 20.7 1.54 24.9 1.02

Diagonal+Intp -  19.2 1.96 22.1 1.00

Errort-RelTol 82.5 1.46 54.3 1.41

Error+Reltol+Intp 85.3 1.77 54.3 1.40

ErrorfRelTolMax 85.2 1.52 54.2 1.40

Error+ReltolMax+Intp 83.7 1.67 53.1 1.37

Iteration+RelTol 85.3 3.61 54.6 3.22

Iteration+Reltol+Intp 84.6 3.66 54.2 3.46

Iteration+RelTolMax 83.8 3.37 53.8 3.29

Iteration+ReltolMax+Intp 83.7 3.74 53.8 3.40

Timestep+RelT ol 74.3 1.60 53.2 1.66

Timestep+Reltol+Intp ^71.6 1.67 52.7 1.56

Timestep+RelTolMax 79.2 1.64 53.2 1.55

Timestep+ReltoMax+Intp 78.0 1.68 52.6 1.53

The absolute merit was defined as

1 + 77,
Equation 5-3

The following sections discuss the results from the different interfacing tests.

The different calculation options caused a 16% convergence variation in the flow

correction process compared to a 2.8% convergence variation with the conventional and

dynamic interfaces as shown in Table 5-2. Since the convergence of the conventional and

dynamic interfaces was consistent across the four major scheduling options, the
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combination of the backplane initialization procedure and the interface characteristics was

considered the main factor in achieving convergence (especially initial convergence). The

iteration inefficiency was most dependent on the sensitivity calculation options, although

other secondary options did have a small (+10 percent) impact. Clearly, the

CONDITIONAL, ERROR, ITERATION, and TIMESTEP option were valid techniques for

scheduling sensitivity calculations. The DIAGONAL option could only be applied in

decoupled situations.

The differences between the total number of iterations for different interfaces did

not always depend on the backplane parameters. Instead, certain interface configurations

often caused SPICE to reduce its timestep during a transient analysis, which increased the

number of analysis points and the total iteration count. The result was usually a better

iteration efficiency per timestep, but more steps were required to reach the final analysis

point. Interface combinations were deemed less efficient if the overall number of iterations

was larger.
/

5.2.1 Direct Configurations

As explained in Chapter 3, the direct configurations had the worst characteristics of

any configuration or interface tested, and the simulation process typically diverged when

direct configurations were used. The direct configurations could only be used when one

simulator's interface characteristics dominated the other simulators contributions, hi

addition, the interface had to meet the gain requirements outlined in section 3.3.2 or have no

coupling to other interfaces within the simulators. In the situations where these
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configurations converged, the diagonal-sensitivity calculation option with any interface

combination was more iteration efficient than the direct configurations. For these reasons,

no testing was jjerformed on the direct configurations.

5.2.2 Conventional Configurations

The interfaces used by the simulator had an effect on the iteration inefficiency of the

coupling process. An analysis by interface type over the CONDITIONAL, ERROR,

ITERATION, and TIMESTEP GRADTIME sensitivity options is presented in Table 5-3,

where any interface combination using the specific type was included in the average. Table

5-3 also shows the interface combinations with greater than 75% average convergence rate.

The interface combination group with the highest convergence rate was the system

configuration in partition 0 (driver circuit) with voltage, Thevinin, Norton, or Flexible

Table 5-3. Statistics for generic and specific E2E interfaces

Interface Definition Convergence Iteration

(%) Inefficiency

Any Current 24.1 2.78

Any Voltage 54.3 1.85

Any Thevinin 58.4 1.96

Any Norton 62.8 1.78

Any Flexible 60.1 1.79

Any System 44.7 1.82

Norton-Norton 76.6 1.51

Norton-Flexible 75.8 1.46

Flexible-Norton 76.0 1.55

Flexible-Flexible 76.2 1.51

System-Voltage 76.4 1.86

System-Thevihin 83.6 2.01

System-Norton 88.7 1.56

System-Flexible 89.3 1.48
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interfaces in partition 1 (device circuit).

From the generic interface comparisons in Table 5-3, a current source interface had

the worst coupling characteristics of any conventional interface. This result was expected

since a current source does not allow the calculation of the appropriate sensitivity

parameters for nodal analysis. One of the surprising results was that the system

configuration had a 29% lower convergence than the other sensitivity-based interfaces. The

explanation for this lower convergence was poor interaction between the equivalent matrix

and the simulator to calculate valid sensitivity parameters at initialization. In addition, the

Thevinin interface was expected to have equivalent convergence with the Norton interface,

but the results showed 7% lower convergence and 50% higher iteration inefficiency (AIC of

'%).

The Norton interface had higher convergence than the Flexible interface in a generic

sense, although each interface used the same calculations. The only difference was that the

Flexible interface required SPICE to calculate the retum current through the voltage source.

Most discrepancies in the general cases were in all interfaces that contained a voltage

source. The modeling issue firom section 3.5.1 was another explanation for the problems, so

different interface combinations would have different characteristics based on how the

interface interacted with the model. Based on specific interface comparisons in Table 5-3,

the Flexible and Norton combinations had nearly equivalent results. The SYSTEM-

FLEXIBLE and SYSTEM-NORTON combinations had the best convergence and iteration

inefficiency results of the conventional interfaces.
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5.2.3 Flow Correction Configuration

The flow correction process had the best initialization characteristics of any

interface, and most examples found a stable initialization point. Unfortunately, this process

was typically not as iteration efficient as the other interfaces. The iterations per analysis

point of the correction process in Figure 5-3 were consistent with other interfaces, so the

poor iteration efficiency was the result of more time steps in the analysis. The flow

correction process had the worst problems with violating the backplane iteration limit.

However, these results used the default backplane setting and no attempts were made to

optimize the CORRSENSRATIO parameter for a particular problem.

The iteration results in Figure 5-1 showed very sporadic responses that were

dependent on the sensitivity calculation options. The dependency on the sensitivity options

indicated that the minimization criterion from section 3.4.3 was not very robust and the

sensitivity parameters for the predictor rhodel were erroneous. The problem was that the

applied flow delta values were too small to generate good sensitivity information for the

internal behavioral model. Clearly, a better delta-calculation method was required for this

interface procedure. The flow correction process also became unstable as the modeling error

increased based on the decrease in the convergence statistics. The decreasing convergence

with increasing modeling error could have been the result of the sensitivity calculation

problems.

Before testing the parallel and sequential sequencing options, the sequential process

was certain to have lower performance because the processes occurred in series. The

sequential option had little merit in the general coupling process, since most procedures do
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not have a wait state for results from another simulator. For these two reasons, the

sequential procedure was considered very ineffective unless all simulators were in this

mode. The sequential method had to be twice as iteration efficient as the parallel method

values before the sequential method would be viable option in the normal coupling process.

A summary of the flow correction process is presented in Table 5-4 over the different

options considered in section 3.4.

The sequential method was only 20% percent better in iteration inefficiency

compared to the parallel method while convergence characteristics were approximately

equivalent. The CORRECTOR and CORRECTOR_SENS interfaces had approximately the

same convergence, but the CORRECTOR interface had 5% better iteration efficiency than

the CORRECTOR^SENS interface in the full sensitivity mode. In most cases, the

DIAGONAL and IDENTITY options in the flow correction process were an unreliable

approach to the problem, except in very specific problems.

Table 5-4. E2E flow correction process characteristics

Sensitivity
Option

CORRECTOR CORRECTOR_SENS

Parallel Sequential Parallel Sequential

Convergence (%)

Full 83 87 79 77

Diagonal 12 28 27 14

Identity 14 0 5 0

Iteration Inefficiency

Full 2.46 1.98 2.58 2.41

Diagonal 3.48 0.85 1.49 1.18

Identity 0.14 - 0.03 -
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5.2.4 Dynamic Interface Configuration

A summary of the dynamic interface configuration is presented in Table 5-5. The

results were based on the default CAUSRATIO setting of ten, so further optimization of this

process was possible. The Norton-Flexible-Voltage configuration had the highest iteration

efficiency of ANY interface, but the convergence percent was too low to be a viable

procedure. The dynamic interface processes that used a SYSTEM configuration had higher

convergence rates, and these procedures were competitive with the optimum conventional

interfaces. The present implementation did have flaws at initialization.

The initialization problem with the dynamic interface configuration represented a

contradiction. This dynamic process had to determine the interface to calculate the

sensitivity parameters properly, but the sensitivity parameters were required for determining

the proper interface. Depending on the coupling problem, certain interfaces had better

initialization characteristics to calculate valid sensitivity parameters. For example, the

SYSTEM configuration was typically required in high-gain problems to complete the

feedback paths while a voltage source was ideal for devices. In retrospect, the dynamic

Table 5-5. E2E results for dynamic interface configuration

Interface Definition Convergence

(%)

Iteration

Inefficiency
Dynamic 1 Current-Flexible-Voltage 49.1 1.74

Dynamic 1 Current-Flexible-Thevinin 54.0 2.09

Dynamic 1 Current-Flexible-Norton 47.1 1.76

Dynamic 1 Norton-Flexible-Thevinin 76.6 1.62

Dynamic 1 Norton-Flexible-Voltage 58.1 1.33

Dynamic 1 System-System-Thevinin 85.8 2.07

Dynamic 1 System-System-Voltage 73.6 1.60

Dynamic 2 Tiered Method 88.8 1.49

interface configuration should have implemented an interface diagnostic routine where all
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interface configurations were tested one-at-a-time to determine the optimum initial

configuration. These tests still showed that the dynamic interfacing process had merits in

the coupling process, although additional procedures are required to make the interface

"smarter".

5.2.5 Summary

The iteration efficiency of the coupling process was a strong function of the

sensitivity-scheduling options while convergence was a strong function of the interface

defmition although certain interface and sensitivity options combinations did react poorly

together. In particular, the convergence of the flow correction process showed larger

dependencies on the sensitivity options than the conventional and dynamic interfaces.

However, the flow correction process was the only interfacing procedure with 100%

convergence across all the examples, but only one particular model representation using a

specific sensitivity-calculation option achieved this result. The tiered dynamic interfacing,

SYSTEM-FLEXIBLE, and SYSTEM-NORTON interface had the optimum convergence

characteristics at 89% while the flow correction process using a CORRECTOR interface

was at 83%. The tiered dynamic interfacing, SYSTEM-FLEXIBLE, and SYSTEM-

NORTON interfaces had the same optimum iteration inefficiency at 1.5, while the flow

correction process using a parallel CORRECTOR interface was at an iteration inefficiency

of 2.5 (AIC of 40%).
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5.3 Electrical-to-Mechanical (E2FE) Coupling

The SPICE to FESIM tests were variations of different examples from section 5.2.

The coupling process with the FE simulator was more timing consuming than the previous

tests, and the average analysis time of each E2FE analysis was 10-20 minutes. For this

reason, only one of the 18 different calculation and sensitivity parameters was tested since

the E2E examples showed that convergence was a strong function of the interface definition

and a weak function of the sensitivity option. In these tests, the goal was to determine how

the FE simulator responded to different interface configurations, since the fundamental

procedures of the two simulators were different. This FE simulator solved for effort

relationships and then calculated the flow response based on the effort values. The FE

simulator had rounding problems calculating the return currents when an interface had large

conduction values. In comparison, the SPICE simulator solved effort and flow relationships

using nodal analysis or MNA.

Only the conditional sensitivity option was tested to evaluate the convergence and

iteration efficiency of the 76 different interfaces over 14 (6 no-feedback and 8 high-gain

feedback) examples for 1064 analyses. The interface defmitions and the iteration results for

the different examples are provided in Appendix-D. As a summary, the average iteration

results are presented in Figure 5-4, the convergence statistics are in Figure 5-5, and the

average iterations per transient point are in Figure 5-6. The E2E coupling results for the

same sensitivity parameter and examples were included for reference in Figure 5-4 through

Figure 5-6. These results showed that the backplane coupled different types of simulators.
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequentiai Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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In addition, the flow correction procedure was examined using models that were not scaled

versions of the true model representation.

5.3.1 Conventional Configurations

The interfaces used by the simulator had a small effect on the iteration efficiency of

the coupling process. An analysis by interface type is presented in Table 5-6, where any

interface combination using the specific type was included in the average. Table 5-6 also

shows the interface combinations with greater than 85% average convergence rate. The

generic results were almost equivalent with the E2E tests in terms of convergence except

that the SYSTEM configuration was significantly improved. In these examples, the

SYSTEM configuration for the FE Simulator implemented a FLEXIBLE configuration,

since a matrix-loading feature was not available in the FE simulator. Several interfaces had

100% convergence and equivalent iteration inefficiency. The convergence and iteration

Table 5-6. Statistics for generic and specific E2FE interfaces

Interface

Definition

Convergence

(%)

Iteration

Inefficiency

E2FE E2E E2FE E2E

Any Current 14 17 0.02 1.85

Any Voltage 47 47 0.15 1.67

Any Thevinin 46 52 0.13 1.67

Any Norton 41 40 0.12 1.44

Any Flexible 43 40 0.21 1.36

.Any System 37 14 0.21 1.30

System-Voltage 100 100 0.16 1.67

System-Thevinin 100 100 0.09 1.73

System-Norton 100 85 0.10 1.68

System-Flexible 100 85 0.13 1.69

System-System 100 57 0.12 1.39
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results were improved compared to the E2E tests because of the linear modeling.

5.3.2 Flow Correction Configuration

A summary of the flow correction process is presented in Table 5-7 for the full-

sensitivity calculation process with the two interface configurations. These examples did a

better examination of the flow correction process, since the E2E tests had used scaled

versions of the same basic model. In this series of analyses, the predictor model within

SPICE was constructed manually with errors firom the PEA. In most examples, the errors

specified in the corrector process in Appendix-D were much larger than indicated.

The iteration inefficiency for the E2FE tests using the correction procedure was four

times worse than the conventional iiiterfaces, while the E2E tests were about two times
)

worst than the conventional interfaces. A detailed analysis of the E2FE tests showed that the

one and two terminal examples had equivalent iteration inefficiency with the conventional

interfaces. The four-terminal E2FE examples had significantly skewed the iteration results,

because the SPICE behavioral models in the four terminal examples were not defining all

coupling information between the terminals like the FE models. Consequently, the flow

correction process had to compensate for missing coupling information in addition to the

problems from section 3.5.3.

Table 5-7. E2FE flow correction process characteristics

Interface Definition Convei^ence Iteration

^o) Inefficiency

E2FE E2E E2FE E2E

Parallel CORRECTOR 100 91 0.33 3.24

Parallel CORRECTOR SENS 100 84 0.38 2.23

Sequential CORRECTOR 78 87 0.30 3.02

Sequential CORRECTOR SENS 86 69 0.26 3.85
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5.3.3 Dynamic Interface Configuration

Dynamic interface configuration had the characteristics shown in Table 5-8 for the

E2FE examples. The FE simulator had a serious problem with the FLEXIBLE interfaces in

a voltage source configuration, where rounding errors occurred in the flow calculation

procedure due to the large PMAX conduction values and intemal FESIM variable

tolerances. Besides this problem, the tiered dynamic method had 12% higher iteration

inefficiency than the conventional interfaces. This increased inefficiency was attributed to

the unity conduction values, which were relatively large compared to the material

definitions, and rounding problems occurred. Clearly, the tiered dynamic interface

procedure required additional simulator-based constraints on the interface state decisions to

optimize coupling efficiency.

5.3.4 Summary

The E2FE examples had several interfaces with 100% convergence and varying

iteration inefficiencies: SYSTEM-VOLTAGE (0.16), SYSTEM-THEVININ (0.09),

Table 5-8. E2FE results for dynamic interface configuration

Interface Definition Convergence

(%)

Iteration

Inefficiency
E2FB E2B E2FE E2E

Dynamic 1 Current-Flexible-Voltage 0 42 - 2.28

Dynamic 1 Current-Flexible-Thevinin 57 .42. 0.09 1.94

Dynamic 1 Current-Flexible-Norton 57 42 0.09 1.87

Dynamic 1 Norton-Flexible-Thevinin 42 57 0.07 1.72

Dynamic 1 Norton-Flexible-Voltage 0 ,  42 •  - 2.08

Dynamic 1 System-System-Thevinin 35 71 0.04 1.95

Dynamic 1 System-System-Voltage 7 71 5.73 2.13

Dynamic 2 Tiered Method 100 100 0.24 1.67
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SYSTEM-NORTON (0.10), SYSTEM-FLEXIBLE (0.13), SYSTEM-SYSTEM (0.12),

tiered dynamic configuration (0.24), and parallel flow correction with a CORRECTOR

(033) or CORRECTOR_SENS (0.38) interface. The E2FE examples had significantly

better iteration efficiency than the E2E examples because no model discontinuities were

present and linear modeling was used. The FE simulator did have problems when large

conduction values were applied to the interfaces with sensitivity elements because of the

flow calculation procedures in the FE simulator. The dynamic configuration processes had

the most difficulties with this problem.

5.4 Dynamic modeling via a simulation backplane

In simulation, the main goal is always to achieve the highest performance and

highest accuracy possible, and dynamic modeling was implemented to achieve this goal.

Except for the ACCURACY and RANGE triggers, most triggering options were dependent

on the designer's viewpoint of how modeling should change to achieve certain performance

or accuracy constraints. These types of triggers forced the user to have an interactive role in

the simulation process to account for the modeling variations, different simulation

algorithms, and different disciplines. Model verification was a critical issue across the

different simulation environments, where different models were used to represent the same

component or device. For an automated approach to the verification problem, the

ACCURACY and RANGE triggers could dynamically find the model in the highest

performance simulator that guaranteed certain levels of accuracy AT THE DEVICE

LEVEL. Unfortunately, the real accuracy issues were at the system-level.
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This section demonstrates and examines the performance and accuracy results of

analyses based on an ACCURACY trigger. The ACCURACY trigger was a mechanism

achieving concurrent verification and simulation, where the most accuracy model defined

by the trigger was always tracking the analysis of the active modeling representation. The

RANGE trigger was a pre-verified form of the ACCURACY trigger based on error

information and simulation performance gathered from device testing or low-level analyses.

For more information, Appendk-A outlines the procedures for the ACCURACY and

RANGE trigger. Since the two methods were closely related, the RANGE trigger results

should follow the ACCURARCY trigger results. For this reason, no examination was done

on the RANGE trigger.

For these dynamic modeling tests, the E2FE-HF_DRWIR2 example (Figure D-48)

was used. The SPICE behavioral model used in these tests was shown in Figure D-2. This

model was manually created from the FE analysis and errors were deliberately present to

demonstrate the triggering procedures. The following coupling architectures, interfaces, and

modeling constraints were tested:

• SPICE-only tests using the model derived fi-om FEA.

• FEA using the SPICE response as the stimuli. The voltage stimuli were converted
manually from the SPICE results into the FE simulator to drive the device.

• Normal coupling process (SYSTEM-ESRC interface).

• Flow correction process (using the model derived from FEA).

• Modeling breakdown problem.

The results from these tests are analyzed based on accuracy (section 5.4.1) and performance
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(section 0) to determine if the ACCURACY-based triggers in this research were a viable

procedure. A model breakdown problem was included to demonstrate the inaccuracies of

poor modeling by emulating a structural break. The break problem also determined if the

flow correction process was capable of correcting for large (3+ orders of magnitude) errors

in the SPICE behavioral model. The main issue was whether the performance improvement

was justified by the loss in accuracy, but only the designer(s) knows the minimum

constraints of the system.

5.4.1 Accuracy Comparison

The absolute tolerances for the coupling analyses were O.lmV for the effort

variables and 0.1 juA with a relative tolerance of 0.1 percent for the flow variables. The

absolute tolerance for the ACCURACY trigger was 0.2mV for effort and the 0.2/jA for

flow. In these analyses, the SPICE behavioral model had approximately 24 percent error

compared to the FESM model due to "capacitive" material effects not included in SPICE.

A summary of the ACCURACY trigger results is presented in Table 5-9 for this example.

Various error definitions and switch back (SB) conditions were examined to determine the

impact on the system error compared to the absolute response from the non-switched

coupled analysis.

The accuracy information in Table 5-9 showed that the system error did not vary

according to the device error over all error tolerances. As the tolerance on the ACCURACY

trigger increased, a tolerance value was reached (between 10% and 20% error) where the

system error became independent of the trigger. Part of the problem was the length of the
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Table 5-9. Error summary for the ACCURACY trigger tests

Comparisons
(Most compares are to the

REFERENCE)

Effort Error Flow Error

Max Avg Peak Max Avg Peak

mV mV % pA pA %

SPICE to FESIM - - - 4.54 1.51 23.9

SPICE only 127.0 34.2 26.9 8.64 2.81 36.6

FESIM using SPICE output 127.0 30.6 .26.9 5.55 1.45 23.6

Coupled analysis REFERENCE

5% error and 1 step SB 19.6 5.1 4.1 0.86 0.59 3.8

5% error and 2 step SB 19.9 5.1 4.2 1.49 0.27 6.3

10% error and 1 step SB 20.4 5.4 4.3 3.25 0.27 13.8

10% error and 2 step SB 20.4 5.4 4.3 3.25 0.27 13.8

20% error and 1 step SB 85.1 37.8 18.0 5.96 1.76 25.3

20% error and 2 step SB 40.4 10.2 8.6 337 0.66 14.3

50% error and 1 step SB 111 16.1 15.3 5.26 1.13 22.3

50% error and 2 step SB 50.2 19.3 10.6 4.57 1.12 19.4

Coupled analysis and the
FESIM in TRACK mode

120.7 34.8 25.6 5.17 1.59 21.9

Flow correction analysis 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.00 0.1

5% error and 1 step SB 19.2 5.2 4.1 0.83 0.26 3.5

5% error and 2 step SB 15.2 4.5 3.2 1.48 0.25 6.3

10% error and 1 step SB 26.5 6.3 5.6 2.90 0.30 12.3

10% error and 2 step SB 45.3 11.4 9.6 2.56 0.52 10.9

20% error and 1 step SB 83.6 29.1 17.7 4.80 1.35 20.4

20% error and 2 step SB. 50.5 24.2 10.7 4.58 0.98 19.4

50% error and 1 step SB 81.9 30.2 17.4 5.10 1.48 22.4

50% error and 2 step SB 12.7 4.4 2.7 4.51 0.68 19.2

Correction analysis and the
FESIM in TRACK mode

119.3 33.8 25.3 5.07 1.54 21.5

Break coupled analysis 508.3 206.3 107.8 9.63 4.07 40.8

Break correction analysis 473.3 183.3 100.4 10.11 4.14 42.9

Absolute Maxium = MAX^Xj^p - X(^\)

Relative Peak = 100 •

1  ''
Absolute Average = —

P 0

{xref ) - ̂{xref )

■CMP\
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simulation, since the error accumulation would typically increase as the simulation

proceeded. Conversely, the nature of system could be virtually independent of the device

error. Ultimately, the value of the ACCURACY trigger in an analysis depended on

sensitivity of the system to device error. However, the various analyses using the

ACCURACY triggers were still more accurate than the SPICE behavioral model that had

errors compared to the FE model.

The SPICE, FESIM, and non-switching coupling responses are presented in Figure

5-7 and Figure 5-8 to establish the basis of the comparisons. Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10

showed the responses from the conventional interfacing procedures using various error

tolerance of the ACCURACY trigger. Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 showed the responses

from the flow correction procedure over the same error tolerances of the ACCURACY

trigger. The break responses are in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 to show extreme divergence

between the SPICE behavioral and the FE model. In these plots, the effort information was

taken from the SPICE simulator while the flow variable information was taken from the

FESM to illustrate the consequences of dynamic modeling. With large error constraints, the

flow responses from the FE simulator had discontinuities at the trigger points, where the

solution had large corrections.

The main reason for using the ACCURACY trigger was extreme modeling errors

like a break condition in Figure 5-13 and 5-14, where the most accurate model (defined by

the trigger) could be used in the analysis when required. By switching models based on the

ACCURACY trigger, the designer(s) did not have to implement additional simulations to

correct the error. The break analyses showed the merit of an ACCURACY trigger.
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Figure 5-10. Flow responses at terminal T2 of the triggered coupled analyses
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One of the significant accuracy issues was whether the flow correction process

would converge under extreme situations. Although the effort response began to diverge

between the coupled and correction processes (see Figure 5-13), the flow correction process

did converge in the break emulation situations. The analysis jfrom section 3.5.2 (Equation 3-

40) indicated that overestimating the model's conduction characteristics would converge in

any situation with sufficient iterations. The SPICE behavioral did overestimate the response

compared to the break situation. However, the inverse problem of a structural contact or

short condition would have failed based on Equation 3-40. The validity of this statement is

left for future research.

5.4.2 Performance Comparison

In coupled analyses, the EE simulator completely dominated the analysis time as

shown in Table 5-10, which outlines the variation in simulation time with different error

tolerances of the ACCURACY trigger. As expected, performance was improved by

eliminating the interaction between the SPICE simulator and the EE simulator, and the

value of eliminating sensitivity calculations can be observed. The standard analyses had

between 86 and 133 time steps based on the SPICE and EESIM analysis. In the coupled

analyses, the total number of simulator iterations was at least 2-3 times the number of time

steps. Finally, the performance of the FEA was improved by 8% when using the tracking

mode compared to applying a waveform from the analysis. The tracking mode eliminated

breakpoint conditions implemented in the EE simulator and reduced the number of time

steps in the analysis.
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Table 5-10. Performance results for the ACCURACY trigger tests

Simulation Task

Simulation

Time

(seconds)

Number of

Iterations

SPICE only <1.0 86

FESIM only 25 133

Coupled analysis 94 439/434

With 5% error trigger 94 448/179/435

With 20% error trigger 81 493 / 222 / 422

With 50% error trigger 63 502/249/355

Coupled analysis and the
FESIM in TRACK mode

24 435/250/124

Flow correction analysis 87 424/430

With 5% error trigger 89 423/445

With 20% error trigger 77 382/405

With 50% error trigger 63 323/352

Correction analysis and the
FESIM in TRACK mode

23 125/119

Break coupled analysis 90 470/200/446

Break correction analysis 83 414/430

5.5 Summary

The E2E and E2FE tests demonstrated the backplane process had the ability to

couple two different types of simulators although the baclq)lane had some initialization and

sensitivity calculation problems. Different degrees of convergence ̂ d iteration efficiency

were achieved over a variety of interfaces and sensitivity calculation options. The

convergence of the coupling process was a strong function of the interface definition while

the iteration efficiency was a strong function of the sensitivity parameter and general

calculation options. However, the testing of the backplane was only over a small number of

sensitivity calculation options, so parameter settings are potentially not optimized for each
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problem. Based on the E2E examples, the conditional sensitivity scheduling option had the

highest convergence statistics of scheduling options available in this backplane. However,

the error sensitivity scheduling option had the best iteration efficiency by approximately

15% with a one-percent lower convergence rate.

The statistics for all interfaces with 85% or greater average convergence is presented

in Table 5-11 over all examples based on the conditional sensitivity scheduling option. As

expected, the interface configurations that completed the feedback or gain paths in a

simulator had the highest convergence characteristics as indicated by the four interface

combinations that contained a SYSTEM interface in partition 0. In the coupling tests,

partition 0 usually contained the driver or gain circuitry while partition 1 contained the

device. The tiered procedure for dynamic interface configuration was overall the optimum

interface procedure at 95% convergence because the interface could be used in any

Table 5-11. Final Interface Convergence and Iteration Inefficiency comparison

Interface Convergence

(%)

Iteration

Inefficiency
System-Voltage 86 1.18

System-Thevinin 91 1.19

System-Norton 93 1.12

System-Flexible 93 1.08

Dynamic 2- Tiered method 95 1.15

Parallel Flow Correction

with CORRECTOR

93 2.21

Parallel Flow Correction

with CORRECTOR SENS

89 2.01

Sequential Flow Correction
with CORRECTOR

86 1.67
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situation. The flow correction process had sensitivity calculation problems that limited the

success of the procedure and increased the iteration inefficiency compared to the other

processes. However, the flow correction process was the ONLY interface that did not have

any initialization problems.

The dynamic modeling process was very difficult to evaluate although the results

showed how performance and accuracy tradeoffs were possible. The dynamic process using

ACCURACY triggers allowed concurrent verification of a model/device/design with the

option to switch dynamically to a different representation if errors exceeded certain limits.

However, the impact of device errors on the system error was impossible to define without

analyzing the system and the sensitivity of the system to the device variations.

Consequently, dynamic modeling had the potential to create errors, at least compared to an

absolute reference. In the best case scenario, system error could only be minimized because

error was typically accumulated during the analyses and the switching procedures. For the

other type of triggering options, dynamic modeling procedures were very dependent on the

designer viewpoint of how the modeling should change based on conditions in the system.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

The previous chapters have outlined the fundamental mathematical and

implementation aspects of a simulation backplane with dynamic configurability. With the

mathematical foundation based on bond graph theory, this coupling procedure can be

extended to any domain with minimum effort. This backplane had a large number of

options to control and optimize the coupling process between simulators. The backplane

also had the capabilities to transverse the different coupling architecture. Consequently, this

backplane structure provided backplane configuration management that supported hybrid

coupling environments and dynamic changes. The simulation backplane developed in this

research was called FLEXBKPL. This section answers the interfacing questions from

Chapter 1 that have not been answered in the previous sections. Conclusions about the

coupling process are made and suggestions are given for future research.

6.1 Interface conclusions for coupling simulators

The convergence of the coupling process was clearly a function of the interface

definitions and the backplane initialization procedure to calculate valid sensitivity

information and to achieve the "sufficient close" initial solution (guess) required by all

iteration routines. After initial convergence was achieved, the iteration efficiency was a
/

function of the calculation and sensitivity calculation parameters, which did cause

approximately 3% degradation of the convergence statistics in the electrical-to-electrical

coupling tests from Chapter 5. Based on these characteristics, the optimum interface was the

interface or interface procedure with the higher convergence.
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In this research, the optimum interface was the tiered procedure for dynamic

interface configuration using the Flexible interface. This interface had the best average

convergence at 95% (using the conditional sensitivity scheduling option). The failure

conditions were the result of backplane initialization procedures that failed to find a

"sufficiently close" initial solution and that did not calculate valid sensitivity information. A

secant-based initialization procedure using large delta values could potentially eliminate

these problems. Compared to the tier dynamic interface procedure, certain specific interface

combinations did have equivalent characteristics, but only this configuration could be

randomly assigned in the coupling process to any simulator and still achieved the highest

convergence rate. The tiered dynamic configuration process can still be improved with

better initialization procedures based on the simulator's interfacing characteristics.

The flow correction process had sensitivity calculation problems that limited the

success of the interface procedure to a convergence of 93% using the conditional sensitivity
I

scheduling option. The iteration statistics of this process was 50% larger than the other

interfaces with greater than 85% convergence. Because of the intemal modeling

requirements, this overlapped modeling process had more coupling constraints than the

other interfaces and procedures examined in this research, which did limit the usefulness of

the process. However, this procedure over the given tests always found a valid initialization

condition, which was the main problem with the other interfaces. If the sensitivity

calculation problems can be eliminated (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 5), then the flow

correction process was able to implement dynamic modeling while also spanning different

coupling architectures. By eliminating the corrector function from an analysis, the system-
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level simulator switched to the independent simulator architecture, which had the potential

for the highest simulation throughput. When the corrector function was included, the flow

correction process had the smallest device error compared to the "most accurate" device

model in an extemal simulator. Another feature of the flow correction process was the

ability to use the coupled response as a method of back annotation between simulators to

eliminate additional coupled solutions. However, this, feature was not investigated in this

research.

6.2 Pros and Cons of Dynamic Operations in simulation

This simulation backplane performed three types of dynamic configuration: variable

causality for determining the proper sensitivity parameters, dynamic interface configuration,

and dynamic model switching. In the coupling process, the determination of the proper

sensitivity parameters was essential for convergence, but the input causality detection was

not an absolute requirement. In certain gain situations, the backplane was able to achieve

convergence without input causality detection because of the interface definitions in the

simulators. When an interface's input variable causality was identified, the sensitivity

parameters did a better characterization of the models in a simulator. In addition, the

calculation of the sensitivity parameters did not have the divergence potential of the

procedure without the causality detection because of small delta information that caused

rounding problems (See Appendbc E).

The interface selection was critical in the coupling process because the interface

selection did impact the convergence and the input-causality detection process. Dynamic
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interface configuration was implemented to eliminate the designer's task of choosing the

best interface for the coupling process to maximize convergence (and iteration efficiency if

possible). The results from Chapter 5 demonstrated that this configuration process did

improve the convergence of the coupling process by changing the interface based on the

relative coupling characteristics of a simulator. A fixed interface had to follow certain

predefined calculation procedures that were not sufficiently flexible to iheet any coupling

characteristic of a simulator. By freeing the designer from manually choosing the interface,

dynamic interface configuration was a beneficial feature in the coupling process.

The dynamic model switching procedure was a very straightforward extension of

rebuilding an internal matrix within the backplane and changing which matrix elements of a

simulator were added to the system-level interconnection matrix. This procedure allowed

tradeoffs between performance and accuracy during an analysis. Besides performance and

accuracy, each different simulation provided the designers with assurances that no

fundamental problems had occurred by switching between different abstraction levels.

Essentially, this procedure was another a form of verification. At the same time, the

increased flexibility provided more opportunities to cause problems in the analysis, since

error could accumulate in the system. As an analogy, dynamic modeling allowed the user to

map the earth by using a transportation mechanism that could be any vehicle from an

airplane to a bicycle. At one transition point, the user had to careful that the plane did not

change to a bicycle and crash into the ground. On the reverse condition, bicycle might be

unable to reach sufficient velocity to fly or the sudden change in altitude could cause the

plane to spin off into space.
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The ACCURACY or RANGE triggers in the dynamic modeling process were

implemented as a form of verification to eliminate large-scale errors. However, error in the

analysis depended on the system definition and the sensitivity of the system to the model

variations. Consequently, these triggers could only minimize error at the system level while

the present error remained and even accumulated in an analysis. At the same time, these

trigger options had the potential to eliminate simulation errors dynamically. Regardless of

the trigger mechanism, dynamic model switching placed the emphasis on the designers to

identify problems. For these reasons, the only conclusion on the dynamic model switching

procedure was "User Beware".

6.3 Future Research

In the present version of the baclqilane, most object parameters are defmed by the

user, and very few parameters are automatically changed during the analysis to optimize

performance. Because the sensitivity calculation options had the largest impact on

performance, these options should change dynamically to optimize performance without

affecting convergence. Another technique to improve the iteration efficiency of the

sensitivity calculation process would be grouping objects and variables within a simulator

for parallel calculation of the parameters. However, a criterion would have to be developed

for recalculating this information if internal grouping relationships became invalid. The

information from the causality identification process in Appendix-C could be used to

optimize the sensitivity calculation process. However, an immediate need for this backplane
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was improving the initialization procedures' to calculate more accurate sensitivity

information and to fmd a better initial solution (guess).
/

The simulators used in this backplane did not have the quality or the model

capabilities to fully test the backplane operation. Future implementations should use

commercial simulators with better modeling and more coupling between different domains

to rigorously test the backplane operation. Additional interface definitions are also required

in the backplane, so mixed mode simulation can be included in an analysis. With these

additional interfaces, the dynamic modeling procedure could be used for verification of

GDS layout using RTL and transistor level representations.

This work has been done with hand-partitioned designs to examine the coupling

process. With the coupling issues resolved, a system for partitioning domains was needed

where one database contained the information about all domains. The database had to track

modifications across different sub-design environihents, but the main database maintained

ALL modeling representations. With a central database, the system could be partitioned

based on any criteria or hierarchical level. The designer could select different model

representations and different model revisions for the same design in the same simulation

like [17].

Given the number of domains possible for MEMS, a system-level cpnfiguration and

verification mechanism (architecture and tradeoff manager) would improve the system

development and shorten the design cycle. The tool would define the optimum partitioning

of the system based on the simulation tools, model representations, and the design stage.

Based on constraints defmed for a subsystem, the tool would enforce rules for modeling and
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simulation to avoid pitfalls. In addition, the different partitioning options can be used to

guarantee an acceptable level of testing via specification verification. Specifically, the tool

would require a sufficient number of cross-verified analyses using different partitions,

model representation, and stimuli before defining a system to be flaw tolerant (no detectable

flaws between the specifications and analyses).
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Appendix-A. Backplane Control Syntax

This appendix describes the different parameter values and formats for each

keyword (command) in the backplane. A brief overview of the commands , is provided in

Table A-1. The following information is also notes on the backplane operations and

instructions for integrating the backplane into a simulator. The three categories of keywords

are DATA (Table A-4 through Table A-7), CONTROL (Table A-8 through Table A-11),

and COMMAND (Table A-12 through Table A-14) at the end of this appendix. The DATA

keywords are for information exchange, the CONTROL keywords define the parameters for

the interfaces and tasks, and COMMAND keywords initiate operations within the

backplane. The backplane processing procedures are case insensitive. Both simulators and

user control script interact using these commands.

Table A-1. Keywords for the simulation backplane

Keyword Codes Description

DEVDEF Define a device within a simulator.

GLOBPRM Define global parameters common to all backplane elements.

GRADDATA Define object gradient data from a simulator.

JD Defme the simulator ID during the initialization process.

INCLUDE Include a file as a subcommand file.

MESSAGE Messages (wamings, errors, etc...) sent to the backplane controller.

MODELDEF Defme a multi-facetted model for the dynamic switching process.
OBJDATA Define object variable data of a simulator.

OBJPRM Interface controls and configurations for an object.

REOSTAT Request the status of a simulator or its intemal objects, parameters, etc.

SIMCMD Send a command directly to a simulator.
SIMPRM Define simulator control instructions and parameter definitions.

START All simulators are to start processing data based on their MODE parameter.
STOP All simulators are to stop and await further instructions.

TOLERANCE Define the convergence tolerance for variables of root objects.
TRIGDEF Define,the trigger conditions for switching between models.
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Appendix-A. 1 Integrating the backplane into a simulator

The main routines to interface the simulator with the backplane are described in

Table A-2. The following steps should be followed to modify a simulator:

1) Create a global variable (BKPL_DEF *BKPL_deQ in the main code of the simulator.

All backplane structures are generated within this variable. The routine BKPL_setupO

creates the BKPL_def structure. Intemal simulator commands or an initialization file

defined via an environment variable or filename to BKPL_setup is required to specify

backplane initialization parameters for a particular simulator.

2) Create operations within the simulator to define the interface structure between the

simulator and the backplane. The routine BKPL_INTERFACE_find creates an interface

into the backplane and activates the baclq)lane. If a backplane interface is not created,

then the baclqjlane does not become active and normal simulation is performed. The

interface contains indexing variables for simulator access to the local solution matrix.

The index variables are E_index and F_index for the EFFORT and FLOW variables

solution points, respectively. The ESYS_index is for adding an extemal matrix (system)

to the local simulator matrix, and this index variable defines the EFFORT point for

adding conduction information. README files are available with the backplane source

code to define the process of adding new interface or configuration types.
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Table A-2. Backplane to simulator interface routines

Main Iteration Routines

BKPL_setup(char *filename)
Create the backplane structure within a simulator and define the initialization control file.
The filename for the simulator can be defined via this routine. If filename is NULL, then the
environment variable BKPL_INIT_FILE defines the filename. A global variable called
BKPL_DEF *BKPL_def is required in the simulator in order to create the backplane. All
backplane structures are created within BKPL def.
BKPL_mainO
This routine is the main backplane algorithm that links all backplane elements together,
performs calculations, etc. Very few operations are performed outside the main routine.

BKPL_shutdownO
This routine sends a shutdown message to the backplane controller and firees most intemal
structures created by the backplane. Sufficient structure remains for the simulator to
perform a shutdown.
BKPL_REF_input(BKPL_REF *Ref, BKPL_REF *Re£Delta)
BKPL_REF_input_double(double Ref, double RefDelta)
Load the simulator reference and reference delta into the backplane.
BKPL_REF_output(BKPL_REF *PrevRef, BKPL_REF *PresentRefDeIta)
BKPL_REF_output_doubIe(double *PrevRef, double PresentRefDelta)
Output the new simulator reference point and reference delta to the simulator. The present
reference point used in the calculations is Ref = PrevRef + PresentRefDelta.
BKPL_INTERFACE_add_attr
(BKPL_INTERFACE *interface, char *iiame, char *value)
Define an interface parameter (name) with value (value).
BKPL_SIM_add_attr(char *name, char *value)
Define a simulator parameter (name) with value (value).

BKPL_SIM_cmdbufprs (char *Line)
Process the given string as a backplane command.
BKPL_SIM_cmdwordprs (char **Words, int count)
Process a list of words with length count as a backplane command.
int BKPL_INTERFACE_fmd
(char *objname, char *intfname, char *confname,
BKPL_INTERFACE **interface, int domain)
Create an interface (interface) with an object name (objname), interface (intfhame), and
configuration (confname) for a domain (domain) (See vardefh for domain definitions). If
the interface is valid, then the routine retums 0. The routine returns a 1 if an error occurred.
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Table A-2. Continued

Main Iteration Routines

Void BKPL_OBJ_INTERFACE_find
(char *objname, BKPL_INTERFACE **interface)
Find the interface that corresponds to a particular object, but the interface will be created if
it does not exist. However, this routine expects the interface to created by
BKPL INTERFACE find.

double BKPL_INTERFACE_varload
(BKPL_INTERFACE ̂interface, double Ref, iut vartype)
Load the variable (vartype) for the interface at the given reference (REF) point. The valid
definitions for vartype are define in Figure B-1 (Appendix B).

3) Add new interfaces or modify existing routines to load variable information from the

backplane to the simulator. The routine BBCPL_INTERFACE_varload loads variable

information fi-om the interface structure.

4) Modify the main loop of the simulator's iteration process to include BKPL_REF_input,

BKPL_main, and BKPL_REF_output (in this order). The BKPL_main controls the loop

and defines the flags to the simulator (See Table A-3) for controlling the simulator

analysis. The majority of all baclqilane operations are performed in BKPL_main. The

other routines are for reference control of a transient analysis. The BKPL_REF_input

routine requires the simulator to define REF and REFDELTA to the backplane and

BKPL_REF_oulput retums REFPREV and REFDELTA' as shown in Figure A-1. In

this format, the simulator can adjust REF or REFDELTA'.
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variable

refdelta' j refdelta :
T  : (present): (next) :

time

reQ)rev ref ,

Figure A-1. Backplane reference stepping diagram

Table A-3. Flags from the backplane to the simulator

Flag(**) Description

SHUTDOWN Indictor to shutdown the simulator in an orderly fashion.

OPERATION Indictor that a backplane interface was in the analysis.

SOLV_SAVB Indictor to save the present iteration data as the solution. Without-this
flag, the simulator stored interim iteration data.

LOAD_FILE Indictor to load extemal file that contains simulator solution and state

information (BACKUP/restore function).

LOAD_STATE Indictor to load a simulator's backup solution and states from memory
(BACKUP/restore function).

ROLLFORWARD Indictor to a simulator that the backplane will be synchronizing the
simulator to new data in the future. If possible, the simulation should
move to the new reference point, and restarted the analysis assuming
initialization conditions applied.

NEW TIME Indictor that the REF variable has changed.

SAVE_FILE Indictor to save a simulator's solution and state information into an

extemal file (BACKUP/save function).

SAVE_STATE Indictor to save a simulator's solution and state information into

memory (BACKUP/save function).
SENS_CALC Indictor that sensitivity calculations are being performed. The

simulator's local model evaluation process can be skipped if possible.
SENS_SSAVE Indictor of the begirming of sensitivity calculations. The simulator

should save the present solution values to restore the values at the end
of the sensitivity process.

SENS_SLOAD Indictor of the ending of sensitivity calculations. The simulator can
load the stored solution values, so an extra iteration is not required to
retum the solution back to the previous value.

The prefix BKPL_ is applied to all flags to avoid naming conflicts with the simulator.
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5) Custom routines are required prior to BKPL_main to load the new variables values

(simulator output) from the local solution process into the interface structure.

6) Include BKPL_shutdown routine at all exit points from the simulator. At this point, the

simulator and backplane should be capable of interacting with other simulators

containing a backplane element.

7) Test and debug the baclqplane and simulator interaction using a simple problem.

8) **OPTIONAL** In the basic implementation, the initialization file defines object and

simulator parameter settings. The initialization file is unnecessary if the simulator can

intemally pass information directly to the baclqplane. Several command processing

routines are also available to implement this function.

9) **0PTI0NAL** Modify the SIMCMD command so the backplane can issue

conunands directly to a simulator.

10) **OPTIONAL** Add or modify existing extemal matrix loading routines to interact

with the backplane. A simulator can link to the SIMLOCAL->EqvMtx matrix and then

load the equivalent matrix information using ESYS_index from two different baclqplane

interfaces.

Appendix-A.2 Parameter Definitions

Most commands within the backplane are defined using keyword parameters. All

parameters are assigned a STATIC, DYNAMIC, READONLY, or CTRLONLY property.

STATIC parameters cannot be modified during calculation sequences. In most cases, these

parameters are for calculation and task control. DYNAMIC parameters can be varying
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during any simulator mode with no restrictions. READONLY parameters are specified by

the local simulator and are not modified by any source other than the local simulator, but

these parameters are considered DYNAMIC parameters by other simulators. In case of

problems, the READONLY parameters can be assigned a value during the OVERRIDE

mode of the simulator. The CTRLONLY parameters can only be modified via the

backplane routines. The default parameter mode is STATIC unless specified otherwise.

Appendix-A.3 Object and Device Structures

Widiin the backplane, two types of objects are defined: local and root. The simulator

defines the local objects while the backplane constructs the root objects at the beginning of

a task. A local object is the standard object definition for a simulator where each local

object has a root object or system level connection. The local objects have definable

attributes and define an interface for a single domain. The MERGE option in OBPRM

specifies the root object. If MERGE is not specified, then the default root object is the same

name as the local object. A root object is the master node that defines how objects from

simulators are merged or interconnected. The root objects have no definable attributes

except for the tolerance parameters. Unlike the local object, the root objects support

multiple domains, so interfaces from different domains can be merged into a single root

object.

The device structures also have a local and root structure like an object, but

equivalent devices in different simulator must have the same device name. Devices are

essentially a collection of objects that represent a known entry with a district modeling
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representation. The device definitions are used to define the predictor and corrector

interfaces in the flow correction process (described in section 3.5) and for the dynamic

model switching process (described in section 4.3.3 and by the TRIGDEF command). At

present, local objects cannot be shared by multiple device definitions. This rule is strictly

enforced with the predictor and corrector interfaces, but sharing is possible with other

interfaces.

Appendix-A.4 Automatic Configuration

Because of the dynamic switching capabilities of the backplane, the central

controller of ail backplane elements will configure all simulators especially if a device is

defined for a simulator. If any simulator within the backplane is in an ITERATE mode, the

controller configures the STATUS parameter of objects using the device STATUS, which

the objects are used to construct. The mapping is defined as follows:

• Device ON forces objects to ON.

• Device OFF forces objects to OFF.

• Device TRACK forces objects to TRACK.

Then, a simulator's configuration is determined from the objects' STATUS property using

the following rules:

•  If any object in a simulator has a STATUS=ON, then the simulator can only be in an
ITERATE mode. Objects with a STATUS=OFF in a simulator with a
MODE=ITERATE are changed to STATUS=TRACK.

• The simulator is set to the TRACK mode if all objects have STATUS=TRACK.

•  If all objects have STATUS=OFF, then the simulator is set to the DEACTIVE mode
parameter and the objects of the simulator are configured appropriately.
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Once the simulator status is determined, the object in the simulator are modified if

necessary where:

•  For a simulator in an ITERATE mode, the object status can be ON or TRACK.

•  For a simulator in TRACK mode, the object status can only be TRACK.

•  For a simulator in OFF mode, the object status can only be OFF.

Besides these rules, the central backplane conholler performs automatic ITERROGATION

of simulators with UNKNOWN modes. In addition, each backplane element will also

automatically synchronize with other simulators when the element is changed from an OFF

to ITERATE mode.

Appendix-A.5 Triggering Rules and Procedures

The triggering procedures are very straightforward except for the ACCURACY and

RANGE procedures. The accuracy trigger is a method of concurrent verification, where the

reference model defined by the trigger tracks the operation of the active model (model in the

analysis). When the accuracy between the active and reference model is not within a certain

tolerance, the procedure switches to another model that meets the accuracy criteria. The

trigger can always switch back to the reference model, which is essentially the most

accurate, but most time-consuming model in the analysis. The range trigger is a variation of

the accuracy trigger, where accuracy information is already defined in lookup tables and

concurrent simulation is not required. Each trigger has additional rules about model

switching decisions and options.

For the ACCURACY trigger, the procedure is to chose the simulation model with

the best performance once the model (as called a device) has meet the sequential accuracy
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criteria. The sequential accuracy criterion requires a model to meet the accuracy

requirement (variable errors are less than MAXERROR) over a certain number of

sequential points (SEQCNT_SWITCH) compared to the reference model. Once valid, a

certain sequential number (SEQCNT_BACK) of accuracy requirement violations causes the

model to become invalid. If multiple valid models are present, then the switching procedure

will change models ONLY if the performance of the new model is better than the

performance (P) of the active model by a certain percentage (PERFDIFF), or

Pnew < Pactive n 0 - PERFDIFF) Equation A-1

If no valid models are found, then the reference device becomes the active simulation

device.

For the RANGE trigger, the device must meet the sequential range criteria. Like the

sequential accuracy criteria, the sequential range criterion requires a model (device) to meet

the range requirement over a certain number of sequential points (SEQCNT_SWITCH).

The range requirement is that specified range error for all variables of the simulation model

is less than MAXERROR of the trigger. Once valid, a certain number of sequential

violations (SEQCNT_BACK) of the range requirement caused the model to become

invalid. Howeyer, a model immediately becomes an invalid device if the device range

exceeds MIN-MINEXT or MAX+MAXEXT for a present region without finding another

region within the error tolerance parameter. If multiple valid models are present, then the

switching procedure will change between valid models based on the following rules:

I. Better performance (P) than the active model by a certain percentage (PERFDIFF).
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^NEW ^ACTIVE ' ^ERFDIFF)

2. Equivalent performance of the active model within a certain percentage (PERFDIFF)

and an improved ratio of range error (E) over the minimum range (R) by a certain

percentage (RANGEDIFF).

^NEW ^ACTIVE ' PERFDIFF)

E^^^.(^-RMGEDIFF) Equatio„A-2
^ew ^ACTIVE

If no valid models are found, then the SIMMOD defined in the TRIGDEF becomes the

active simulation models.
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Table A-4. Data keywords for the backplane

Keyword Codes DATA Description

DEVDEF Define a device called DEVNAME in a particular simulator and define
the properties of the device. ^

Format: DEVDEF SIMULATOR DEVNAME PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS

MODELDEF={model name}
Define the model that the device references. This parameter must be
specified.

SEQCORR={YES,NO}
Perform a sequential correction process. The default is NO.

SEQCORRITR={YES,NO}
On the first iteration of a new reference point, make the CORRECTOR
track the PREDICTOR interface. The default is NO.

SIMMOD={simulation sub-model}
Define the specific siniulator model that used in the simulator. This
parameter must be specified.

SYNC-SIIVIMOD={simulation sub-model}
Define the specific simulator model that the given device will
synchronize. The backplane controller defines this parameter.

STATUS ={ON,OFF,TRACK}
Define the status of the device in the dynamic modeling process. The
default is ON. Because of the dynamic switching process, this
parameter can be controlled by the user and the backplane controller.

ON:_The device is active in the dynamic modeling process.
OFF: The device is inactive in the modeling process.
TRACK: The device is to track the operation of the ON device.

{simulator object}={model object}
Defme how simulator interfaces (simulator objects) are connected to
the basic model (model objects). This relationship listing provides the
backplane with a secondary netlist to double-check the system-level
connectivity.
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Table A-4. Continued

Keyword Codes DATA Description

DEVDEF

(continued)
CORRSENSRATIO={ floating point value}
Define the correction sensitivity ratio (RATIO) for the flow-correction
minimization process. The default value is 5.0.

The flow correction procedure does the following:
iT't+l ,

17/+I .

n Fq + ̂CALC ^present (Normal)

=  + AF^c + Gprevious " (COIIipMe)

if (|fc: > RATIO AF^^^s then F^'=^F'-l^s

else IT' = FZ

GRADDATA Specify the gradient information to other simulators.

Format: GRADDATA SIMULATOR PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS

NAMEx: VARa|NAMEy: VARB={floating point value}
Gradient results for object variables. Examples are:

T1 :V|T2.A={floating point value}=|^

T1 :A|T2.A={floating point vklue}=-^

Tl: V|T2.V={floating point value}=|p

T1 :A|T2.V={floating point value}=ik

OBJDATA Define object variable data to other simulators.

Format: OBJDATA SIMULATOR OBJNAME PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS

REF = {hexadecimal number}
Define a reference point. An example is REF=0A43D.

VARIABLE={floating point value}
Physical variables. Examples are:
V = 0.5212 (Voltage). Units are in volts (V).
A = 0.3289 (Current). Units are in amps (A).
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Table A-4. Continued

Keyword Codes DATA Description

INCLUDE Include a file with additional backplane instructions.

Format: INCLUDE file

MESSAGE Message or information to the backplane controller.

Format: MESSAGE SIMULATOR TYPE {message}

TYPE={COMPLETED, ERROR, FATAL_ERROR, DATA,
WARNING, TRIGGER}

Define the type of message.

COMPLETED

Indictor of successful completion of a task.

WARNING

A condition occurred in the simulator that can cause errors in the

backplane.

ERROR

The present task encountered an error, which forced the simulator to
halt the present task. The message is an error description for
diagnostics. The entire backplane process can be jeopardized by the
error and data is certainly suspect.]

FATAL_ERROR
The simulator encountered an error that was unrecoverable. The

message is a description of the simulator error for diagnostics if
available. In all cases, the simulator has shutdown.

DATA

The message is simulator information from the REQSTAT command.
The information is read by the backplane controller module(s).
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Table A-4. Continued

Keyword Codes DATA Description

MODELDEF Define a model and all facets of the model with respect to the different
simulation models available.

Format:

MODELDEF {name}
MODEL-VAR variables

PARAM {MODELDEF Parameters}
SIM-MODELDEF

PARAM {SBM-MODELDEF Parameters}
RANGEDEF; {maxerror}

RANGE {variable} {RANGE attributes}
END-RANGEDEF

{etc}
RANGEDEFat {maxerror}

{etc}
END-RANGEDEF

END-SrMMODELDEF

{etc}
SM-MODELDEF {name}

{etc}
END-SM-MODELDEF

END-MODELDEF

A separate section is provided for MODELDEF parameters,
RANGE attributes, and SIM-MODELDEF parameters.

Command Definitions

END-MODELDEF, END-SIM-MODELDEF, END-RANGEDEF
Indictors to terminate a particular command sequence within
MODELDEF.

MODEL-VAR OBJECT:VARIABLE...

Define the reference variables or 10 information for the model.

Example: MODEL-VART1 :VT1 :AT2:V ....

(continued)
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Table A-4. Continued

Keyword Codes DATA Description

MODELDEF

(continued)
SIM-MODELDEF name

Define the start of a simulator-specific model definition.

Example: SIM-MODELDEF spiceS

RANGEDEF {maxerror}
Define the regions of the device that have been mapped and the
maximum error for the region (% error). The default maxerror is 0.01.

Example: RANGEDEF 0.05 5% error maximum.

RANGE OBJECT: VAR PARAMETERS

Define the ranging information for the model object and variable
(usually an input variable) from MODEL-VAR command. If range
information is not provided for a variable, then the variable is assumed
valid over all values. See RANGE Parameters for more information

on the parameters.

Example: RANGE TESTl :V MIN=0.3 MAX=0.75

Table A-5. RANGE attribute definitioris used within SIM-MODELDEF

RANGE Attributes Attribute Descriptions

MAX {floating point value}
The model has the specified accuracy below this maximum
value. The default is lelO.

MAXEXT {floating point value}
Defme how far the model can be extended above the MAX

parameter in RANGE command on trigger conditions with
negligible lose of accuracy. The default is 1.0.

MIN {floating point value}
The model has the specified accuracy above this minimum
value. The default is -1 e 10.

MINEXT {floating point value}
Define how far the model can be extended below the MEN

parameter in RANGE command on trigger conditions with
negligible lose of accuracy. The default is 1.0.
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Table A-6. SM-MODELDEF parameter definitions

SIM-MODELDEF

Parameters

PARAMETER Descriptions

LEVEL {(WHITE, PHYSICAL),(GRAY, DEVICE),
(BLACigFUNCTIONAL)}
Defme a general level pf modeling for the simulator model.
The numbers define the level that is considered the most

accuracy. Lower values indicate higher accuracy and usually
less performance. The default is BLACK.

WHITE or PHYSICAL -level 0

Model based on the physical structure using material
characteristics.

GRAY or DEVICE -level 1

Parameterized or lumped sum model based on observed or
extracted physical behavior with modeling error.

BLACK or FUNCTIONAL -level 2

A device model with highest performance and questionable
accuracy to represent the base characteristics of the device.

MAXERROR {floating point value}
Define the worst case relative error for the model. This value

is used if MAXERROR is not defined within RANGEDEF.

The default is 100.

PERFORMANCE {floating point value}
Define the relative performance metric for the given model
representation. Smaller values represent faster analysis
'models. The metric is presently the worst-case time for a
simulator to iterate once with the given model. The default is
lelO.

MODELDEF Parameter PARAMETER Descriptions

DEFAULTSIMMOD {name}
Define the initialization SIMMOD if a conflict exists.

Otherwise, performance and accuracy values in SIM-
MODELDEF are used to determine the best model.
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Table A-8. Control keywords for the backplane

Keyword Codes CONTROL Description

GLOBPRM Global parameter definitions that apply to ALL simulators. All global
parameters are static.

Format; GLOBPRM PARAMETERS

The parameters are defined in GLOBPRM PARAMETERS.
OBJPRM Interface control instructions to define how a node or object interacts

with different simulators.

Format: OBJPRM SMULATORl OBJNAME PARAMETERS

The parameters are defmed in OBJPRM PARAMETERS.
SMPRM Define the simulator specific parameters. The parameters are STATIC

unless otherwise specified.

Format: SIMPRM SIMULATOR PARAMETERS

The parameters are defined in SIMPRM PARAMETERS.
TOLERANCE Define the tolerance for root objects between simulators to define when

the variables have converged. See section 2.3.4. A reserved object and
variable name is ALL where all objects and variables can be updated
with one command. This command also defines the delta tolerance

values for the sensitivity parameters.

Format: TOLERANCE OBJNAME {variable} PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS

ABSTOL={floating point value}
Defme the absolute tolerance for a variable. See below.

RELTOL={floating point value}
Define the relative tolerance for a variable. See below.

(continued)
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Table A-8. Continued

Keyword Codes CONTROL Description

TOLERANCE ABSSENS={floating point value}
(continued) Define the absolute sensitivity for a variable. See below

RELSENS={floating point value}
Define the relative sensitivity for a variable. See below.

RATIO={floating point value}
Define the scalini? ratio for GRADCALC=RELPLUSMAX. See below.

EFFORT FLOW Other

variables variables variables

ABSTOL l.Oe-4 l.Oe-5 l.Oe-4

RELTOL 0.0 l.Oe-3 0.0

ABSSENS l.Oe-4 l.Oe-5 l.Oe-4

RELSENS 0.05 0.05 0.05

RATIO 0.5 0.5 0.5
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Table A-9. GLOBPRM parameter definitions

GLOBPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

COMM {FILE,SOCKET,PVM}
Define the communications protocol between backplane
elements. The default is SOCKET.

•  FILE is for file-based transfers. This option is veiy slow
(10 to 100 times) compared to the other options.

•  SOCKET is for UNIX based transfer mechanisms.

•  PVM is for the Parallel Virtual Machine mechanism

(Not implemented).

DEADLOCKLEVHT {integer value}
Define the iteration limit for simulation process for a
solution at the same reference point. The default is 50.

DEBUG {ON,OFF}
Output information from the backplane based on the
DEBUG compile defmitions. The default is OFF. The
compile defmitions are outlined in the include file
"config.h".

MAXITR {long integer value}
Define the maximum number of iterations between

backplane elements before the process is stopped. The
default is 0, which means no limit.

PMAX {floating point hiiniber}
Defme the maximum parameter for baclqilane interfaces and
calculations. The default is lelO.

PMIN {floating point number}
Define the minimum parameter for backplane interfaces and
calculations. The default is le-10.

REFSTOP {integer value in hexadecimal format}
Defme the stop reference point for the analysis. A solution is
not generated at this point. The default is 0.

REFDELTAMIN {integer value in hexadecimal format}
Define the minimum reference data for the analysis. The
backplane attempts to increase the reference delta until this
minimum value is reached. The default is Ins.

RESOLUTION {floating point number}
Define the minimum (usually time) resolution for the
reference variables in the backplane. The default is 10 pico
seconds.
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Table A-9. Continued

GLOBPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

RETAIN {integer value}
Specify the number of data points that each simulator must
maintain for synchronization of the simulators. The default
is 8. '

SENS_DREF {SKIP30LLBACK,STOP, SCALE}
Define how the backplane reacts to a reference rollback
during sensitivity calculations. The default is the SCALE.
•  SCALE option implements a linear scaling of the

reference point to expected reference point. If the scale is
greater than 2, then the process implements a SKIP.

• ROLLBACK option forces the simulator to change the
reference delta and the sensitivity analysis is restarted.

•  SKIP option skips the calculation of the sensitivity
parameters affected by the rollback.

•  STOP option stops the sensitivity calculation process
and returns to the previous operation.

SYNC {LOCKSTEP}
Define the synchronization method for the backplane. The
default is LOCKSTEP.

•  LOCKSTEP forces a.11 ITERATE mode simulators to

keep the same REFPREV, REF, and REFDELTA.

TIMEOUT {integer value}
Define the timeout in seconds for the communications

process. If the simulator has not received a communication
in a given span, then the process checks for valid
communication mechanism. The default is 120.

VARMAX {floating point number}
Define the maximum variable value allowed m interfaces

and calculations where |variable| < |VARMAX]. The default
is le3. This parameter is not checked during initialization.

VARINTERP {YES,NO}
Extrapolate new interface values after convergence for the
next reference point based on previous values. The default is
NO.
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Table A-10, OBJPRM parameter definitions

OBJPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

CAUSAL {EFFORT^OW}
Define which variable in the electrical interface is the input.
The default is EFFORT. This parameter is READONLY.

CONF {Interface Configuration typie. See Appendix 2}
This parameter defines the configuration or emulation mode
of the interface. The default is DEFAULT or basic interface

definition. The parameter is DYNAMIC.
DOMAIN {UNKNOWN,ELECTRICAL^CHANICAL}

Define tihe domain that the object's variables. This parameter
is READONLY and the default is UNKNOWN.

INTF {Interface type. See Appendix 2}
This parameter defines the electrical interface definition for
an object. No default is defined. The parameter is
READONLY.

MERGE {root object name}
Merge this object into the given root-object. The default is
NULL (use object name as root object name).

STATUS {OFF, ON, TRACK}
Transmission or interface I/O control. This parameter
defines how an object is connected to other objects in
extemal simulators. The default is ON.

• OFF. The information from the interface is not used by
other simulators.

• ON. The information is used by the other simulators and
sensitivity parameters are calculated.

•  TRACK. The object follows another object and mirrors
its response. This information is not used in the
calculations to define the next solution and no sensitivity
calculations are required.
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Table A-10. Continued

OB JPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

GRADCALC {RELTOL, RELPLUSMAX,ERROR}
Specify the variation parameters to the perturbation method
for the sensitivity calculation process. The default is
RELTOL, which is the conventional approach.
• RELTOL applies a relative parameter times the variable

value plus an absolute relative parameter.
delta = RELSENS * \value\ + ABSSENS

• RELPLUSMAX applies the RELTOL delta and adds the
largest, previous applied delta as a ratio.
delta = ratio * RELTOL * \valu^ +

(1 - ratio) * DELTAMAX +ABSSENS

•  ERROR uses the present error information between the
simulator value and the calculated value until the values

become too small. NOTE: Not very reliable due to
rounding errors.

delta = \value(J) - value{i -1)|
GRADMODE {IDENTITY, DIAGONAL, FULL}

Specify how the backplane is to calculate the sensitivity
information. Prior to the first valid solution, the FULL
option is ALWAYS used. The default is FULL.
•  IDENTITY is used primarily for the correction process.

Other modes maintains the present values.
• DIAGONAL implements a SECANT based approach

where sensitivity information is gathered during the
analysis process. Variables are assumed decoupled.

NOTE: New parameters are calculated if any delta
variables are above the too-be-applied ideal delta defmed
by GRADCALC. Consequently, the sensitivity tolerance
variables need to be reduced compared to the
TOLERANCE defaults. Suggested tolerance parameters
areRELSENS<le-3 and ABSSENS<le-5.

•  FULL option has the backplane perform the perturbation
method where deltas are applied to each interface
independently.
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Table A-10. Continued

OBJPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

GRADSIGN {M0^1,M2^OS,NEG}
Define how the sign of the applied delta is determined for
the sensitivity calculations of the object. The default is Ml.
• MO. Obsolete method of moving toward the calculated

solution, which had an error but worked.
• Ml. This method determines the delta direction based on

moving the simulator value toward the calculated value.
On the first iteration of the new sequence, this routine
uses the previous results to predict the direction of the
solution.

• M2. The delta direction is determined based on the stable

or converged events in the object, so the delta is constant
during the sequence. Until sufficient events are stored in
the object, this process uses ML

•  POS. Apply a positive value to the variable values.
• NEG. Apply a negative value to the variable values.

GRADTIME {NONE, CONDITIONAL,ERROR, ITERATION,
TIMESTEP}

Specify when the backplane is to initiate a gradient
calculation. The default is TIJ^STEP.
• NONE maintains the present values.
•  TIMESTEP generates gradients on each new reference

point after a variable change occurs.
• CONDITIONAL implements the TIMESTEP process,

but performs new sensitivity parameters when variables
exceed the region encircled by the previously applied
delta.

• ERROR examines the error between the calculated

values and the simulator values to determine when new

sensitivity calculations are performed.
•  ITERATION generates new gradients after very iteration

until variable convergence is reached. '
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Table A-10. Continued

OBJPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

STATE {Causality states}
Defines the causality state of interface for the dynamic
interface switching process depending on the
STATE_ENABLE method. The different methods are
defined in section 3.2 (method 1) and in section 3.4.5
(method 2). This parameter is DYNAMIC.

For method 1, the default state is GENERIC, and the
DEFCONF, CSCONF, and EFCONF parameters are used to
redefine an object's CONF in the specific states. In method
2, the configurations are predefmed.

State decisions are made at the reference done level of the

iteration process, after changes in the CAUSAL variable of
an interface, and during initialization procedure.

Causality states

Method 1 States

• GENERIC. Use the DEFCONF configuration.
•  CAUSE. Use the CSCONF configuration.
• EFFORT. Use the EFCONF configuration.
• GENERIC_TO_CAUSE. Transition state to CAUSE.
• GENERIC_TO_EFFORT. Transition state to EFFORT.
•  CAUSE_TO_GENERIC. Transition state to GENERIC.
• EFFECT_TO_GENERIC. Transition state to GENERIC.

Method 2 States

•  SYSTEM_GENERIC. Use a SYSTEM configuration.
•  SYSTEM LOCK. The interface is locked in a SYSTEM

configuration.
•  CAUSE. Use a FSRC_SENS configuration to indicate

that the system had entered the EFFECT or
EFFECT_SET state.

• EFFECT. Use the ESRC_SENS configuration.
• EFFECT_SET. Use the ESRC_SENS configuration with

the sensitivity parameter set to one.
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Table A-10. Continued

OBJPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

STATE_ENABLE {METH0D1,METH0D2, NO}
Enable the given object to implement a specific causality
method. The default is NO.

• METHOD 1. Use the causality detection criteria
proposed in section 3.2.

• METH0D2. Use the improved causality detection
criteria from section 3.4.5.

• NO. Disable the causality detection process.

CAUSCRTR { POWER,SENSITIVITY}
Define the causality detection criteria. The default is
SENSITIVITY (See section 3.2.1).
•  POWER uses the power criteria.
•  SENSITIVITY uses the sensitivity criteria.

CAUSRATIO {floating point number}
Define the cause ratio for the causality detection process.
The default is 10.

CSCONF {Interface type. See Appendix 2}
Define the CAUSE configuration emulation if the element is
identified as CAUSE.

DEFCONF {Interface type. See Appendix 2}
Define the default or GENERIC emulation configuratipn.

EFCONF {Interface type. See Appendix 2}
Defme the EFFECT configuration if the element is identified
as an EFFECT.
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Table A-11. SIMPRM parameter definitions

SIMPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

BACKUP {NONE,MEMORY,FILE^M_FILE}
Parameter from the simulator to the backplane that defines
how the simulator can do a backup for a LOAD and SAVE
operation. The parameter is READONLY. The default is
NONE.

• NONE. No backup capability.
• MEMORY. Store information in the computer memory.
•  FILE. Store information in a file.

• MEM_FILE. Both MEMORY and FILE operations are
available.

BACKUPCONE { NONE,MEMORY,FILE}
Defmes how the simulator will do a backup during a LOAD
and SAVE operation. The default is NONE.
• NONE. No backup capability.
• MEMORY. Store information in the computer memory.
•  FILE. Store information in a file.

BACKUPNAME {name}
Name of the backup. A name must be specified if the LOAD
or SAVE mode is performed.

COMMTYPE {See COMM types}
Define how the simulator is used in the communications

scheme. The default is CLIENT.

COMM tvnes

•  SERVER. The element receives all information and then

broadcasts it to the clients.

• CLIENT. The element sends and receives information

only from the server.
• HYBRID. This element is a client and a server (Not fully

implemented).
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Table A-11. Continued

SIMPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

CTRLTYPE {See CTRL types}
Define how the simulator is used in the control process. The
default is SIMULATOR.

CTRL types
•  CONTROLLER. This element controls other elements

and implements the configuration rules. Only one
CONTROLLER can be defined within the backplane.

•  SIMULATOR. This element performs calculations and
controls a simulator.

•  SIM+CONTROL. This element implements a
CONTROLLER process and SIMULATOR process
simultaneously (Not fully implemented).

• OBSERVER. This element only examines data.
REACTIVE MODE {OFF, UPTODATE, TRACK}

Define the mode of the simulator if all internal objects have
STATUS=OFF. The default is UPTODATE.

END {See END options}
This output parameter defines the status of the simulator.
This parameter is DYNAMIC, and is typically defined by
the baciqplane in the simulator. The default is NO.
• NO. The simulator has not finished the present iteration.
• YES. The simulator has finished the present iteration.
• DONE. The simulator has variable convergence with

other simulators, so the iteration process can move to the
next iteration and reference point.

•  STOP. The simulator has finished the present task or had
an error. A simulator may wait for other simulators
completion before continuing.

NOTE

Baciqplane elements redefme other simulator's END
parameters (to a NO) after iteration sequence completion in
order to eliminate transmissions between elements.

lONAME {name}
Input and Output name for communications. The default is
BKPLCON.

LOGFILE {name}
Log file containing the iteration characteristics of the
simulator and object interface parameters.
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Table A-11. Continued

SIMPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

MATRIX {ON,OFF)
Parameter from the simulator to the backplane defining that
the simulator has a matrix loading capability. The default is
OFF. This parameter is READONLY.

MARK {long integer value)
Iteration marker value for debugging the synchronization
process between baclq)lane elements. This parameter is
DYNAMIC.

MODE {See MODE parameters )
This parameter defines the operation to be done on a START
command, where MODEPRS is set to MODE. The default is
ITERROGATE.

MODEPRS {See MODE parameters )
Defme the present operational mode of a simulator. The
default is TJNKNOl^^. The start command transfers the
MODE definition to the MODEPRS. This parameter is
CTRLONLY.

MODE parameters Backplane non-calculation modes
•  IDLE or OFF. Waiting mode for information and

commands.

•  ITERROGATE. Debugging and configuration mode.
This mode provides feedback to the external simulator
about all facets of the local simulator.

• OVERRIDE. Override control mode for redefining non-
CTRLONLY backplane variables.

•  SHUTDOWN, shutdown mode. An orderly shutdown of
the simulator is to be performed.

Simulator interaction modes without calculations

• LOAD. A recovery mode. The simulator is instructed to
a load a file (lOFELE) or rollback to a previous intemal
state defined by REFROLLBACK and BACKUPCONF.
This mode is used in conjxmction with SYNCHRONIZE
and SAVE.

•  SAVE. A backup mode. The simulator is instructed to a
save a file (lOFILE) or intemal contents for recovery,
synchronization, or rollback. The destination of the save
is defined by BACKUPCONF. This mode is used in
conjunction with SYNCHRONIZE and LOAD.
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Table A-11. Continued

SEMPRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

MODE parameters
(continued)

Simulator interaction modes with non-iterative calculations

•  INDEPENDENT. Backplane-off mode. The simulator
has minimum interaction with the backplane except to
load stimuli.

•  SYNCHRONIZE. Synchronize mode. The backplane
defines an event sequence to synchronization the
operation of the local simulator with external operations.

Concurrent interaction modes between simulators

•  ITERATE. Concurrent simulation mode.

•  SENSCALC. Intemal calculation mode for sensitivity
calculations.

•  TRACK. Synchronize mode. The objects within the
simulator track the response of objects in other
simulator. Track simulators are iteration locked at the

reference done level.

• UPTODATE. Synchronize mode. Similar to TRACK,
this mode is not iteration lock with the other simulators.

The simulator tries to remain up-to-date with the other
simulators like the SYNCHRONIZE mode.

{Hexadecimal integer value}
Parameter defining the present simulation reference point
from the analysis. This parameter is READONLY. The
default is 0.

REF

REFDELTA {Hexadecimal integer value}
Parameter defining the next delta reference point from the
analysis for step control. This parameter is READONLY.
The default is 0.

REFPREV {Hexadecimal integer value}
Parameter defming the previous simulation reference point
from the analysis. Specifically, this parameter is the known
stable solution that all calculations are referred. This

parameter is READONLY. The default is 0.
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Table A-11. Continued

SIMRM Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

REFROLLBACK {integer value in hexadecimal format}
Define the rollback reference point for the analysis for a load
operation. The simulator should use this parameter to shift
its reference points of the loaded information to this point for
fast synchronization. The default is 0.

SENSABSTOL {floating point value}
The relative absolute tolerance for the sensitivity
calculations performed by a simulator. The default is le-8.

SENSRELTOL {floating point value}
The relative tolerance for the sensitivity calculations
performed by a simulator. The default is 1 e-3.

SERVER {simulator D)}
Name or K) of the backplane server. The default is
BKPLCON.

SIMDEF {name}
Name of the simulator being reference by the backplane.
This parameter must be defmed uniquely for each simulator.
This parameter is READONLY.
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Table A-12. Command keywords for the backplane

Keyword Codes COMMAND Description

ID Assign the simulator ID that all simulators will use as reference. This
process can only be done once, and each simulator is given a unique ID
prior to the analysis.

Format: ED name

INCLUDE Define a control file for the baclq)lane.

Format: INCLUDE file

REQSTAT Request status of a simulator and any intemal backplane components.
This command is similar to the ITERROGATE mode, but the
command can be issued during any mode. This corhmand is more
powerful than the ITERROGATE because any intemal parameters or
data from any simulator can be examined within the backplane
elements of the given simulator. This command is intended for
diagnostics. The information is retumed using the MESSAGE DATA
format. Three formats are available.

Format(I): REQSTAT
Get the status of all simulators. All local OBJPRM and SEVEPRM are

returned.

Format(2): REQSTAT SIMULATOR
Get the status of a particular simulator. All local OBJPRM ̂ d
SIMPRM are retumed.

Format(3): REQSTAT SIMULATOR PARAMETERS
Get the status of the local simulator parameters or other simulator's
information in the simulator beyond OBJPRM and SIMPRM.

PARAMETERS

DATA

Retums the event data for the given object.

GLOBPRM={Parameter name} {ALL}
Retums the given global parameter. The ALL parameter retums all
parameters.

(Continued)
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Table A-12. Continued

Keyword Codes COMMAND Description

REQSTAT
(continued)

OBJ={Object name}
Define the object for the REQSTAT process. If no object is defined,
then all objects for the given simulator are returned.

OBJPRM={parameter name} {ALL}
Returns the object parameters for the specified object. The ALL
parameter returns all parameters.

PING

A simple mechanism to make certain that a backplane element is alive.
The hffiSSAGE, data response is sent to the backplane controller
containing SIMPRM simulator END={status}.

SENSITIVITY

Return the sensitivity information for the given simulator.

SIM={SimuIator name}
Define the simulator. The default is the local simulator.

SIlVIPRM={parameter name} {ALL}
Returns the given simulator parameter for, the specified simulator. The
ALL parameter returns all parameters.

SIMCMD Command instruction from the backplane to a specific simulator.

Format: SIMCMD SIMULATOR COMMAND

START All simulators are to start processing data based on the MODE
definition. All MODE parameters are transfer to MODEPRS.

Format: START

STOP All simulators are to stop and await further instructions. The present
MODEPRS of each simulator is set to an IDLE.

Format: STOP

Note: Certain modes do not process information until the given task is
completed, so the STOP command could be ignored temporarily.
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Table A-12. Continued

Keyword Codes COMMAND Description

TRIGDEF Define the trigger conditions for switching between different models of
a device (DEVICE).

Format: TRIGDEF NAME DEVICE PARAMETERS

See TRIGDEF Parameters for PARAMETERS information.

Table A-13. TRIGDEF parameter definitions

TRIGDEF Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

MAXERROR {floating value}
The maximum error allowed for the model. The default is

0.01 or 1% error

ABSTOL_SCALE {floating value}
Defme a scale factor for the normal variable absolute

tolerance, so the trigger does not happen because of noise.
The default is 10.0.

OBJ {string value}
Defme an object within a simulator. The default is NULL.

PERFDIFF {floating point number}
Define the performance improvement between the models to
cause a trigger condition. Die default is 0.1 (10 percent).

RANGEDIFF {floating point number}
Defme the range and accuracy improvement between the
models to cause a trigger condition. The default is 0.1 (10
percent).

REF {Hexadecimal integer value}
Defme a trigger reference point to switch to another model.
The default is 0.

SEQCNT_BACK {int^er value}
Define the number' of sequential points needed by the new
model under different constraint before the new model is

replaced by the old model. The default is 2.

SEQCNT_SWITCH {integer value}
Defme the number of sequential points needed by the new
model before the present model can be replaced by the new
model. The default is 3.
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Table A-13. Continued

TRIGDEF Parameters PARAMETER Descriptions

SIM {string value}
Define the simulator that contains the comparison variable.
The default is NULL.

SIMMOD {simulator model}
Define the simulator model to replace the existing model.
The default is NULL

TRIGCOND {COMPARE, IMMEDIATE, OFF, RANGE, REF, VAR}
Define the trigger condition. The default is OFF. See Table
A-13 for more information on each trigger condition

VARCOND {GT,GTE,EQ,LTE,LT}
Define the variable condition for the generating a trigger.
The default is EQ.

GT Greater Than VARVALUE.

GTE Greater Than or Equal to VARVALUE.

EQ Equal to VARVALUE (within tolerance limits).

LTE Less Than or Equal to VARVALUE.

LT Less Than VARVALUE.

VARVALUE {floating point value}
Defme the comparison value used by VARCOND.
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Table A-14. An outline of the trigger conditions within the trigger definition command

TRIGCOND PARAMETER Descriptions

ACCURACY Switch models based on an accuracy comparison with a
reference device. This condition uses the following
TRIGDEF parameters:
• MAXERROR.

•  PERFDIFF.

•  SEQCNT_SWITCH.
•  SEQCNT_BACK.
•  SIMMOD. This parameter now defines the reference

model that other models are compared.
The accuracy switching rules are defined in Appendix-A.5.

IMMEDIATE Switch to SIMMOD immediately. This condition uses only
the SIMMOD parameter.

OFF The trigger has been completed by the dynamic switching
process or the trigger has been disabled.

RANGE Use the RANGEDEF information in the model definition to

determine the switching conditions. This condition uses the
following TRIGDEF parameters:
• MAXERROR.

•  PERFDIFF.

•. RANGEDIFF. 1
•  SEQCNT_SWrfcH.
•  SEQCNT_BACK.
The range switching rules are defined in Appendix-A.5.

REF Switch to the given SIMMOD when the trigger REF point is
reached or exceeded. This condition uses the following
TRIGDEF parameters:
• REF.

•  SIMMOD.

VAR Trigger on a specific variable condition. This condition uses
the following TRIGDEF parameters:
• VAR.

• OBJ.

•  SIM.

•  siMmod.

• VARCOND.

• VARVALUE.
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Appendix-B. Interface Methodology

This section defines the interface types known to the backplane and the basic

structure of the backplane interface into the simulator. The interface process has an interface

level and a configuration level. The interface level defines the primitive structure of the

interface while the configuration level defines the calculation or solving procedures beyond

the primitive level. A configuration cannot be used as an interface while an interface is also

a configuration. A definition for the different interfaces and configuration is provided in

Table B-1. Table B-2 defines the configurations for the different interfaces.

All interface structures between the backplane and the simulator are based on bond

graph techniques. An interface has the variable input/output characteristics defmed in Table

B-3. The interfaces are domain specific, but all domain variables are defined as an EFFORT

and a FLOW. The EFFORT and FLOW designations defme how variables between

simulator interact. Three domains are presently defined:

• Signal Domain (Section B-1).
• Electrical domain (Section B-2).
• Mechanical domain (Section B-3).

The interface component values for the different configurations of the primitive interfaces

are defined in Table B-4 in terms of the calculated FLOW and EFFORT variables. The

sensitivity delta calculation is defined in Table B-5, where A is the variable delta function.

Several integer index variables are also provided for internal simulator operations.

Additional variables and domains can be easily added to the backplane. The final section

describes the initialization of the different interfaces.
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Table B-1. List of all interface and configurations recognized by the backplane

Interfaces and

Configurations
Descriptions

CORRECTOR This configuration is used in the flow correction process with a
PREDICTOR.

CORRECTOR_SENS This configuration is a variation of the CORRECTOR
configuration with a sensitivity element to improve convergence
by including loading effects.

EAPPLY This configuration applies a list of effort data.

EDATA This interface defines the effort data applied by an EAPPLY.
EFFORTEQ This configuration is a'direct interface that follows the CAUSE

element in the root-level object.
EMONITOR An effort monitor configuration.
ESRC This interface defines the effort variable.

ESRC_FSRC_2SENS This flexible interface can mimic any type of interface
(FLEXIBLE).

ESRC_SENS This interface uses diagonal component of the sensitivity
information with an ESRC, so the simulator can emulate loading
effects and provide local feedback to the backplane
(THEVININ).

FAPPLY This configuration applies a list of flow data.
FDATA This interface defines the flow data applied by an FAPPLY.
FLOWSUM This configuration is a direct interface that is the CAUSE

element in the root-level object. This interface defines to

the EFFORTEQ interfaces in a isequential process.
FMONTTOR A flow monitor configuration.
FSRC This interface defmes the flow variable.

FSRC_SENS This interface uses diagonal component of the sensitivity
information with an FSRC, so the simulator can emulate loading
effects and provide local feedback to the backplane (NORTON).
Only this interface uses the GC component.

PREDICTOR This configuration specifies that a simulator has an internal
model for the device. A CORRECTOR type configuration is
required to complete this configuration. However, the interface
can operate in an independent mode Without a corrector.

SYSTEM This configuration defmes coupling to other elements using the
equivalent matrix through a simulator's matrix loading

routines.
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Table B-2. Interface and configuration compatibility index

Configurations Interfaces

A B c D E F G

CORRECTOR X X X

CORRECTOR SENS X X

EAPPLY X X X

EDATA X

EFFORTEQ X X X

EMONITOR X X X

ESRC X X X

ESRC FSRC 2SENS X

ESRC SENS X X

FAPPLY X X X

FDATA X

FLOWSUM X X X

FMONITOR X

FSRC X X X

FSRC SENS X X

PREDICTOR X

SYSTEM X

X indicates a valid configuration of the interface. Interface A corresponds to ED ATA, B to
ESRC, C to ESRC_SENS, D to ESRC_FSRC_2SENS, E to FSRC_SENS, F to FSRC, and
GtoFDATA.

Table B-3. Input/ Output characteristics of the baclqjlane interface

Variable Name Description

Ein or Esrc Effort input to the simulator.

Fin or Fsrc Flow input to the simulator.

Gini or Gsrc Sensitivity parameter input to the simulator.

Gin2 or Gc Secondary sensitivity parameter input to the
simulator.

Eout or Efsrc Effort output from the simulator.

Four or Fesrc Flow output from the simulator.

Eindex Local simulator index for E variable solution.

Findex Local simulator index for F variable solution.

ESYSindex Local simulator index for loading an external
matrix.
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Table B-4. Calculations definitions for the different configurations and interfaces

Interface

Type
Effort

Value

(4^c)

Flow

Value

iF'^)

Admittance

Value

CORRECTOR
or

0.0 PMAX

CORRECTOR_SENS E'pi^ or 0.0 G'eq . .
^ 3,3

EAPPLY Edata 0.0 PMAX

EDATA Edata - -

EFFORTEQ p■ i
^CAUSE 0.0 PMAX

EMONITOR 0.0 0.0 PMIN
ESRC 0.0 PMAX

ESRC_FSRC_2SENS 0.0 F^'-G' \ -E'*'
^h.3

ESRC_SENS
^ j.i

0.0
^i3,3

FAPPLY 0.0 Fqata PMIN

FDATA - Fdata 0"^/) -

FLOWSUM 0.0 J=«T

j=2

FMONITOR 0.0 0.0 PMIN
FSRC 0.0 PMIN

FSRC_SENS 0.0 1  -E*' <5^1 :

PREDICTOR 0.0 Fl^' PMIN

SYSTEM 0.0 F'*' -G'pq-E*' PMIN.

G'pq defines the
load matrix for
the simulator
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Table B-5. Sensitivity delta definitions for the different configurations and interfaces

Interface

Type
Effort

Delta

Flow

Delta

CORRECTOR AE 0

CORRECTOR_SENS 0.71-A^: -0.71-|AF|.«g72(A^-G,„)
EAPPLY - -

EDATA - -

EFFORTEQ -

EMONITOR - -

ESRC AE 0

ESRC_FSRC_2SENS Q.llAE -Q.l\-\AF\-sign{AE-G^)
ESRC_SENS Q.1\-AE -0.1\-\AF\-sign{A£-G,J
FAPPLY - -

FDATA - -

FLOWSUM - -

FMONITOR - -

FSRC 0 AF

FSRC_SENS 0.71-AE: -Q.l\-\AF\-sign{AE-G,J
PREDICTOR 0 MAX{AF,AFc)

SYSTEM 0.71-ae: -0.71- AF-signiAE-G^J

Appendix-B.l Signal Domain

The signal domain has two interfaces: input and output. The input and output

variables are equivalent to an EFFORT, where an input loads the Bin value and output

writes the Equt value. In the signal domain, no power is exchanged due to abstraction of the

model representations. The input and output are for control system representations like

Laplace and the Z-domain analysis.
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Appendix-B.2 Electrical Domain

In the electrical domain, the two major variables are current (Flow) and voltage

(Effort). This domain maps directly into the interface structure, which is shown in Figure 3-

2. An interface translator from the electrical to primitive references is defined in Table B-6.

To keep the interfacing structure simple, only the flexible interface was allowed to have a

system-level or matrix loading capability.

Table B-6. Interface mapping between primitive elements and electric interfaces

Interface Electrical Interface Electrical

Type Equivalent or Type Equivalent or
alias alias

EAPPLY VAPPLY FAPPLY lAPPLY

EMONITOR VMONITOR FMONITOR MONITOR

ESRC VSRC FSRC ISRC

ESRC SENS THEVININ FSRC SENS NORTON

ESRC FSRC 2SENS FLEXIBLE 1

Appendix-B.3 Mechanical Domain

This research concentrated on electrical properties, so the different configurations

for the mechanical domain were not developed, but the primitive structures can still be

used. However, the interface problem is more complex in the mechanical domain. The

electrical doma:in had only two variables, while the mechanical domain can have multiple

degrees of freedom. Consequently, the bond graphic approach could require multiple sub-

domains to defme all interfaces between mechanical simulators. Specifically, an X, Y, Z,

and thermal domains would be expected in the full implementation. Since this research did

not require these domain variables, full domain decomposition was not implemented. Only
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the mechanical stimuli, information was required for the behavioral models in the electrical

simulators to guarantee consistency between applied stimuli in both domains.

Appendbc-B.4 Interface Initialization

The initialization of the interface was critical to eliminate divergence. Two levels of

initialization were required: simulator and backplane. The simulator initialization of the

interfaces was required to prevent the interface from dominating the first response prior to

interaction with other sirnulators. The baclq)lane initialization was a multiple calculation

process that had the same purpose of preventing divergence in the backplane calculations.

Both initialization processes were critical for preventing divergence and fmding the

"reasonable close" initial guess. For the simulator initialization, the ESRC, FSRC, and

EFSRC values of the interface were zeroed and the sensitivity GSRC and GC values were

typically le-6. The PREDICTOR configuration required GSRC and GC to be PMIN (le-

10). The intemal conduction matrix that a simulator can load is zeroed.

There is a three-step setup sequence in the backplane. During this setup sequence,

the CORRECTOR type configurations were forced to track the EFFORT variables of the

PREDICTOR configurations. On the first step, all EFFORT and FLOW values are zeroed

and applied back to the interfaces. The system configurations are given a nonzero

conduction matrix. The other interface with sensitivity components will able to use other

simulator's sensitivity information to define loading effects. On the second and third steps,

the calculated EFFORT value was defined as an effort average, so all EFFORT variables

were moved toward a common value. However, interfaces in other simulators were required
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to track any EFFORT output interfaces in the root node of the same domain. The calculated

FLOW variables were set to zero. The SYSTEM configuration followed a different

procedure, which set the EFFORT variables to the initial simulator's values. In addition, the

coupling effects in the equivalent matrix for the SYSTEM configured interfaces were

modified to make certain that coupling existed between all interfaces in the simulator. A

new equivalent matrix was always calculated after the initialization sequence.
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Appendix-C. Interface Variable Causality Detection

The variable causality defined the sensitivity parameters that were required for the

coupling process by identifying the input variable (EFFORT or FLOW) of an interface. For

this process, the backplane created a matrix of coupling results between all interface

variables. Initially, four different conditions were checked per variable where applicable:

CONDI: If variable variation at A had no affect on variable B where a\AA\ > |AB| and
0 < a < 1, then the variables are isolated. The value for a was 0.001.

C0ND2: If a variable variation at A had an affect on variable B, but a variable variation at
dA

B had no affect on A, then the sensitivity parameter for variable B to A (—) was
oB

forward (unidirectional) coupled. Otherwise, the variables were bi-directional
coupled. (OBSELETE)

C0ND3: Variable variation at A has gain to variable B if |AB| > a|A4|. The parameter
a =10 guaranteed gain immediately. For small gain situations, a sequential gain
check was performed. If the condition with a =2 is sequentially detected, then the
variable is also considered to have gain. This sequential gain check prevented false
gain detected due to poor simulator and backplane interaction.

C0ND4: If the summation of the flow variables of the sensitivity matrix with respect to A
variation was below tolerance, the zero-flow summation test was passed. This test
determined if the flow into simulator was equivalent to the flow out of the
simulator. (OBSELETE)

These tests were used to derive seven coupling conditions outlined in Table C-1.

The gain relationships were the most critical effects to identify causality. Without an

EFFORT gain, the causality identification process was defaulted to the EFFORT input

condition. All interfaces were initialized to the EFFORT-input configuration. The causality

identification process also used an interface's causality characteristics whenever possible.

For example, a flow source did not have an EFFORT-input configuration and most
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Table C-1. Variables created for identifying an interface's input causality

Parameter Description

E GAIN CNT The number of effort gains for an interface.
F GAIN CNT The niimber of flow gains for an interface.

EFFORT ENABLE The iiiterface can support effort as the input.

FLOW ENABLE The interface can support flow as the input.
GLOBALJSOL The local effort-variable delta did not couple to other interface

variables. All CONDI conditions were true with respect to the
local effort variable.

LOCALJSOL The local effort variable was isolated firom the global variable
deltas. All CONDI conditions were true with respect to all other
variables.

EXTERNAL FLOW An external interface has already changed to flow as the input.

LOCAL_VAR Defines if a particular variable is dominating the local interface
causality. The values are NONE, FLOW, AND EFFORT. NONE
means Aat both variables are reacting to the applied delta. FLOW
means that the flow variable is isolated firom the effort variable.

EFFORT means that the effort variable is isolated fi-om the flow

variable.

sensitivity parameters were for the FLOW-input. As an EFFORT-input interface, the

number of sensitivity parameters for the flow source was limited. If the backplane ever

detected flow-input condition for the interface, then the process stayed in the flow-input

configuration regardless of the detected conditions. This consideration maximized the

number of sensitivity parameters that could be calculated.

In the final version of the causality identification process, several tests became

unnecessary. C0ND4 was initially considered for identifying devices within a simulator,

but CONDI provided the same information in a more generic format. C0ND2 was briefly

used to redefine (zero) delta information in the perturbation matrix. However, switching

causality from EFFORT to FLOW and hiding the inactive parameters corrected this

problem. For identifying the input variable of an interface, the final criteria in Figure C-1
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used only CONDI and C0ND3. For future development, the CONDI information was

considered for identifying isolation conditions. With isolation identified, different

calculation methods like GRADMODE=DIAGONAL could be automatically detected.

Besides the GRADMODE option, multiple deltas could be applied simultaneously during

the sensitivity calculation to eliminate calculation sequences between the backplane and the

simulator.

In this detection process, only one FLOW input variable was allowed per root node

domain. The EXTERNAL_FLOW variable blocked other interfaces from entering the same

mode. For this reason, the causality identification process could not falsely identify FLOW

inputs, so the process was conservative in identifying the FLOW inputs and liberal in

identifying the EFFORT inputs. This rule followed the standard input and output

FLOW ENABLE

FALSE

(BXTERNAL_FLOW=FALSE)
and (E_GAIN_CNT>=F_GAIN_CNI)
and ̂ _GAIN > 0)

FALSE

START

/ FLOW
I variable
Us the input

EFFORT
variable

is the input

TRtTE \ \

EFFORT ENABLE

FALSE

^ (F_GAIN_CNT^E_GAIN_CNT)

FALSE

;tRUE / LOCALJSOL

FALSE

(LOCAL_VAR=FLOW)
\/ \and(£ GAIN CNT>0)
Ktrue ^ ~

FALSE

Figure C-1. Input causality detection process
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restrictions of only one output per node to avoid drive conflicts and poor matrix definitions

Be
in Equation 3-24. However, this rule was unnecessary if the —^parameter of the given

interface was not zero. A simple limiting condition on this parameter during the sensitivity

calculations eliminated the problem, and the backplane could have solved examples with

multiple EFFORT outputs in the same node.
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Appendix-D. Coupling Results

This appendix contains the results from the interfacing tests over five different

categories of sensitivity calculation and scheduling parameters:

• Iterative Scheduling.
• Conditional Scheduling.
• Error Scheduling.
• Timestep Scheduling.
• Other parameters. The diagonal option is explored in addition to the identity

correction process. For the diagonal options, the sensitivity tolerance parameters
were defined as ABSSENS=le-8 and RELSENS=0.001.

For the first five categories, four sub-categories are defined:

• RELTOL- Parameter setting of GRADCALC=RELTOL.
• RELTOL with extrapolation- Parameter setting of GRADCALC=RELTOL and

interface values are approximated via finite differences at a new reference point.
• MAXTOL- Parameter setting of GRADCALC=RELMAXTOL.
• MAXTOL with extrapolation- Parameter setting of GRADCALC=RELMAXTOL

and interface values are approximated via finite differences at a new reference
point.

In total, the 76 different configurations in Table D-1 are tested over these different

categories as applicable.

In these examples, the GIRO partition was typically the bounding (driving)

component in the coupling process, while the CIRO partition represented a device. Most

interfaces used the default backplane-tolerance settings, but the flow tolerance for the HF

(high-gain feedback problems) required ABSTOL to le-6 for proper accuracy. The

electrical-to-electrical coupling examples are defined by E2E and the electrical-to-FE

examples are defined by E2FE. In addition, the E2FE examples are only tested using the

GRADTIME=CONDITIONAL because of the long simulation times.
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There are 14 examples for E2FE and 31 examples for E2E. Most examples are

simple problems with varying degrees of coupling complexity to check the backplane

processes. For the examples, the primitive components used in the E2E and E2FE examples

are in Figure D-1 and D-2. Figure D-2 also defmes the SPICE equivalent behavioral models

for the FE structures. The E2FE examples have a piezoelectric test (PE) and a piezoresistive

test (PRl) using the same meshed structure. The E2E examples and iteration results are

shown in Figure D-3 through D-47. The E2FE examples and iteration results are in Figure

D-48 through D-63. All iteration results are presented as a ratio of the given interface

iteration result (X,) to the minimum iteration result minus one, or

X.
-—1 Equation IV-1

^MIN

The flow correction process defines the correctors as having a specified error

compared to the base model. For the E2E examples, this percent was very precise since the

models were scaled relative to a know base. The E2FE examples followed the same

procedure, but the base predictor model in the SPICE was NOT a scaled version of the

FESM model. Consequently, the SPICE predictor model in the E2FE tests had larger errors

than the E2E tests.
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Table D-1. Interface numbers to interface definition table

Conventional Interface Combinations

Interface Partition Partition Interface Partition Partition

Number CIRO cmi Number cmo cmi

Interface Interface Interface Interface

1 FSRC FSRC 19 FSRC_SENS FSRC

2 FSRC ESRC 20 FSRC_SENS ESRC

3 FSRC ESRC SENS 21 FSRC_SENS ESRC_SENS

4 FSRC FSRC_SENS 22 FSRC_SENS FSRC_SENS,

5 FSRC FLEXIBLE 23 FSRC_SENS FLEXIBLE

6 FSRC SYSTEM 24 FSRC_SENS SYSTEM

7 ESRC FSRC 25 FLEXIBLE FSRC

8 ESRC ESRC 26 FLEXIBLE ESRC

9 ESRC ESRC_SENS 27 FLEXIBLE . ESRC_SENS

10 ESRC FSRC_SENS 28 FLEXIBLE FSRC_SENS

11 ESRC FLEXIBLE 29 FLEXIBLE FLEXIBLE

12 ESRC SYSTEM 30 FLEXIBLE SYSTEM

13 ESRC_SENS FSRC 31 SYSTEM FSRC

14 ESRC_SENS ESRC 32 SYSTEM ESRC

15 ESRC_SENS ESRC_SENS 33 SYSTEM ESRC_SENS

16 ESRC_SENS FSRC_SENS 34 SYSTEM FSRC_SENS

17 ESRC_SENS FLEXIBLE 35 SYSTEM FLEXIBLE

18 ESRC_SENS SYSTEM 36 SYSTEM . SYSTEM

Table D-1. Continued

FLEXIBLE interface with causality detection

Interface

Number

Cause

Type

Default
Type

Effort

Type

37 FSRC FLEXIBLE ESRC

38 FSRC FLEXIBLE ESRC_SENS

39 FSRC FLEXIBLE FSRC_SENS

40 FSRC_SENS FLEXIBLE ESRC_SENS

41 FSRC_SENS FLEXIBLE ESRC

42 SYSTEM SYSTEM ESRC_SENS

43 SYSTEM SYSTEM ESRC

44 Method 2 - Tiered implementation
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Table D-1. Continued

Different Predictor and ESRC configurations

Interface

Number

Predictor and Coupling
Characteristic

Interface

Number

Predictor and Coupling
Characteristic

45 Model with +10 Error and ESRC

interface
61 Model with +10 Error and

ESRC SENS interface

46 Model with -10 Error and ESRC

interface
62 Model with -10 Error and

ESRC SENS interfece

47 Model with +20 Error and ESRC

interface
63 Model with +20 Error and

ESRC SENS interfece

48 Model with -20 Error and ESRC

interface
64 Model with -20 Error and

ESRC SENS interfece

49 Model with +50 Error and ESRC

interface
65 Model with +50 Error and

ESRC SENS interface

50 Model with -50 Error and ESRC

interface
66 Model with -50 Error and

ESRC SENS interface

51 Model with +90 Error and ESRC

interface
67 Model with +90 Error and

ESRC SENS interface

52 Model with -90 Error and ESRC

interface
68 Model with -90 Error and

ESRC SENS interface

53 Model with +10 Error and

sequential ESRC interface
69 Model with +10 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface

54 Model with -10 Error and

sequentid ESRC interface
70 Model with -10 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface ^

55 Model with +20 Error and

sequential ESRC interfece
71 Model with +20 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface

56 Model with -20 Error and

sequential ESRC interface
72 Model with -20 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface

57 Model with +50 Error and

sequential ESRC inter&ce
73 Model with +50 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface

58 Model with -50 Error and

sequential ESRC inter&ce
74 Model with -50 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface

59 Model with +90 Error and

sequential ESRC inter&ce
75 Model with +90 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface

60 Model with -90 Error and

sequential ESRC inter&ce
76 Model with -90 Error and

sequential ESRC_SENS
interface
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1-36: Conventional 45-52; Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Conectlon (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Conection (ESRC_SENS)
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Comection (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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1-36; Conventional 45-52: Parallel Carectlon (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamlo Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correcfon (ESRC_SENS)
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1-36; Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing' 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-9. Iteration results for E2E_NF_LINEAR1
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correotlon (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-10. Iteration results for E2E_NF_LINEAR2
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-11. Iteration results for E2E_NF_LINEAR2a
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Paraiiel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-13. Iteration results for E2E_NF_LINEAR4
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1-36: Conventional 45-52; Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68; Paraiiei Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-15. Iteration results for E2E_]SIF_RCPULLU1
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Figure D-16. Iteration results for E2E_NF_RCPULLU1A
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC^SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76; Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-17. Iteration results for E2E_NF_LINDRV4
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Patallei Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correotlon (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-19. Iteration results for E2E_NF_MIRDRV2
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Conection (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-21. Iteration results for E2E_NF_MIRDRV4
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Patallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-23. Iteration results for E2E_NF_DRVVIR2
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-25. Iteration results for E2E_NF_DRVYIR4
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1-36: Conventional 45-52; Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parailel Correcfion (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-27. Iteration results for E2E_LF_DRWIR2
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Figure D-28. Iteration results for E2E_LF_DRVVIR2a
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37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-29. Iteration results for E2E_HF_DRVVIR2
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Figure D-30. Iteration results for E2E_HF_DRVVIR2a
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-32. Iteration results for E2E_LF_AMPHB2
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Figure D-33. Iteration results for E2E_HF_AMPHB2
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1-36: Conventional 45-52; Parallel Correction (ESRC) 81-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-35. Iteration results for E2E_LF_LINEAR2
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-36. Iteration results for E2E_HF_LI1S[EAR2
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-38. Iteration results for E2E_LF_DRWIR4
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Figure D-39. Iteration results for E2E_HF_DRVVIR4
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Figure D-40. E2E broken-amplifier 4-terminal tests
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Paiallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-41. Iteration results for E2E_LF_AMPHB4
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Figure D-42. Iteration results for E2E_LF_AMPHB4a
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Figure D-43. Iteration results for E2E_HF_AMPHB4
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Figure D-44. Iteration results for E2E_HF_AMPHB4a
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Figure D-46. Iteration results for E2E_LF_LINEAR4
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Figure D-47. Iteration results for E2E_HF_LMEAR4
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC.SENS)
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Figure Dt50. Iteration results for E2FE_NF_RCPULLU1_PE
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Figure D-51. Iteration results for E2FE_NF_RCPULLU1_PR1
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Figure D-53. Iteration results for E2FE_NF_DRWIR2_PR1
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-54. Iteration results for E2FE_NF_DRWIR4_PE
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-88: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Conection (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-55. Iteration results for E2FE_NF_DRVVIR4_PR1
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-56. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_AMPHB2_PE
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1-36; Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallei Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Con-ection (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-57. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_AMPHB2_PR1
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Con'ection (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC.SENS)
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Figure D-58. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_AMPHB4_PE
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 68-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-59. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_AMPHB4_PR1
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC^SENS)
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Figure D-60. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_DRWIR2_PE
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynamic interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-61. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_DRWIR2_PR1
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC_SENS)
37-44: Dynarnio interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 66-76: Sequential Correction (ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-62. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_DRWIR4_PE
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1-36: Conventional 45-52: Parallel Correction (ESRC) 61-68: Parallel Correction (ESRC^SENS)
37-44; Dynamic Interfacing 53-60: Sequential Correction (ESRC) 69-76: Sequential Correction {ESRC_SENS)
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Figure D-63. Iteration results for E2FE_HF_DRWIR4_PR1
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Appendix-E. Backplane Calculation Tutorial

This section provides a detailed outline of the backplane calculation and causality

detection processes to clarify the procedures from Chapter 3. The first example is a simple

case, which essentially implemented nodal analysis using the backplane procedures. The

second example shows how the backplane detects an EFFORT output variable and modifies

the sensitivity calculations and backplane system matrix. Both examples show the

initialization sequence (DC bias point calculations), which are the most critical steps in the

backplane process. These examples showed that this process is a multilevel Newton

procedure [12].

Appendbc E.l A Simple Example

A complete representation of this example is shown in Figure E-1 (a). The true

solution of this problem was Eti=4.17V and Et2=2.5V with a current of 833 |iA. To

demonstrate the coupling procedure, this representation was broken into two simulation

partitions in Figure E-1 (b) and (c). The interfaces into both simulators were defined as

voltage sources. The objective was to calculate the same solution found in the complete

representation. Because of the voltage sources, the coupling process only had to calculate

dF
conduction parameters (-r-^) as shown in Figure E-1 section (d).

OEy
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R,=1K E„ R^=2K E„ R3=3K
WW-A^W

(a) Complete Circuit Representation

Ri=lK E..
r-VWV-4r

v@

(b) Simulator partition CIRO

E^ R3=3K CIR0| cm

ti

E„ R,=2K E,

(c) Simulator partition CIRl

GIRO

3 F„ a F.,
a Eti a Ea
aF„ aF.

CIRl

aF„ aF.,
a E,i d Eq
aF. aF.
d E,i a Eq

K  F

d E„ d Efl EciR0,t25Ec]Ri,t2

(d) Coupling Representation

Figure E-1. Simple coupling example

To implement the coupling process, 14 different variables were required as shown

in Table E-1. Each simulator contributed four variables (information to the backplane) and

the backplane created six variables (indicated with the CALC subscript) to be used in the

error minimization process. To create functions that were equal to zero for each simulator,

the backplane created sensitivity functions. The sensitivity functions were used by the error

minimization process in the coupling process and for the sensitivity parameter calculations

in each simulator. Since the EFFORT variables were common between both simulators,

only one unique EFFORT calculation variable was required in the process.
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Table E-1. Simulator and backplane calculation variables

Simulator Return Variables Backplane Galculation Variables
Partition GIRO Variables:

Eciro.tij Fciroji
EcirO.T2, FcirO.T2

Equivalent GIRO Variables:
EtiIcalcj Fciro,ti|calc
Et2|cALCj FcirO.T2|caLC

Partition GIRl Variables:

EciRi.Ti, Fcnuji
EcIR1.T2, FciR1.T2

Equivalent GIRl Variables:
EtiIcalcj Fciri,ti|calc
Et2|cALC5 FciR1.T2|caLC

For partition GIRO, the sensitivity functions were:

^y^ciRojiJ ~
BE,T1

dE;T1

diVi
^^aRO,Tl ̂

cmo

A F +^Ell.
n '^ClRQJl :i r

ORO °-^r2

• AE 4- AF'^OROJl ̂  ̂  C/RO.ri
C7R0 Equation E-1

n ^CIR0J2 + ̂CIR0,T2
CIRO

The corresponding error minimization equations for partition GIRO were defined by:

^^/o,n ~ -^ORo.nl^^ ~ ̂aRoji

^C1R0,T2 ~ ̂aR<i,T'\(^i(- ~^aR0,T2
^aRO.Tl ~ ̂T^CALC ~ ̂ClRO.Tl
^aR0,T2 ~ ̂T2\calc ~ ̂CIR0,T2

Equation E-2

For partition GIRl, the sensitivity functions were:

?FS(.Fcm,n) = ̂
dEj.^

dEj.1

AF I

cm "Ft2

AF I ^Ft2^^aRl,Tl -xr'
oEt-,cm r2

n ^aR\J2 ^CIR\,T\
CIRl

' ̂aR\,T2 ^aR\J2

Equation E-3

cm

The corresponding error minimization equations for partition GIRl were defined by:
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AF = F -F^CIRIJI ^ aR\J\\cyiic ^ CIR\,T\

^^C1RI,T2 ~ ̂CIRI,T'}\(^uq ~ ̂CIR\,Tl
^aRl,T\ ~ ̂T^CALC ~^CIRl,T\
^CIRi,T2 ~ ■^r2|cMiC ~ ̂ CIR1,T2

Equation E-4

The sensitivity functions of both simulators were put into matrix form with the

interconnection relationships:

0

0

0

0
dFn 3Rn_
hEr\ aRo dE^z C/RO
dpTz ifn.
3En ORO CffiO

3Fn 3fh
3£n ORl dEj-2 am
3F„ 3Fj-2
3Eti CIRl 3£j.2 aRi

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

AE.T
AE.

I\caLC

AF^c/Ro.ri CALC

AFE^aR0,T2 CALC

AF
CALC

AF̂ aRl,T2 CALC .

0

0

■^(^/Ro.n )
^{^aR0,T2 )
^{^CIRl,Tl)

_^{^aRl,T2 )_

Equation E-5

The matrix in Equation E-5 was called the system matrix in this tutorial. The

intercoimection relationships were defined in the first two rows, and these relationships

defined which FLOW variables (or FLOW delta variables) summed to zero. The sensitivity

functions were used in the other four rows. After solving for the calculated delta values in

Equation E-5, an iteration process was defined for the calculated variables:

I'+i

PaRO,Tl\cALC ~ ^CIRa,Tl\cAU:
F  = F r + AF I^aR0,T2\cALC ^CIR'iMcALC CIR^McalC

FaR\,T\cALC " ̂ ciri,t\caijc ^cir\,t\calc
F  1'^' — F I' -i- \F I^CIR\,T2\calC ~ ^CIRl,T2\c^ ^aRl,T2\cALC

=-E^rir +^Til~'IC4£C ■^MC4£C -'McUiC

Equation E-6

F  I'"*"' — F^T2\caLC ~ .r2| 4- AE 7.,
C4iC ''^\CALC
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To derive the sensitivity parameters, a perturbation matrix based on the sensitivity function

was solved by the backplane component in a simulator to define functions that were zero.

The process was defined by:

S(fn) +1^-AErw +AFn.^ = 0
C'jC/2'2

Equation E-7

The X variable defined the interface where the variable delta was applied. The delta

information bad to be applied twice (once at each interface) to calculate the four sensitivity

parameters. In matrix form, the parameters were solved by usmg Equation E-8.

'AE.'T1,T1 0 AE.T

AE.Ti,ri

2,n

0

0

AE.T

AE.'T1,T2

0  AE.

0

'n

 AE.'T

,T2

2,T2

0

2,n

0

AE.'T2,T2

BEn
BET

BE7

1

'2/

' B̂Er
BE.T

i

\y

^BET
BET

2

2j

' B̂E•T2.

AF,ri,n

AFT2.T\

AFT\,T2

AF.T2.T2

Equation E-8

These equations were the mathematical foundation for the coupling process. This entire

procedure attempts to eliminate the error in Equation E-2 and E-4. When these equations

were approximately equal to zero, the coupling process had essentially converged.

To demonstrate this coupling process, the simulator information was presented in

iteration blocks with sensitivity iterations defmed by the format #-S.OBJECT. After each

block, the perturbation matrix (Equation E-8) was solved as necessary. The backplane

process required seven iteration steps because of the initialization procedures. The

initialization procedures are described in Appendk-B and mentioned in this text when
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appropriate. Once a four-step setup phase was completed, the backplane constructed and

solved the system matrix.

On iteration 1, the simulator solution of partition GIRO was:

Iteration GIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

1 T1 O.OOOeO 5.000e-3 ESRG = O.OOOeO

1 T2 O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

1-S.T2 T1 +0.000e0 +0.000e0 -

1-S.T2 T2 -l.OOOe-4 +3.333e-8 -

1-S.Tl T1 -l.OOOe-4 +1.000e-7 -

1-S.Tl T2 +0.000e0 +0.000e0 -

Sensitivity calculations for GIRO:

'-l.Oe-4 0 0 0 n an;F"
3n:£

0

1

o

1

0 0
an:F

dT2\E

0 0 -l.Oe-4 0
dT2-.F

an:£

0 0 0

'

1

o

1

dT2:F

,3T2:EJ

-l.OOOe-7

0

0

-3.333e-8

dKT\ _=
dE,T

 1.000e-3
T1 _=

1

 0.0 n _=
d£,r

 0.0 T1 —=

x dKT
 3.333e-4

2

On iteration 1, the simulator solution for partition GIRl was:

Iteration GIRl Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

1 T1 O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

1 T2 O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

1-S.T2 T1 +0.000e0 -5.000e-8 -

1-S.T2 T2 -l.OOOe-4 +5.000e-8 -

1-S.Tl T1 -l.OOOe-4 +5.000e-8 -

1-S.Tl T2 +0.000e0 -5.000e-8 -

Sensitivity calculations for GIRl:
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"-l.OOOe-4 0 0 0
r 3n:F n
3n:£

0 -l.OOOe-4 0 0
3ri:F

Br2:£

0 0

1

o
o
o

1

0
3T2:F

driiE

0 0 0 -l.OOOe-4 5T2:F

.BT2-.e]

-5.000e-8

+ 5.0e-8

+ 5.0e-8

-5.0e-8

^^ = 5.0e-4 ̂  = -5.0e-4 -^ = -5.0e-4 ■^ = 5.0e-4
d ^E,T\ E^^ ^Ej^^

The simulator responses for iterations 1 to 3 were identical, so these responses are not

shown. On the fourth iteration, the backplane constructed and solved the interconnect

matrix.

Pcm\,T\c^c " ̂ ciR^Acalc ~
F  f =F P =0 0^aR\,Tl\cALC ^CIR^'T2\c^

0  0 1 0 1 0" ^Acalc 0

0  0 0 1 0 1 ^Acalc 0

l.Oe-3 0 1 0 0 0 AF'-^CIROJl CALC 5.0e-3

0  3.33e-4 0 1 0 0 AF^aR0,T2 CALC
0

5.0e-4 -5.0e-4 0 0 1 0 AF
CALC

0

-5.0e-4 5.0e-4 0 0 0 1 AF^aR\j2 CALC _
0

AEcmQ.n\cALc — 8.33e 4 ~ ^ ^orij^calc = -8.33e-4

AF.CIR\,T2\cjiic = 8.33e-4 AF'•^'IC4IC = 4.167 AFT2 CALC
= 2.5
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' cffio.n \caijc ~ ̂axo.nlc^c ^cim,n - 8-33e 4
~ ̂ORoj^Qjijjc'^ ̂ aR0,T2 ~ 8-33e 4

F  1'^ =F 1^ + AF = -8 33e - 4
14 |3

^cm\,T2\(^i^ ~ -^ffiurzlc^c "*" ̂ cmi,T2 ~ 8.33e - 4

=Fril' +A£:j.i= 4.167
^llC4iC -''IC^LC

Ej-A =£^2] +AEr2 — 2.5'^\CALC •^^ICALC

On iteration 4, the baclqplane applied the solution back to the simulators.

Iteration CIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

4 T1 4.167e0 8.333eO ESRC = 4.167eO

4 T2 O.OOOeO -8.333e0 ESRC = 2.500e0

4-S.T2 T1 +0.000e0 -5.000e-8 -

4-S.T2 T2 -l.OOOe-4 +5.000e-8 -

4-S.Tl T1 -l.OOOe-4 +5.000e-8 -

4-S.Tl T2 +0.000e0 -5.000e-8 -

Iteration CIRl Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

4 T1 4.167e0 -8.333e0 ESRC = 4.167eO

•  4 T2 O.OOOeO 8.333eO ESRC = 2.500e0

4-S.T2 T1 +0.000e0 -5.000e-8 -

4-S.T2 T2 -l.OOOe-4 +5.000e-8 -

4-S.Tl T1 -l.OOOe-4 +5.000e-8 -

4-S.Tl T2 +0.000e0 -5.000e-8 -

The next backplane sequence had no error between the simulator and calculated values.

0 0 1 0 1 0" AEril^UCALC "0"

0 0 0 1 0 1 AEt-tI^^ICALC 0

l.Oe-3 0 1 0 0 0 ^anoji CALC
0

0 3.33e-4 0 1 0 0 ^CIR0,T2 CALC
0

5.0e-4 -5.0e-4 0 0 1 0 ^aR\,T\ CALC
0

-5.0e-4 5.0e-4 0 0 0 1 AF^CIR\,T2 CALC ,
0
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Once all convergence checks and initialization steps were completed, the backplane started

the transient analysis. The transient analysis followed the same procedures of eliminating

the error between the calculated variables and the simulator variables.

Appendbc E.2 EFFORT Output Example

High gain problems like the example in Figure E-2 (a) were more difficult to solve

than the previous example, especially depending on the interface used in a partition. The

complete representation was divided into two partitions with two interface terminals like the

previous example, so the same coupling variables were created as defmed in Table E-1. The

CIRl partition in Figure E-2 (c) was interfaced to the coupling process using voltage

sources like the previous example. However, the GIRO partition in Figure E-2 (b) was

interfaced to the backplane using the SYSTEM configuration of a FLEXIBLE interface.

Consequently, the GIRO partition had the capability to calculate additional sensitivity

parameters as shown in Figure E-2 (d).
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R..=1K
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(b) Simulator partition GIRO

E., R,=4K E,

(c) Simulator partition GIRO

CERD

ap., ap., ap.,
3E„ 9En 9Pc
ap, ap^ ap.
3E„ 3Ea 3Pii
ap., ap. ap.,
3Eq 3Pii apQ
dE„ aE„ apQ
aE,i aPu aPfi

^aRO,ti)EaRi,ti
E„

EaiU).Q>EciIU,Q

GIRl
a  a p„
aE„ aE„
ap^ az.
ap, 3E„

(d) Coupling Rqiresentation

Figure E-2. High gain feedback problem
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In the high gain situation, the main issue was to get a good initial solution (guess)

that met the sufficiently close conditions required by most iteration routines. However, this

partitioning process broke the feedback path, so the CIRO partition had a very poor

initialization solution due to the intemal stimulus Vin. Without the conduction matrix

(Geqv) generated by the SYSTEM configuration in partition CIRO, the backplane was

unable to solve the problem. Using the conduction matrix, the backplane essentially created

the feedback resistance of the CIRl partition in partition GIRO. The problem solution was

almost trivial since partition CIRl only contributed a conduction relationship to the process.

This example had an EFFORT ouqjut at terminal T2, which the backplane had to detect.

There were two reasons for detecting the EFFORT causality at terminal T2 and

calculating a different set of sensitivity parameters. By detecting the gain, the backplane

calculated parameters that corresponded to the true nature of the models in a simulator. In

addition, the backplane used this information in certain interface procedures. The second

and most important reason was due to matrix constraints. When applying delta information

to a specific interface, the delta of the given interface should correspond to one of the largest

delta responses. Without this condition, the matrix became ill conditioned, which caused

failures in the pivoting LU decomposition solver routines in the baclq)lane.

At initialization, this example used the same mathematical foundation as the

previous example. When the EFFORT output variable was detected at interface T2 in the

GIRO partition, the backplane calculated a different set of sensitivity parameters for the

GIRO partition, and the system matrix changed. The new sensitivity functions solved in the

GIRO partition were defmed in Equation E-9.
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dF dF
+^-^T2.x +^n.x = 0

C/Hj'PY vXaf;■'Tl

dEr dEr
Equation E-9

S(E,,)=^.AE,,^^ +^-AF,,^x +^T2,x = 0
■Tl T2

In matrix form, the sensitivity parameters were solved using Equation E-10.

AE.Ti,n 0  AF.T2,T\ 0

0  AE.n
AE.n,T2

,Ti

0  AF

0

T

 AFT

2,T2

2,Tl

0

0  AE,n,T2 0  AFT2,T2

BE,Tl
BET

BE,T
l

2,
BE,T

BE,n
l

.
BET

BE,T
2

2/

T2_

AF,n,n

AE,T2,n

AFn,r2

AE.•T2,T2

Equation E-10

The variation in the sensitivity parameters changed the sensitivity functions used by the

system matrix as shown in Equation E-11.

BESiF^.o,n)=^BE,Tl

■AE,O
BE,n

Ro.n
GIRO ^^T2

■ ^aR0,T2 "*■ ^aROJl
GIRO

S(Ecmj2)=^BE,Tl

■AE,'O
BE.T2

RO.n
ORO ^^T2

Equation E-11

■ ^aR0,T2 ^GIR0,T2
ORO

The new system matrix was defined in Equation E-12. The interconnection relationship was

defined in row 1 and row 4. These rows corresponded to the input variables in the

sensitivity parameters.
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0

0

9£ri

dEfi

dpT,

dEj-]

dFrr
dEr

CIRO

CIRO

CIRl

ORl

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

iSx
3Fr2;CIRO

9£'y2
3Fri CIRO

SFr,
dEn

3Fr,
3Et'

OR!

ORl

0

0

0

0

0

0  0

0  0

1

0

AE.
^UcALC

AE.F2lc4lC

^ciRO,n CALC

^CIR0,T2 CALC

AF̂ CIRl,T\ CALC

AF̂ CIR1,T2 CALC .

0

0

^(■^ciRo,n )
^{^CIR0,T2 )
^i^CIRlJl)
'^(■^C/Rl,r2 )_

Equation E-12

The error equations (Equation E-2 and E-4), the CIRl relationships (Equation E-3, E-7, and

E-8), and iteration equation (Equation E-6) were identical to the previous example.

The iteration sequence for this example was more complex than the previous

example because of the initialization procedures for the SYSTEM configuration in partition

GIRO. At initialization, the equivalent matrix Geqv in GIRO was set to a minimum matrix

where

and

^EQF ~

^EQV ~

le-6 -le-6

-le-6 k-6

<^1.1
^2,1 ^2,2

'EQV
Eti

_Ej.2_ J^T2.
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On iteration 1, the simulator solution for partition GIRO was:

Iteration GIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

1 Tl 3.757e-8 -1.605e-5 FSRG = O.OOOeO

1 T2 1.605el 1.605e-5 FSRG = O.OOOeO

1-S.T2 Tl +1.171e-8 -5.695e-7 -

1-S.T2 12 -4.094e-4 +8.241e-6 -

I-S.Tl Tl -1.577e-4 +7.670e-6 -

1-S.Tl T2 -8.423e-6 +1.526e-9 -

Sensitivity calculations for GIRO:

"-1.58e-7 -8.42e-6 0 0
'STI:F'
dTl:E

1

00

-4.09e-4 0 0
dn-.F

dT2:E

0 0

1

00

1<
1

-8.42e-6
dT2:F

dTl:E

0 0
00
1

r-

-4.09e-4 dT2:F

.3r2:£j

dKT\ _=
BE,r

 4.86el
dK
^

dK

-7.67e-6

5.69e-7

-1.53e-9

-8.24e-6

dK.

i dE.T
 = -1.06e0 -^^ = -8.77e-10 -^^ = 2.04e-2

dE dEI ;T2 ,T2

dKj.^ _ dKj.2 _ dEj.^ _ dEj.2 _ dEj-^ _ dEj.2 _ q q
dKj-2 dK., dKt dKt dEr., dE.n T2 T2 T2 "72 ■Tl

On iteration 1, the simulator solution for partition GIRl was:

Iteration GIRl Simulator Response Source Values
Object Effort Flow

1 Tl O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

1 T2 O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

1-S.T2 Tl O.OOOeO -2.500e-8 -

1-S.T2 T2 +1.000e-4 +2.500e-8 -

1-S.Tl Tl +1.000e-4 -2.500e-8 -

1-S.Tl T2 O.OOOeO +2.500e-8 -

Sensitivity calculations for GIRl:

0
1

000■ 'F.-nd
dn-.E

' 2.5e-8 
'

0l.Oe-4
00dn-.F

3T2:E
8-e5.2-

0 0

1

O 0BT2:F
dTl:E

S-e5.2-

0 001.0e-4_
dT2:F

,E:2Td_
 8-e5.2_
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■z^ = 2.5e-4 —^ = -2.5e-4 —^ = -2.5e-4 —^ = 2.5e-4
dEj.1 oEj^ aEj.2

The sensitivity parameters for CIRl partition were constant through this analysis, so these

calculations are not shown again.

On the second iteration, the baclq)lane had to generate an equivalent sensitivity

matrix (Geqv) because GIRO partition has a SYSTEM-level configuration. This calculation

used the system matrix with the GIRO components eliminated and with other matrix

modifications for the EFFORT variables as shown in Equation E-13.

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
3En ifW.
dEn ORl dEj-2 am

3Er2 dfn
3Et, am 3Eti am

0  0 0 0

0  0 0 0

1 0 1 0

0  1 0 1

0  0 1 0

0  0 0 1

AEril^MCALC

T2\caLC

CALC

AF̂ aR0,T2 CALC

AF^am,n CALC

AF̂ am,T2 CALC.

=w Equation E-13

The X vector was changed depending upon which set of, equivalent parameters was

calculated, and two calculations were required to generate all parameters. The first

calculation generated the equivalent information for the.Exi variable.

1 0 0 0 0 0" ■ AE,, - "1"
0 1 0 0 0 0 AE,2 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 AF 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 AF^aR0,T2 0

2.5e-4 -2.5e-4 0 0 1 0 AF^ciRin 0

_-2.5e-4 2.5e-4 0 0 0 1 _^aR\.T2 _ 0

dF,n
dEri

_AWiLc^2.56-4 T2

EQV AE.'TMcALC dE,T1

AFcmo,T2

EQV AE.'^
^ = -2.5e-4

UCALC
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The second calculation generated the equivalent information for the Et2 variable.

1 0 0 0 0 0" A£j., "0"

0 1 0 0 0 0 AEj-j 1

0 0 1 0 1 0 AF̂ CJROJl 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 AF^aR0,T2 0

2.5e-4 -2.5e-4 0 0 1 0 AF^aRi,n 0

_-2.5e-4 2.5e-4 0 0 0 1_ _^cm\,T2 _ 0

dR
n

dE,T2

AF^aRoji

EQV

^EQV ~

AErn\

n 2.5e-4 -2.5e-4"

-2.5e-4 2.5e-4

dF
^ = -2.5e-4 ̂

dE,T2 EQV
AE.

"E2\caLC

Since this equivalent information does not change throughout this analysis, these equivalent

calculations are not repeated. Typically, the backplane did not recalculate equivalent

sensitivity parameters unless a simulator's sensitivity information changed.

On the second iteration, the simulator solution for partition GIRO was:

Iteration CIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

2 T1 2.629e-6 -1.249e-4 FSRC = O.OOOeO

2 T2 4.996e-l 1.249e-4 FSRC = O.OOOeO

2-S.T2 T1 +7.49e-ll -3.559e-9 -

2-S.T2 T2 -1.779e-2 +1.154e-5 -

2-S.Tl T1 -1.944e-4 +9.235e-9 -

2-S.Tl T2 +4.617e-2 +1.152e-5 -

During this iteration, the backplane detected gain when the T1 delta was applied, and a new

set of sensitivity parameters was calculated using Equation E-10.
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■-1.94e -10 1.154e-5 0 0 r 3n:F "
dTl:E

7.49e--11 1.152e-5 0 0 in-F
iT2-.F

0 0

1

o^

1.154e-5 BT2:E
BThE

0 0 -1.94e-10 1.152e-5_ BT2-.E
\_BT2-.f]

-9.234e-9

3.559e-9

1.7792e-2

-4.617e-2

^ = 4.86d ^ = 2.375e8
d dEn."T Eri

BFt, dEr-, dEr, dEr

■ T2 T2 [ j-2

dFrx
= 0.0

dFj.2

't\ _ dEj.2
T2 dEji

ai;,̂
dKr

 = 5.50e-4
2

dEj2

As a comparison, the true gain between En and En was 2.5e8 (the amplifier gain was le6,

lOx gain, and 25x gain). The backplane calculated the gain to be 2.375e8 because of the

small delta information. This delta information was below the calculation tolerance of the

simulators, so the baclqplane was potentially solving the sensitivity parameters based on

roimding errors! Nevertheless, the large gain parameter caused some rounding errors in the

other parameters. Since the gain dominated all relationships, the errors in the other

parameters were negligible.

On the second iteration, the simulator solution for partition CIRl was:

Iteration GIRl Simulator Response Source Values
Object Effort Flow

2 Tl O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

2 T2 O.OOOeO O.OOOeO ESRG = O.OOOeO

2-S.T2 Tl O.OOOeO -2.500e-8 -

2-S.T2 T2 +1.000e-4 +2.500e-8 -

2-S.Tl Tl -H.OOOe-4 -2.500e-8 -

2-S.Tl T2 O.OOOeO +2.500e-8 -

The third iteration continued the setup procedure, where the T2 interface of CIRl tracked

the EFFORT output in GIRO. The simulator solution for partition GIRO was:
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Iteration CIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

3 T1 2.629e-6 -L249e-4 FSRC = O.OOOeO

3 T2 4.996e-l 1.249e-4 FSRC = O.OOOeO

3-S.T2 T1 +7.49e-ll -3.559e-9 -

3-S.T2 T2 -L779e-2 +1.154e-5 -

3-S.Tl T1 -1.944e-4 +9.235e-9 -

3-S.Tl T2 +4.617e-2 +1.152e-5 -

The simulator solution for partition CIRl was:

Iteration CIRl Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

3 T1 2.629e-6 1.249e-4 ESRC = 2.63e-6

3 T2 4.996e-l -1.249e-4 ESRC = 5.00e-l

3-S.T2 T1 O.OOOeO -6.270e-6 -

3-S.T2 T2 -2.508e-4 +6.270e-6 -

3-S.Tl T1 +1.001e-4 -2.500e-8 -

3-S.Tl T2 O.OOOeO +2.500e-8

On the fourth iteration, the baclqjlane started using the calculated variables from tire system

matrix. The calculated variable delta values were solved using Equation E-12, or

0 0 1 0 1 0" ^Acalc .  0

0 0 0 1 0 1 ^r2\cALC 0

4.86el 0 1 0.0 0 0 ^aRO,T\ CAUC
-1.249e-4

2.38e8 1 0 5.5e-4 0 0 ^CIR0,T2 CALC
1.107e-7

2.5e-4 -2.5e-4 0 0 1 0 AF^ciRi,n CALC
1.249e-4

-2.5e-4 2.5e-4 0 0 0 1 ^aRl,T2 CALC .
-1.249e-4

The new calculated values were defined using Equation E-6:

13 |3 |3 |3
CALC ~ ̂CIRa,Tl\cAljC ~ ^CIRI.T2\calC ~ ̂Cm,T2\cALC ~

^nLc=2.629.-6 =4.996^-6
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^ciro,t\(^ijc ~ l*249e 4 — 1.249e 4
^aR\,T\cyiuQ =l-249e —4 ■^cwi.nlc^ic =~l"249e —4
^nLc=2.629.-6 =4.996^-6

On iteration 4, the final initialization step for the SYSTEM configuration applied only the

flow information to the interface, which did cause divergence from the true solution.

Iteration CIR ) Simulator Response Source Values
Object Effort Flow

4 T1 2.627e-6 -I.248e-4 FSRC = -1.25e-4

4 T2 9.988e-l 1.249e-4 FSRC = +1.25e-4

4-S.T2 T1 +1.49e-10 7.1e-9 -

4-S.T2 T2 -3.55e-2 1.154e-5 -

4-S.Tl : T1 I.944e-4 -9.235e-9 -

4-S.Tl T2 -4.617e-2 -l.I52e-5 -

The simulator solution for partition CIRl is:

Iteration CIRl Simulator Response Source Values
Object Effort Flow

4 T1 2.629e-6 1.249e-4 ESRC = 2.63e-6
4 T2 4.996e-l -1.249e-4 ESRC = 5.00e-l

4-S.T2 TI O.OOOeO -6.270e-6 -

4-S.T2 T2 -2.508e-4 +6.270e-6 -

4-S.Tl Tl +1.001e-4 -2.500e-8 -

4-S.Tl T2 O.OOOeO +2.500e-8 -

As the last phase of the initialization procedure, the backplane cleared the FLOW variables

before the standard calculations procedures were applied.

]4 |4 |4

^aR^T^cAiC ~ ~ ^CIR1,TZ CALC ^'^^"''''^IcALC
2-629e 6 £';r2|c:4ic ~ ^

In this iteration, the system matrix was:
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0 0 1 0 1 0" AEti 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 AE^2 0

4.86.1 0 1 0.0 0 0 AF̂ aRO,Tl -1.249.-4

2.38.8 1 0 5.5.-4 0 0 AF^aROji

1

o
t-H

2.5.-4 -2.5.-4 0 0 1 0 AF̂ aRiji 1.873.-4

-2.5.-4 2.5.-4 0 0 0 1_ AFCIRIJI _
i

00

7
1

Using Equation E-6 and the system matrix solution, the new calculated variable values

were:

^ciro,t\(^q~ 3.123e 4 —ZAlZe 4

~ ~3.123e — 4 ~ ^

=2.63.-6 ^nLc =5-62^-1

At this point, the backplane directly applied the calculated values to the simulators.

However, the interface procedures had to compensate for the system matrix Geqv (as

defmed in Appendix B).

|4 l4

Fsrc - FaRn\cALc ^eqv '
-3.12.-4

3.12.-4
+

2.5.-4 -2.5.-4

-2.5.-4 2.5.-4

2.63.-6

5.62.-1

-1.41.-4

1.41.-4

Iteration CIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

5 T1 2.627e-6 -1.248e-4 FSRC = -1.41e-4

5 T2 1.061e0 1.248e-4 FSRC = +1.41e-4

5-S.T2 T1 +1.59e-10 -7.54e-9 -

5-S.T2 T2 -3.77e-2 1.154e-5 -

5-S.Tl T1 -1.94e-4 -9.231e-9 -

5-S.Tl T2 -4.615e-2 -1.152e-5 -
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The calculated variables were applied to partition CIRl.

Iteration CIRl Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

5 T1 2.629e-6 1.405e-4 ESRC = 2.63e-6

5 T2 5.620e-l -1.405e-4 ESRC = 5.62e-l

5-S.T2 T1 O.OOOeO -7.050e-6 -

5-S.T2 T2 -2.82e-4 +7.050e-6 -

5-S.Tl T1 -l.OOle-4 +2.503e-8 -

5-S.Tl T2 O.OOOeO -2.503e-8 -

On the sixth iteration, the backplane calculated the true solution. The system level matrix

was:

0 0 1 0 1 0" AEj., 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 AEj.2 0

4.86.1 0 1 0.0 0 0 AF^ CIRO,Tl -9.366.-5

2.38.8 1 0 5.5.-4 0 0 AF̂ CIR0,T2 6.202.-8

2.5.-4 -2.5.-4 0 0 1 0 AF̂ ciRi,n 1.093-4

-2.5.-4 2.5.-4 0 0 0 1_ AFJ^CIRl,T2 _ -1.093.-4

The new calculated variable values were:

~ T.249e 4 1.249e 4

^ciRi,T\\cALc ~ ̂ ^ ^aRi,Ti I — ~ .249e — 4CALC

^nLc =2-63^-6 =4.996.-1

Then, the simulators confirmed the solution.

Iteration CIR0 Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

6 T1 2.629e-6 -1.249e-4 FSRC = -4.6e-14

6 T2 4.996e-l 1.249e-4 FSRC = +4.6e44

6-S.T2 T1 +7.49e-ll -3.559e-9 -

6-S.T2 T2 -1.779e-2 1.154e-5 -

6-S.Tl T1 1.944e-10 -9.235e-9 -

6-S.Tl T2 -4.617e-2 -1.152e-5 -
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Iteration CIRI Simulator Response Source Values

Object Effort Flow

6 T1 2.629e-6 1.249e-4 ESRC = 2.63e-6

6 T2 4.996e-l -1.249e-4 ESRC = 5.00e-l

6-S.T2 T1 O.OOOeO -6.27e-6 -

6-S.T2 T2 -2.51e-4 +6.27e-6 -

6-S.Tl T1 -l.OOIe-4 +2.503e-8 -

6-S.TI T2 O.OOOeO -2.503e-8 -

All variables meet the tolerance criteria, so the backplane converged. The transient analysis

would apply the same procedures, where any variable errors between the simulator and the

calculated values in the backplane were eliminated (error minimization).

Appendix E.3 Final Comments

In these linear examples, the backplane initialization sequence actually caused

divergence in the solution (Example 2, iteration 4). Of course, the backplane initialization

procedures had to be careful not to cause too much divergence. This initialization sequence

did improve convergence in certain nonlinear problems, but these routines were not very

robust and the routines should be improved in the future! Future initialization procedures

should consider using the EFFORT output information to implement a different set of

routines to account for any internal stimuli in a gain path. However, the interface into the

simulator was ultimately the most important facet of the coupling procedure as shown in

Example 2. By incorporating valid condition sensitivity parameters in the GIRO partition,

the coupling solution was significantly simplified and the coupling process easily

converged.

The second example demonstrated a very simple fact- the most reliable method of

coupling simulators with high gain components was to complete the feedback path. Without
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defining the feedback path, the local simulator cannot always calculate valid sensitivity

information and the initialization solution can have significant errors (Example 2 iteration

1). If the "sufficiently close" conditions required by most iteration routines were not meet,

then the baclqilane cannot solve the problem based on the interfaces into the simulators.

Besides using an interface into the simulator, the other coupling approach would be

to transfer the complete solver matrix of each simulator to the backplane. The baclqjlane.

would construct and solve a single matrix representing ALL simulator information. This

approach would require significant information extraction firom the simulator and would

increase the baclqjlane complexity. Of course, the approach was beyond the scope and

intent (simple and easy coupling via an interface) of this development.
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